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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

 Notice of Intent to Issue 90/013s106 5796183

Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor to File)
Status

HENRY N. TRAN 3992 No

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

1. IZI Prosecution on the merits is (or remains) closed in this ex parte reexamination proceeding. This proceeding is
subject to reopening at the initiative of the Office or upon petition. Of. 37 CFR 1 .313(a). A Certificate will be issued
in view of

) IXI Patent owner’s communication(s) filed: 07 Ma); 2014.
El Patent owner’s failure to file an appropriate timely response to the Office action mailed:
I:I Patent owner’s failure to timely file an Appeal Brief (37 CFR 41.31).
|:| The decision on appeal by the El Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences E! Court dated

ae Reexamination Certificate will indicate the following:aChange in the Specification. I:l Yes IZI No
bChange in the Drawing(s): I:l Yes IZI No
c Status of the Claim(s):

) Patent c|aim(s ) confirmed.
Patent c|aim(s ) amended (including dependent on amended c|aim(s)):
Patent c|aim(s ) canceled. 18 27 and 35.

Newly presented c|aim(s ) patentable:_40-117.

Newly presented canceled claims.
Patent c|aim(s)I:l previously I:l currently disclaimed:
Patent c|aim(s ) not subject to reexamination. 1- 17 19-26 28-34 and 36-39.
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)
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)

)

3. E! A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

4. IZI Note the attached statement of reasons for patentability and/or confirmation. Any comments considered necessary
by patent owner regarding reasons for patentability and/or confirmation must be submitted promptly to avoid

processing delays. Such submission(s) should be labeled: “Comments On Statement of Reasons for Patentability
and/or Confirmation.”

5. El Note attached NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED (PTO-892).

6. CI Note attached LIST OF REFERENCES CITED (PTO/SB/O8 or PTO/SB/08 substitute).

7. El The drawing correction request filed on is: El approved I:l disapproved.

8. El Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)I:I AII b)I:I Some* c)I:I None of the certified copies have

I:l been received.

I:l not been received.

I:| been filed in Application No.
I:| been filed in reexamination Control No.
I:l been received by the International Bureau in PCT Application No.

* Certified copies not received:_

9. El Note attached Examiner’s Amendment.

10. El Note attached Interview Summary (PTO-474).

1 1. El Other:

All correspondence relating to this reexamination proceeding should be directed to the Central Reexamination Unit at

the mail, FAX, or hand-carry addresses given at the end of this Office action.

HENRY N TRAN/

Primary Examiner
‘ rt Unit: 3992

cc: Rec uester (if third - art rec uester)
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-469 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate Part of Paper No 20140603
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The present application is being examined under the pre—AIA first to invent provisions.

NOTICE OF INTENT TO ISSUE EX PARTE REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE

INTRODUCTION

1. This Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Part6 Reexamination Certificate (NIRC) action concerns the

Ex Parte Reexamination Request (hereinafter “the Request”) filed by patent owner on December

24, 2013 for the Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate, the US Patent No. 5,786,183 C1, issued

on April 29, 2013 to Hourmand et al. (hereinafter “the ‘ 183 patent”); and it is responsive to the

patent owner’s response filed on May 7, 2014 (hereinafter “the response”). The response has

been entered. Claims 40-117 are subject to this reexamination; and they are found patentable

and/or confirmed.

RESPONSE TO THE RESPONSE

2. Patent owner’s proposed amendment to the claims, see pages 2—14, filed with the response is

in compliance with 37 CFR 1.530(d)-(j), and it has been entered. See M.P.E.P. § 2250. Claims

18, 27, and 35 are canceled; claims 1-17, 19-26, 28-34, and 36-39 are unamended and they are

not subject to reexamination; claims 40-105 were previously added, and of which, claims 40, 41,

56, 66, 67, 71, and 95 are amended; and claims 106—1 17 are newly added. Thus, claims 40—1 17

are subject to this reexamination.

3. Patent owner’s arguments, see pages 15—14], filed with the response, with respect to the claim

rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 305, the prior art references of Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and Casio. and
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the supports for new claims 40—1 17, have been fully considered and are persuasive. The

rejection of claims 18, 27. 40-44, 56-71, and 95-105 under 35 U.S.C. § 305 as recited in the

prior Office action mailed on March 27, 2014 has been overcome, and it has been withdrawn.

REFERENCES CITED IN THIS OFFICE ACTION

3. The prior art patents and printed publications (the prior art references) cited in the Request

pursuant to C.F.R. § 1.510(b) (3), see the Request page 10, and relied upon are relisted below:

° US. Patent No. 5,463,388 issued to Boie et al. on October 31, 1995 ("Boie" or the '388 patent),

which was submitted with the request as Exhibit C.

- US Patent No. 5,565,658 issued to Gerpheide et al. on October 15, 1996 ("Gerpheide" or the

‘658 patent), which was submitted with the request as Exhibit D.

' Casio advertisement entitled "Now... The Invisible Casio Calculator Watch," published in

Popular Science by On the Run in 1984 ("Casio"), which was submitted with the request as
Exhibit E.

' Lee, thesis entitled "A Fast Multiple-Touch-Sensitive Input Device," and published October

1984 ("Lee"), which was submitted with the IDS filed with the request.

ALLOWABLE SUBJECT MATTER

4. New claims 40-117 are patentable.

STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR PATENTABILITY AND/OR CONFIRMATION

5. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for patentability and/or confirmation of

the claims found patentable in this reexamination proceeding:
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The ‘l83 patent generally relates to a capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit including

an oscillator 200 providing a periodic output signal, a keypad having a plurality of input touch

terminals 450 defining areas for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch, a

microcontroller 500 using the periodic output signal from the oscillator for selectively providing

signal output frequencies to the input touch terminals(e.g., touch terminals 57 and 59), and a

detector circuit 400 coupled to the oscillator, the input touch terminals, and the microcontroller

for providing a control output signal based on the presence of operator’s body capacitance to

ground coupled to the input touch terminal when in proximity or touched by an operator. An

array of touch terminals may be provided in close proximity due to the reduction in crosstalk that

may result from contaminants by utilizing an oscillator outputting signal having a frequency of

50 KHZ or greater. See, the ‘183 patent Abstract, and Figures 3, 4 and 11. Each of the new

independent claims 45, 56, 72, 84, 95, 106, and 1 ll identifies the uniquely distinct features that

are not taught or suggested by the cited prior art references, either alone or in any reasonable

combinations. Specifically,

(i) Independent claim 45 inludes the new limitation of “a microcontroller using the periodic

output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies directly to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals ofa keypad”

(ii) Independent claim 56 requires, inter alia, the features: “a microcontroller using the periodic

output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals ofa keypad, and wherein a peak

voltage of the signal outputfrequencies is greater than a supply voltage ”;
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(iii) Independent claim 72 requires, inter alia, the features: “a microcontroller using the periodic

output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies directly to a closely spaced array ofinput touch terminals ofa keypad”, and “a

detector circuit coupled to said oscillatorfor receiving said periodic output signalfrom said

oscillator, and coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being responsive to

signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an, operator's body

capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when proximal or touched by the

operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad device, said

detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the operator is

proximal or touch said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches saidfirst

touch terminal ”

(iv) independent claims 84 and 95, each requires, inter alia. the features: “a microcontroller

using the periodic output signalfrom the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing

signal outputfrequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals ofa keypad, the

input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals, and wherein a peak

voltage ofthe signal outputfrequencies is greater than a supply voltage ";

(V) Independent claim 106 requires, inter alia, the features: “a microcontroller using the periodic

output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals ofa keypad, wherein the

selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal output

frequency to each row ofthe plurality ofsmall sized input touch terminals ofa keypad”; and
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(vi) Independent claim 1 l 1 requires, inter alia, the features: “a microcontroller using the

periodic output signalfrom the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals ofa keypad, the input touch

terminals comprisingfirst and second input touch terminal, wherein the selectively providing

comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal output frequency to each row of the

plurality ofclosely spaced array of input touch terminals ofa keypad.

Whereas, the cited prior art references:

Boie

Boie discloses a computer input device for use as a computer mouse or keyboard comprises a

thin, insulating surface covering an array 100 of electrodes arranged in a grid pattern and

connected in columns and rows, each column and row is connected to circuitry 401, which can

be selected by multiplexer 402 under control of microcontroller 406. See id. at col. 3:56—61 . The

selected output is forwarded to summing circuit 403, the output of which is converted by

synchronous detector and filter circuit 404 to a signal related to the capacitance of the row or

column selected by the multiplexer. See id, at col. 3:62-67. The RF oscillator 408 provides an

RF signal of, for example ,lOO Kiloheitz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter circuit

404 via inverter 410, and guard plane 411, which is a substantially continuous plane parallel to

array 100 and associated connections, and serves to isolate array 100 from extraneous signals.

See id. at col. 3:67 — col. 4:5. To measure separate capacitance values for each electrode in array

100 instead of the collective capacitances of subdivided electrode elements connected in rows

and columns, a circuit 401 is provided for each electrode in array 100 and multiplexer 402 is

enlarged to accommodate the outputs from all circuits 401. See id. at col. 4: 14-21. The output of
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synchronous detector and filter 404 is converted to digital form by analog—to—digital converter

405 and forwarded to microcontroller 406 so that microcontroller 406 obtains a digital value

representing the capacitance seen by any row or column of electrode elements (or electrode if

measured separately) selected by multiplexer 402. See id. at col. 4:22-28. Particularly, Boie

discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100 and guard planes 411 with a single RF

signal for minimizing the effects of electrode-to-electrode capacitances, wiring capacitances and

other extraneous capacitances. See id. at col. 4:58-61.

Thus, Boie does not teach or suggest the microcontroller is used to selectively providing signal

output frequencies to input touch terminals of a keypad.

Accordingly, Boie does not teach or suggest the above—identified underlined claimed features.

Gerpheide

Gerpheide teaches a system and method for a capacitance-based proximity sensor with

interference rejection. See Abstract. The system 10 comprises an electrode array 12, a

synchronous electrode capacitance measurement unit 14, a reference frequency generator 16, and

a position locator 18. See id. at Figure l, and col. 3:52 to col. 4:26. The electrode array consists

of multiple X electrodes 20 and Y electrodes 22. See id. at Figures 2A and 2B. The

synchronous electrode capacitance measurement unit 14 is connected to the electrode array 12

and the reference frequency generator 16 for producing capacitive measurement signals. See id.

at Figure 4, and col. 5:50-67. Particularly, Gerpheide teaches that the reference frequency

generator 16 includes an oscillator 100 for driving a microcontroller 102 and a divide-by- (M+N)

circuit 104, for providing signal output frequencies and always selecting a reference frequency

away from frequencies which have been found to result in measurement interference; wherein, N
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is a fixed constant, approximately 50, and M is specified by the microcontroller 102 to be, for

example, one of four values in the ranges 61 KHZ to 80 KHz as specified by the microcontroller

102; and wherein, the microcontroller 102 performs the functions of interference evaluation 106

and frequency selection 108. See id. at Figure 7, and col. 8:20-43.

Thus, Gerpheide does not teach or suggest the synchronous electrode capacitance measurement

unit is responsive to signals from the oscillator via said microcontroller and the presence of an

operator's body capacitance to ground.

Accordingly, Gerpheide does not teach or suggest the above-identified underlined claimed

features.

Casio

Casio teaches a Casio Calculator Watch, which is a timepiece product employing electro—touch

technology. The watch works by reading finger-strokes traced across its face. See id. at col. 1.

The transparent touch panel construction includes a fiberg1ass panel having a transparent

conductor film pattern (first layer) and a dielectric layer (second layer) overlying the fiberglass.

See id. at col. 2. The touch panel determines figure and math symbols outlined with finger-

strokes traced across the face. See id. at col. 1. The touch panel senses the input, and then

digitizes it to extract features of the figure or math symbol. See id. at col. 2. The watch then

outputs the corresponding figure or math symbol on the screen.

Thus, Casio does not teach or suggest the nricrocontroller is used to selectively providing signal

output frequencies to input touch terminals of a keypad.

Accordingly, Casio does not teach or suggest the above-identified underlined claimed features.
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Lee

Lee discloses a fast—scanning multiple—touch—sensitive input device comprising: a sensor matrix

board, row and column selection registers, A/D converting circuits and a dedicated CPU. See id.

at Figure 3.4. The row selection registers select one or more rows by setting the corresponding

bits to a high state in order to charge up the sensors while the column selection registers select

one or more columns by turn on corresponding analog switches to discharge the sensors

through timing resistors. The intersecting region of the selected rows and the selected columns

represents the selected sensors as a unit. See id. at Figure 3.1(a) shows a model of a selected

sensor in the sensor matrix, Figure 3.1 (b) shows the timing diagram for discharging time

measurement of a selected sensor, and Figure 3.2 illustrates a small section of a sensor matrix.

Particularly, Lee describes the interface between the CPU and the sensor matrix as follows: The

CPU selects the row or rows of a sensor group. initiating charging of all the associated sensors.

After a charging interval, the CPU discharges the selected column or columns corresponding to a

sensor group by connecting a group of discharge resistors whose current is summed via a high

slew rate operational amplifier. Wherein, the CPU selects or deselects the row(s) by sending

binary signals to the selected row(s). See id. at Figs. 3.1(a), 3.1(b), and 3.4, and page 3-10. As

illustrated by the data bus of Figure 3.4.

Thus, Lee does not teach or suggest sending signal output frequencies to the selected rows and/or

column.

Accordingly, Lee does not teach or suggest the above—identified underlined claimed features.
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Further, the examiner agrees with the discussion articulated by patent owner that the prior art

references, Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and Casio, either alone or in combinations, fails to teach the

above—identified claimed, see the response pages 16—20.

Accordingly, the independent claims 45, 56, 72, 84, 95, 106, and 111 are patentable over the

prior art references of Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and Casio.

Dependent claims 40-44, 46-55, 57-71, 73-83, 85-94, 96-105, 107-110, and 112-117, each is

dependent upon one of said independent claims, and it is patentable based on at least the reasons

set forth for the independent claim due to its dependency.

Any comments considered necessary by PATENT OWNER regarding the above statement must

be submitted promptly to avoid processing delays. Such submission by the patent owner should

be labeled: "Comments on Statement of Reasons for Patentability and/0r Confirmation" and will

be placed in the reexamination file.

CLAIM RENUMBERS

6. Claims 40-117 are renumbered consecutively in compliance with 37 CFR 1.126 and 37 CFR

1.530(g), see MPEP 608.010) and MPEP § 2250, as shown in the table below.

10
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CONCLUSION

7. Extensions of Time

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) Will not be permitted in these proceedings because the

provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in a reexamination

proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that reexamination proceedings "will be

conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extension of time in ex parte

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(c).

8. Litigation Reminder

The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.565(a) to apprise

the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving the ‘ 183

11
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patent throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and

2286.

9. Correspondence and Inquiry as to Office Actions

All correspondence related to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed

as follows:

By EFS: Registered users may submit Via the electronic filing system EFS -Web, at

https://efs.uspto.gov/efile/myportal/efs—registered

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223 13- 1450

By FAX to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand: Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 223]

For EFS-Web transmissions, 37 CFR 1.8(a)(1)(i) (C) and (ii) states that correspondence (except

for a request for reexamination and a corrected or replacement request for reexamination) will be

considered timely filed if (a) it is transmitted Via the Office‘s electronic filing system in

accordance with 37 CFR 1.6(a)(4), and (b) includes a certificate of transmission for each piece of

correspondence stating the data of transmission, which is prior to the expiration of the set period

of time in the Office action.

12
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Any inquiry by the patent owner concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the Legal AdVisor or Examiner, or as to the status of this proceeding, should be directed to the

Central Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 272—7705.

Signed:

/Henry N Tran/

Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU - Art Unit 3992

Conferees:

//

Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU - Art Unit 3992

//

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3992

13
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(57) ABSTRACT

A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit com—
prises an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having
a frequency of 50 kHz or greater, an input touch terminal
defining an area for an operator provide an input by proximity
and touch, and a detector circuit coupled to the oscillator for
receiving the periodic output signal from the oscillator, and
coupled to the input touch terminal. The detector circuit being
responsive to signals from the oscillator and the presence of
an operator’s body capacitance to ground coupled to the
touch terminal when in proximity or touched by an operator to

  

(51) Int- Cl- provide a control output signal. Preferably, the oscillator pro-
H03K 1 7/96 (2006.01) vides a periodic output signal having a frequency of 800 kHz
H03K17/94 (2006.01) or greater. An array of touch terminals may be provided in

(52) U.S. Cl. close proximity due to the reduction in crosstalk that may
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EX PARTE

REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE

ISSUED UNDER 35 U.S.C. 307

THE PATENT IS HEREBY AMENDED AS
INDICATED BELOW.

  

lVIatter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appeared in the
patent, but has been deleted and is no longer a part of the
patent; matter printed in italics indicates additions made
to the patent.  

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINAlION, Il HAS BA *N
DETERMINED THAT:

   
 

Claims 18. 27 and 35 are cancelled.
New claims 40-117 are added and determined to be

patentable.
Claims 1—17, 19—26, 28—34 and 36—39 were not reexamined.

40. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefinedfrequency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator: the microcontroller selectivelyproviding sig-
nal outputfrequencies to a plurality ofsmall sized input
touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively
providing comprises the microcontroller selectivelypro-
viding a signal output frequency to each row of the
plurality of small sized input touch terminals of the
keirad;

the plurality ofsmall sized input touch terminals defining
adjacent areas on a dielectric substratefor an operator
to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillatorfor receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator. and
coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector cir-
cuit being responsive to signalsfrom said oscillator via
said microcontroller and a presence of an operator’s
body capacitance to ground coupled to said touch ter-
minals when proximal or touched by the operator to
provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefinedfrequency ofsaid oscillator and
saidsignal outputfrequencies are selected to decrease a
first impedance ofsaid dielectric substrate relative to a
second impedance ofany contaminate that may create
an electrical path on said dielectric substrate between
said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small
sized input touch terminals, and wherein said detector
circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to
groundproximate an input touch terminal to a threshold
level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control
output signal.

41. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 40, wherein each signal outputfrequency
selectivelyprovided to each row oftheplurality ofsmall sized
input touch terminals ofthe keypad is selectedfrom aplurality
ofHertz values.

42. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 41, wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

43. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 4], wherein the plurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

2

44. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 41, wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

45. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
5 as defined in claim 40, wherein each signal outputfrequency

selectivelyprovided to each row oftheplurality ofsmall sized
input touch terminals ofthe keypad has a same Hertz value.

46. The capacitive responsive switching circuit as defined
in claim 40, wherein said oscillatorprovides aperiodic out-

10 put signal having a frequency of800 kHz or greater.
4 7. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit

as defined in claim 40, wherein the sensed body capacitance
change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is
caused by the operator ’s body capacitance decreasing an

15 input touch terminal signal on the detector circuit, and
wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is
compared to a second threshold level to generate the control
output signal.

48. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
20 as defined in claim 40, wherein the sensed body capacitance

change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is
caused by the operator ’s body capacitance decreasing an
input touch terminal signal amplitude on the detector circuit,
and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is

25 compared to a second threshold level to generate the control
output signal.

49. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 40, wherein the detector circuit comprises
apluralitv oftouch circuits, and wherein the microcontroller

30 selectively provides the signal outputfrequencies to theplu-
rality ofsma/l sized input touch terminals ofthe keypad via
the plurality oftouch circuits.

50. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprising:

35 an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefinedfi‘equency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator, the microcontroller selectivelyproviding sig
nal output frequencies directly to a plurality of small

40 sized input touch terminals ofa keypad;
the plurality ofsmall sized input touch terminals defining

adjacent areas on a dielectric substratefor an operator
to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator_/2)r receiving
45 said periodic output signal fi‘om said oscillator; and

coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector cir-
cuit being responsive to signalsfrom said oscillator via
said microcontroller and a presence of an operator’s
body capacitance to ground coupled to said touch ter-

50 minals when proximal or touched by the operator to
provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefinedfi'equency ofsaid oscillator and
said signal outputfrequencies are selected to decrease a
first impedance ofsaid dielectric substrate relative to a

55 second impedance of any contaminate that may create
an electrical path on said dielectric substrate between
said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small
sized input touch terminals, and wherein said detector
circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to

60 groundproximate an input touch terminal to a threshold
level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control
output signal.

51. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 50, wherein the sensed body capacitance

65 change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is
caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an
input touch terminal signal on the detector circuit, and
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wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is
compared to a second threshold level to generate the control
output signal.

52. Yhe capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 50, wherein the sensed body capacitance
change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is
caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an
input touch terminal signal amplitude on the detector circuit,
andwherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is
compared to a second threshold level to generate the control
output signal.

53. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 50, wherein apeak voltage ofthe signal
outputfrequencies is greater than a supply voltage.

54. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 53, wherein the supply voltage is a battery
supply voltage.

55. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 53, wherein the supply voltage is a voltage
regulator supply voltage.

56. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 50, wherein the signal outputfi'equencies
have a same Hertz value.

57. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 50, wherein each signal outputfrequency '
is selectedfrom a plurality ofHertz values.

58. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 5 7, wherein the plurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

59. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 57, wherein theplurality ofllertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

60. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 57. wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

61. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefinedfrequency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator. the microcontroller selectivelyproviding sig-
nal outputfrequencies to a plurality ofsmall sized input
touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively
providing comprises the microcontroller selectivelypro-
viding a signal output frequency to each row of the
plurality of small sized input touch terminals of the
keypad, and wherein apeak voltage ofthe signal output
frequencies is greater than a supply voltage;

the plurality ofsmal/ sized input touch terminals defining
adjacent areas on a dielectric substratefor an operator
to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillatorfor receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and
coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector cir-
cuit being responsive to signalsfi'om said oscillator via
said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's
body capacitance to ground coupled to said touch ter-
minals when proximal or touched by the operator to
provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefinedfrequency ofsaid oscillator and
saidsignal outputfi'equencies are selected to decrease a
first impedance ofsaid dielectric substrate relative to a
second impedance of any contaminate that may create
an electrical path on said dielectric substrate between
said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small
sized input touch terminals, and wherein said detector
circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to
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groundproximate an input touch terminal to a threshold
level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control
output signal.

62. Jhe capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 6], wherein the sensed body capacitance
change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is
caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an
input touch terminal signal on the detector circuit, and
wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is
compared to a second threshold level to generate the control
output signal.

63. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 6], wherein the sensed body capacitance
change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is
caused by the operator ’s body capacitance decreasing an
input touch terminal signal amplitude on the detector circuit,
and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is
compared to a second threshold level to generate the control
output signal.

64. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 61, wherein the supply voltage is a battery
supply voltage.

65. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 61, wherein the supply voltage is a voltage
regulator supply voltage.

66. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 61, wherein each signal outputfrequency
selectivelyprovided to each row oftheplurality ofsmall sized
input touch terminals ofthe keypad has a same Hertz value.

67. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 6], wherein each signal outputfrequency
selectivelyprovided to each row oftheplurality ofsmall sized
input touch terminals ofthe keypad is selectedfrom aplurality
ofHertz values.

68. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 67, wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

69. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 67, wherein the plurality ofHertz values
comprises [[ertz values greater than I ()0 kHz.

70. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 67, wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

71. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuitfor
a controlled keypad device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefinedfrequency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator, the microcontroller selectivelyproviding sig-
nal outputfrequencies directly to a closely spaced array
of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch
terminals comprisingfirst and second input touch ter-
minals;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas
for an operator to provide an input by proximity and
touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and
coupled to saidfirst and second touch terminals, said
detector circuit being responsive to signals from said
oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence ofan
operator’s body capacitance to ground coupled to said
first and second touch terminals when proximal or
touched by the operator to provide a control output
signalforactuation ofthe controlled keypad device, said
detector circuit being configured to generate said con-
trol output signal when the operator is proximal or
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touches said second touch terminal after the operator is
proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

72. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 7], wherein the detector circuit is confige
ured to inhibit the control outputsignal unless the operator is
proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the
operator is proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

73. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 7], wherein the signal outputfrequencies
have a same Hertz value.

74. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 7], wherein each signal outputfi'equency
is selectedfi’om a plurality ofHertz values.

75. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 74, wherein theplurality ofHertZ values
comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

76. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 74, wherein the plurality of'HertZ values
comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

77. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 74, wherein theplurality ofllertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

78. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 71, wherein said detector circuit is con- '

_figured to generate said control output signal only when the
operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal
within a predetermined time period after the operator is
proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

79. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 71, further comprising an indicatorjor
indicating the detector circuit has determined that the opera-
tor isproximal or touches said second touch terminal.

80. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 71, wherein a peak voltage ofthe signal
outputfrequencies is greater than a supply voltage.

81. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 80, wherein the supply voltage is a battery
supply voltage.

82. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 80, wherein the supply voltage is a voltage
regulator supply voltage.

83. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuitfor
a controlled keypad device comprising:

an oscillator providing aperiodic output signal having a
predefinedfrequency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator, the microcontroller selectivelyproviding sig-
nal outputfrequencies to a closely spaced array ofinput
touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals
comprising first and second input touch terminals,
wherein a peak voltage ofthe signal outputfrequencies
is greater than a supply voltage;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas
for an operator to provide an input by proximity and
touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillatorfor receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and
coupled to saidfirst and second touch terminals, said
detector circuit being responsive to signals from said
oscillator via said microcontroller and apresence ofan
operator’s body capacitance to ground coupled to said
first and second touch terminals when proximal or
touched by the operator to provide a control output
signalforactuation ofthe controlled keypaddevice, said
detector circuit being configured to generate said con-
trol output signal when the operator is proximal or
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touches said second touch terminal after the operator is
proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

84. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 83, wherein the detector circuit is config-
ured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator is
proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the
operator is proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

85. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 83, wherein the signal outputfi'equencies
have a same Hertz value.

86. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 83, wherein each signal outputfrequency
is selectedfrom a plurality ofllertz values.

8 7. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 86, wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

88. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 86, wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

89. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 86, wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

90. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 83, wherein the supply voltage is a battery
supply voltage.

91. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 83, wherein the supply voltage is a voltage
regulator supply voltage.

92. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 83, wherein said detector circuit is con-
figured to generate said control output signal only when the
operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal
within a predetermined time period after the operator is
proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

93. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 83, further comprising an indicatorfor
indicating the detector circuit has determined that the opera-
tor is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

94. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuitfor
a controlled keypad device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefinedfi'equency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic outputsignalfrom the
oscillator; the microcontroller selectivelyproviding sig-
nal outputfrequencies to a closely spaced array ofinput
touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively
providing comprises the microcontroller selectivelyprof
viding a signal output frequency to each row of the
closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the
keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and
second input touch terminals, and wherein a peak volt-
age of the signal output frequencies is greater than a
supply voltage;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas
for an operator to provide an input by proximity and
touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and
coupled to saidfirst and second touch terminals, said
detector circuit being responsive to signals from said
oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence ofan
operator’s body capacitance to ground coupled to said
first and second touch terminals when proximal or
touched by the operator to provide a control output
signalforactuation ofthe controlled keypad device, said
detector circuit being configured to generate said con-
trol output signal when the operator is proximal or
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touches said second touch terminal after the operator is
proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

95. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 94, wherein the detector circuit is confige
ured to inhibit the control outputsignal unless the operator is
proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the
operator is proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

96. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 94, wherein each signal outputfrequency
selectivelyprovided to each row ofthe closely spacedarray of
input touch terminals ofthe keypad has a same Hertz value.

97. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 94, wherein each signal outputfrequency
selectivelyprovided to each row ofthe closely spacedarray of
input touch terminals ofthe keypad is selectedfrom aplurality
of‘Hertz values.

98. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 97, wherein the plurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

99. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 97, wherein thep/urality ofllertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

100. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 97, wherein the plurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

I 0]. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 94, wherein the supply voltage is a battery
supply voltage.

102. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 94, wherein the supply voltage is a voltage
regulator supply voltage.

103. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 94, wherein said detector circuit is con-

_figured to generate said control output signal only when the
operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal
within a predetermined time period after the operator is
proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

104. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 94, further comprising an indicatorjor
indicating the detector circuit has determined that the opera-
tor isproximal or touches said second touch terminal.

105. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
for a controlled keypad device comprising:

an oscillator providing aperiodic output signal having a
predefinedfrequency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator. the microcontroller selectivelyproviding sig-
nal outputfrequencies to a closely spaced array ofinput
touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals
comprising first and second input touch terminals,
wherein the selectively providing comprises the micro-
controller selectively providing a signal output fre-
quency to each row ofthe closely spaced array ofinput
touch terminals ofthe keypad;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas
for an operator to provide an input by proximity and
touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillatorfor receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator. and
coupled to saidfirst and second touch terminals, said
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detector circuit being responsive to signals from said
oscillator via said microcontroller and apresence ofan
operator’s body capacitance to ground coupled to said
first and second touch terminals when proximal or
touched by the operator to provide a control output
signalforactuation ofthe controlled keypad device, said
detector circuit being configured to generate said con
trol output signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after the operator is
proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

I 06. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim [05, wherein each signal outputfrequency
selectivelyprovided to each row ofthe closely spacedarray of
input touch terminals ofthe keypad has a same [[ertz value.

I 07. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim [05, wherein each signal outputfrequency
selectivelyprovided to each row ofthe closely spaced array of
input touch terminals ofthe keypad is selectedfrom a plurality
ofHertz values.

I 08. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 107. wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

1 09. '1 he capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim I07, wherein theplurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

1 10. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 107, wherein the plurality ofHertz values
comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

1 I I . The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 105. wherein the detector circuit is con
figured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator
is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the
operator is proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

I 12. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim [05, wherein saidfirst and second touch
terminals are adapted to be mounted on diflerent surfaces of
the controlled keypad device.

I 13. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim [05, wherein saidfirst and second touch
terminals are adapted to be mounted on non-parallelplanar
surfaces ofthe controlled keypad device.

I I 4. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim [05, wherein saidfirst and second touch
terminals are adapted to be mounted onperpendicularplanar
surfaces ofthe controlled keypad device.

1 15. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim I 05 andfurther including an indicatorfor
indicating when said detector circuit determines that the
operator is proximal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.

I I 6. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim I 05 andfurther including an indicatorfor
indicating when said detector circuit determines that the
operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

I I 7. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim [05, wherein the detector circuit com-
prises a plurality of touch circuits, and wherein the micro-
controller selectively provides the signal outputfi'equencies
to the closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the
keypad via the plurality of'touch circuits.

*>I<**>I<
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/HENRY N TRAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

cc: Reuuester (if third nart re uester)
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-469 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate Part of Paper No 20140606
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The present application is being examined under the pre—AIA first to invent provisions.

NOTICE OF INTENT TO ISSUE EX PARTE REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE

INTRODUCTION

1. This Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Part6 Reexamination Certificate (NIRC) action concerns the

Ex Parte Reexamination Request (hereinafter “the Request”) filed by patent owner on December

24, 2013 for the Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate, the US. Patent No. 5,786,183 C1, issued

on April 29, 2013 to Hourmand et a1. (hereinafter “the ‘ 183 patent”); and it is responsive to the

patent owner’s response filed on May 7, 2014 (hereinafter “the response”). The response has

been entered. Claims 40-117 are subject to this reexamination; and they are found patentable

and/or confirmed.

RESPONSE TO THE RESPONSE

2. Patent owner’s proposed amendment to the claims, see pages 2-14, filed with the response is

in compliance with 37 CFR 1.530(d)-(j), and it has been entered. Claims 18, 27, and 35 are

canceled; claims 40, 41, 56, 66, 67, 71, and 95 of the previously added new claims 40-105 are

amended; and claims 106-117 are newly added. Claims 1-17, 19-26, 28-34, and 36-39 are not

subject to reexamination. Thus, only claims 40—1 17 are subject to this reexamination.

3. Patent owner’s arguments, see pages 15- 141, filed with the response, with respect to the claim

rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 305, the prior art references of Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and Casio, and

the supports for new claims 40-117, have been fully considered and are persuasive. The
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rejection of claims 18, 27, 40—44, 56—7] , and 95—105 under 35 U.S.C. § 305 as recited in the prior

Office action, see pages 9-11, mailed on March 27, 2014 has been overcome due to the

amendment to the claims, and it has been withdrawn.

REFERENCES CITED IN THIS OFFICE ACTION

3. The prior art patents and printed publications (the prior art references) cited in the Request

pursuant to C.F.R. § 1.510(b) (3), see the Request page 10, and relied upon are relisted below:

° US. Patent No. 5,463,388 issued to Boie et al. on October 31, 1995 ("Boie" or the '388 patent),

which was submitted with the request as Exhibit C.

- US Patent No. 5,565,658 issued to Gerpheide et al. on October 15, 1996 ("Gerpheide" or the

‘658 patent), which was submitted with the request as Exhibit D.

' Casio advertisement entitled "Now... The Invisible Casio Calculator Watch," published in

Popular Science by On the Run in 1984 ("Casio"), which was submitted with the request as
Exhibit E.

' Lee, thesis entitled "A Fast Multiple-Touch-Sensitive Input Device," and published October

1984 ("Lee"), which was submitted with the IDS filed with the request.

ALLOWABLE SUBJECT MATTER

4. New claims 40-117 are patentable.

STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR PATENTABILITY AND/OR CONFIRMATION

5. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for patentability and/or confirmation of

the claims found patentable in this reexamination proceeding:
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Each of the newly added independent claims 45, 56, 72, 84, 95, 106, and 1 11 identifies the

uniquely distinct features that are not taught or suggested by the cited prior art references, either

alone or in any reasonable combinations. Specifically,

Regarding independent claim 45, claim 45 is similar to cancelled patent claim 18 but includes

the new limitation of “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the

microcontroller selectively providing signal outputfrequencies My to a plurality ofsmall

sized input touch terminals of a keypad;”.

The combination of Boie, Gerpheide, Lee and/or Casio does not disclose or fairly suggest this

limitation. The examiner agrees with the discussion articulated by the patent owner for claim 45;

see the 12/24/2013 Amendment filed with the Request at pages 24—25.

Regarding independent claim 56, claim 56 is similar to cancelled patent claim 18 but includes

the new limitation of “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the

microcontroller selectively providing signal outputfrequencies to aplurality ofsmall sized input

touch terminals ofa keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller

selectively providing a signal outputfrequency to each row of the plurality of small sized input

touch terminals ofa keypad, and wherein a eak volta e o the si nal out ut re 'uencies is

greater than a supply voltage”.

The combination of Boie, Gerpheide, Lee and/or Casio does not disclose or fairly suggest this

limitation. The examiner agrees with the discussions articulated by the patent owner for claim

56, see the 12/24/2013 Amendment filed with the Request at page 26 and the 5/7/ 14 Response at

pages 16—17.
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Regarding independent claim 72, claim 72 is similar to cancelled patent claim 27 but includes

the new limitation of “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the

microcontroller selectively providing signal outputfrequencies directly to a closely spaced array

of input touch terminals ofa keypad, the input touch terminals comprisingfirst and second input

touch terminals,” .

The combination of Boie, Gerpheide, Lee and/or Casio does not disclose or fairly suggest this

limitation. The examiner agrees with the discussion alticulated by the patent owner for claim 72,

see the 5/7/14 Response at pages 27-28.

Regarding independent claim 84, claim 84 is similar to cancelled patent claim 27 but includes

the new limitation of “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the

microcontroller selectively providing signal outputfrequencies to a closely spaced array of input

touch terminals ofa keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch

terminals, wherein a peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply
 

voltage;”.

The prior references, Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and Casio, either alone or in any combination, do not

disclose or fairly suggest this limitation. The examiner agrees with the discussions articulated by

the patent owner for claim 84, see the 12/24/2013 Amendment filed with the Request at page 26

and the 5/7/14 Response at pages 28-29.

Regarding independent claim 95, claim 95 is similar to cancelled patent claim 27 but includes

the new limitation of “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the

microcontroller selectively providing signal outputfrequencies to a closely spaced array of input

touch terminals ofa keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller
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selectively providing a signal outputfrequency to each row ofthe closely spaced array of input

touch terminals ofa keypad, the input touch terminals comprisingfirst and second input touch

terminals, and wherein a eak volta e o the si nal out ut re uencies is reater than a su lv
 

voltage;”.

The prior references, Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and Casio, either alone or in any combination, do not

disclose or fairly suggest this limitation. The examiner agrees With the discussion articulated by

the patent owner for claim 95, see the 5/7/14 Response at pages 17-19.

Regarding independent claim 106, claim 106 is similar to cancelled patent claim 18 but

includes the limitation of “a microcontroller using the periodic output signalfrom the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing si nal out at re uencies to a plurality ofsmall sized

input touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises tli

microcontrollerselectivel 7 rovidin asi nal out ut re uenc to each rowo 'the lurali 7o'
 

 
small sized input touch terminals of a keypad. ”

The prior references, Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and Casio, either alone or in any combination, do not

disclose or fairly suggest this limitation. The examiner agrees With the discussion articulated by

the patent owner for claim 106, see the 5/7/14 Response at pages 19-20.

Regarding independent claim 111, claim 111 is similar to cancelled patent claim 27 but

includes the limitation of “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of

input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input

touch terminals, and wherein the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively
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rovidin, a Si nal out at 're uenc to each row 0 'Closelv s aced array 0 "in Mt touch terminals
 

of a keypad.”

The prior references, Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and Casio, either alone or in any combination, do not

disclose or fairly suggest this limitation. The examiner agrees with the discussion articulated by

the patent owner for claim 111, see the 5/7/14 Response at page 20.

Regarding dependent claims 46-55, claims 46-55 depend from claim 45 and add further

limitations. They are allowable at least by the reason set forth for claim 45.

Regarding dependent claims 57-65, claims 57-65 depend from claim 56 and add further

limitations. They are allowable at least by the reason set forth for claim 56.

Regarding dependent claims 73-83, claims 73-83 depend from claim 72 and add further

limitations. They are allowable at least by the reason set forth for claim 72.

Regarding dependent claims 85-94, claims 85-94 depend from claim 84 and add further

limitations. They are allowable at least by the reason set forth for claim 84.

Regarding dependent claims 96-104, claims 96-104 depend from claim 95 and add further

limitations. They are allowable at least by the reason set forth for claim 95.

Regarding dependent claims 40-44 and 107-110, claims 40-44 and 107-110 depend from claim

106 and add further limitations. They are allowable at least by the reason set forth for claim 106.

Regarding dependent claims 66-71 and 112-117, claims 66—71 and 112—1 17 depend from claim

111 and add further limitations. They are allowable at least by the reason set forth for claim 11.

Any comments considered necessary by PATENT OWNER regarding the above statement must

be submitted promptly to avoid processing delays. Such submission by the patent owner should
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be labeled: "Comments on Statement of Reasons for Patentability and/or Confirmation” and Will

be placed in the reexamination file.

6. Claims 40-117 are renumbered consecutively in compliance with 37 CFR 1.126 and 37 CFR

1.530(g), see MPEP 608.010) and MPEP § 2250, as shown in the table be1ow.

FDClaims renumbered in the same order as presemed by applicant CPA E‘

5
Fmai Drlginil Fms-l (Ingmar FIN! original Final Original Final Original Fmal (Ingmai Fmai Dngma) Fmal

1 1 "r v a: ma 53 +35 3 1": 1 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
CONCLUSION

7. Extensions of Time

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings because the

provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in a reexamination

proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that reexamination proceedings "will be

conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extension of time in ex parte

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(0).
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8. Litigation Reminder

The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.565 (a) to apprise

the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving the “183

patent throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and

2286.

9. Correspondence and Inquiry as to Office Actions

All correspondence related to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed

as follows:

By EFS: Registered users may submit via the electronic filing system EFS —Web, at

https://efs.uspto.gov/efile/myportal/efs-registered

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313 - 1450

By FAX to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand: Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 2231

For EFS-Web transmissions, 37 CFR l.8(a)(l)(i) (C) and (ii) states that correspondence (except

for a request for reexamination and a corrected or replacement request for reexamination) will be

considered timely filed if (a) it is transmitted via the Office‘s electronic filing system in
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accordance with 37 CFR l .6(a)(4), and (b) includes a certificate of transmission for each piece of

correspondence stating the data of transmission, which is prior to the expiration of the set period

of time in the Office action.

Any inquiry by the patent owner concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the Legal Advisor or Examiner, or as to the status of this proceeding, should be directed to the

Central Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 272-7705.

Signed:

/Henry N Tran/

Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU — Art Unit 3992

Conferees:

/Albert Gagliardi/

Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU - Art Unit 3992

/SUDHANSHU PATHAK/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3992
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

US. Patent N0.: 5,796,183 B1 § Docket N0.: 5796183RX2

Issued: August 18, 1998 § Inventors: Hourmand et al.

Filed: January 31, 1996 § Patent Owner: UUSI, LLC

Control No. TBD § Examiner: TBD

For: Capacitive Responsive Electronic Switching Circuit

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

PO. BOX 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

Dear Sir:

Patent Owner UUSI, LLC respectfully submits the following amendments and remarks in

response to the Examiner’s Office Action dated March 27, 2014. The Patent Owner respectfully

requests the following amendments and remarks be entered and respectfully requests

reconsideration of claims 40-117.
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In the Claims:

18. (Canceled)

27. (Canceled)

35 . (Canceled)

40. (New — Once Amended) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as
 

defined in claim 106. wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of
 

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals of the keypad has a same Hertz value.

41. New — Once Amended The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as
 

defined in claim 106, wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals of the keypad is selected from a plurality of
 

Hertz values.

42. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 41 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

43. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 41,
 

 
wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

44. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 41 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

45. (New) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit comprising:
 

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing sicanal output freguencies directly to a plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of a keypad;

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals defining adjacent areas on a dielectric

 

Page 2 of 141
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substrate for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator. and coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being responsive to

signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's body

capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when proximal or touched by the operator

to provide a control output signal.
 

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator and said signal output frequencies
 

are selected to decrease a first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path on said dielectric substrate

between said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate an

input touch terminal to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control output

signal.

46. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45
 

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal on the

detector circuit. and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is compared to a

second threshold level to generate the control output signal.

47. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45
 

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal amplitude

on the detector circuit, and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is compared

to a second threshold level to generate the control output signal.

48. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45.
 

wherein the signal output frequencies have a same Hertz value.

49. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 45 .

wherein each signal output frequency is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

Page 3 0f 14]
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50. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 49 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.

51. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 49 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

52. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 49 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 800 kHz.

53. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45 

wherein a peak voltage of the signal output freguencies is greater than a supply voltage.

54. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 53 

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

55. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 53 

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.

56. New — Once Amended A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchincy circuit

compri sin g:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined freguency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals

of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively

providing a signal output freguency to each row of the plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of the keypad, and wherein a peak voltage of the signal output freguencies is Greater

than a supply voltage;

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals defining adjacent areas on a dielectric

substrate for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from
 

said oscillator. and coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being responsive to
 

signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's body

Page 4 0f 14]
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capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when proximal or touched by the operator

to provide a control output signal.

wherein said predefined freg uency of said oscillator and said signal output freg uencies

are selected to decrease a first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path on said dielectric substrate

between said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and
 

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate an
 

input touch terminal to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control output

signal.

57. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit as defined in claim 56
 

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is
 

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal on the
 

detector circuit. and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is compared to a

second threshold level to generate the control output signal.

58. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit as defined in claim 56
 

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is
 

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal amplitude
 

on the detector circuit, and wherein the sensed body capacitance chance to ground is compared

to a second threshold level to generate the control output signal.

59. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 56.
 

wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of the plurality of small
 

sized input touch terminals of the keypad has a same Hertz value.
 

60. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin Circuit as defined in claim 56.
 

wherein each signal output freguency selectively provided to each row of the plurality of small

sized input touch terminals of the keypad is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

61. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 60,
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.
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62. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 60
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 100 kHz.

63. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 60
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

64. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 56
 

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

65. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 56
 

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.

66. New — Once Amended The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as

defined in claim 1 l 1, wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of

the closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the keypad has a same Hertz value.

67. New — Once Amended The ca acitive res onsive electronic switching circuit as

defined in claim 111. wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of
 

the closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the keypad is selected from a plurality of

Hertz values.

68. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 67
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

69. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 67
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 100 kHz.

70. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 67
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

71. New — Once Amended The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as
 

defined in claim 1 l 1. wherein the detector circuit is configured to inhibit the control output
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signal unless the operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is

proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

72. New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit for a controlled ke ad
 

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output freguencies directly to a closely spaced array of input touch

terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch

terminals ',

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an

input by proximity and touch; and
 

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator. and coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's

body capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch terminals when proximal or

touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad

device, said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or

touches said first touch terminal.

73. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 72
 

wherein the signal output frequencies have a same Hertz value.

74. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 72.

wherein each signal output freguency is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

75. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 74
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

76. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 74,

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 100 kHz.
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77. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 74
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 800 kHz.

78. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 72
 

wherein said detector circuit is configured to generate said control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal within a predetermined time period
 

after the operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

79. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 72
 

further comprising an indicator for indicating the detector circuit has determined that the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

80. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 72
 

wherein the detector circuit is configured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator

is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches said

first touch terminal.

81. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 72,
 

wherein a peak voltage of the signal output freguencies is greater than a supply voltage.

82. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 81
 

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

83. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 81,
 

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.

84. New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchinc circuit for a controlled ke ad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller
 

 
selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals

of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals, wherein
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a peak voltage of the signal output freguencies is greater than a supply voltage;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an

input by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator. and coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's

body capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch terminals when proximal or

touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad

device= said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or

touches said first touch terminal.

85. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 84.

wherein the signal output freguencies have a same Hertz value.

86. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84.
 

wherein each signal output freguency is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

87. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 86,

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.

88. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 86
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

89. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 86,

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 800 kHz.

90. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84
 

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

91. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 84,

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.
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92. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84
 

wherein said detector circuit is configured to Generate said control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal within a predetermined time period

after the operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

93. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 84,
 

further comprising an indicator for indicating the detector circuit has determined that the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

94. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84
 

wherein the detector circuit is configured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator

is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches said
 

first touch terminal.

95. New , Once Amended A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchinc circuit for a

controlled keypad device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller
 

selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals
 

of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively

providing a signal output freguency to each row of the closely spaced array of input touch

terminals of the keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch

terminals, and wherein a peak voltage of the signal output freguencies is greater than a supply

voltage:

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an
 

input by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator, and coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's

body capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch terminals when proximal or
 

touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad
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device, said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or

touches said first touch terminal.

96. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 95.
 

 
wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of the closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of the keypad has a same Hertz value.

97. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95.
 

wherein each signal output freguency selectively provided to each row of the closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of the keypad is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

98. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 97
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.

99. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 97
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

100. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 97
 

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 800 kHz.

101. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95
 

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

102. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95
 

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.

103. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95
 

wherein said detector circuit is configured to generate said control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal within a predetermined time period
 

after the operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.
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104. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95
 

further comprising an indicator for indicating the detector circuit has determined that the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

105. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit as defined in claim 95
 

wherein the detector circuit is configured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator
 

is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches said

first touch terminal.

106. New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit com risin :
 

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller
 

selectively providing signal output freguencies to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals

of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively

providing a signal output freg uency to each row of the plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of the keypad;

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals defining adjacent areas on a dielectric

substrate for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and
 

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from
 

said oscillator. and coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being responsive to

signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's body

capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when proximal or touched by the operator

to provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator and said signal output frequencies
 

are selected to decrease a first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second
 

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path on said dielectric substrate

between said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate an

input touch terminal to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control output

s1gnal.
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107. New The ca acitive res onsive switchin circuit as defined in claim 106 wherein said
 

oscillator provides a periodic output signal having a frequency of 800 kHz or greater.

108. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 106
 

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal on the

detector circuit. and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is compared to a

second threshold level to Generate the control output signal.

109. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 106
 

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal amplitude

on the detector circuit, and wherein the sensed body capacitance chance to ground is compared

to a second threshold level to generate the control output signal.

110. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 106
 

wherein the detector circuit comprises a plurality of touch circuits, and wherein the

microcontroller selectively provides the signal output frequencies to the plurality of small sized

input touch terminals of the keypad via the plurality of touch circuits.

111. New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchincI circuit for a controlled ke ad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller
 

selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals

of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals, wherein

the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal output

frequency to each row of the closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the keypad;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an

input by proximity and touch; and
 

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from
 

said oscillator. and coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector circuit being
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responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's

body capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch terminals when proximal or

touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad

device= said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or

touches said first touch terminal.
 

112. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim lll
 

wherein said first and second touch terminals are adapted to be mounted on different surfaces of

the controlled keypad device.

113. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 111,

wherein said first and second touch terminals are adapted to be mounted on non-parallel planar

surfaces of the controlled keypad device.

114. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim lll
 

wherein said first and second touch terminals are adapted to be mounted on perpendicular planar

surfaces of the controlled keypad device.
 

115. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 111 and
 

further including an indicator for indicating when said detector circuit determines that the

operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

116. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 111 and

further including an indicator for indicating when said detector circuit determines that the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

117. New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim lll
 

wherein the detector circuit comprises a plurality of touch circuits, and wherein the

microcontroller selectively provides the signal output frequencies to the closely spaced array of

input touch terminals of the keypad via the plurality of touch circuits.
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REMARKS

Claims 1- 17, 19-26, 28-34, and 36-39 are unamended with respect to the first EX Parte

Reexamination Certificate No. 5,796,183 C1 issued April 29, 2013. Claims 18, 27. and 35 are

canceled herein. Claims 40-105 were previously added, and claims 106-117 are newly added by

this amendment. The present amendment neither enlarges the scope of the claims of the patent

nor introduces new matter.

Allowance of Claims

The Patent Owner acknowledges allowance of claims 45-55 and 72-94.

Claim Rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 305

Claims 18, 27, 40—44, 56—71, and 95—105 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 305 as

enlarging the scope of claims 18 and 27 of the patent being reexamined. The Patent Owner

respectfully submits that the amendments made herein overcome these rejections. In particular,

the amendments to each independent claim restore the amended clause to its original form, and

add the new claim language as a separate clause, so that the original clause retains its original

scope. The Patent Owner further provides below a discussion of the newly-amended claims with

respect to the cited prior art references.

Independent Claim 18

Independent claim 18 has been canceled and rewritten as new claim 106 per the

Examiner’s suggestion in Section 5 of the Office Action. Dependent claims 40-44 now depend

from new claim 106. Likewise, dependent claims 107—109 — corresponding to claims 19, 33, and

34 , have been added and depend from claim 106. Each of these claims is allowable at least for

the reasons discussed below with respect to claim 106.

Independent Claim 27

Independent claim 27 has been canceled and rewritten as new claim 1 l 1 per the

Examiner’s suggestion in Section 5 of the Office Action. Dependent claims 66-71 now depend

from new claim lll. Likewise, dependent claims 112-1 17 — corresponding to claims 28-32 and

36 — have been added and depend from claim 111. Each of these claims is allowable at least for

the reasons discussed below with respect to claim 111.
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Independent Claim 56

Claim 56 has been amended to restore the previously amended clause to its original form

and to add the new claim language as a separate clause, so that the original clause retains its

original scope. More specifically, independent claim 56 recites “a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the

selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal output

frequency to each row of the plurality of small sized input touch terminals of the keypad, and

wherein a peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply voltage.” None

of the cited references, alone or in combination, teaches or suggests these limitations.

Rather, Boie discloses that “RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for example, 100

kiloheltz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane

411.” Boie, col. 3:67-col. 4:2. Boie further discloses that “[t]he effects of electrode-to-electrode

capacitances, wiring capacitances and other extraneous capacitances are minimized by driving all

electrodes and guard plane 411 in unison with the same RF signal from RF oscillator 408.” Id. at

col. 4:5 8—60; see id. at Fig. 4. Thus, Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100

and guard plane 411 with a single RF signal. As acknowledged by the Examiner, “Boie does not

teach or suggest the microcontroller is used to selectively provid[e] signal output frequencies to

input touch terminals of a keypad.” Office Action, p. 15. Therefore, Boie does not teach or

suggest a microcontroller providing signal output frequencies to these components, wherein the

microcontroller selectively provides a signal output frequency to each row of the plurality of

small sized input touch terminals of the keypad.

Neither Gerpheide nor Lee cures the deficiencies of Boie. While Gerpheide teaches a

reference frequency generator 16 “observes position signals to evaluate the extent of interference

at some reference frequency” and that in “the event that substantial interference is detected, the

generator 16 selects a different frequency for further measurements,” Gerpheide does not teach

that a microcontroller provides these frequencies selectively to each row of the input touch

terminals. See, e.g., id. at col. 8:22-30; Fig. 7. Rather, in Gerpheide, the “reference frequency

signal is supplied to unit 14 via an AND gate 72.... The AND gate output feeds through inverter

74 and noninverting buffer 76 to wires RP and RN respectively which are part of a capacitive

measurement element 78.” See id. at col. 6:19-26; Fig. 4. Thus, the output of AND gate 72 is
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sent to every row of electrode array 12 via one of inverter 74 and noninverting buffer 76 at the

same time. Therefore, Gerpheide does not disclose a microcontroller selectively providing a

signal output frequency to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a

keypad.

Likewise, Lee does not teach or suggest that a microcontroller selectively provides a

signal output frequency to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a

keypad. The Examiner has also acknowledged Lee does not disclose this limitation. See, e.g,,

Office Action, p. 16 (“Lee does not teach or suggest sending signal output frequencies to the

selected rows”). Rather, Lee teaches the CPU selects or deselects row(s) by sending My

s_ig&ls to the selected row(s). See, e.g., id. at Figs. 3.l(a), 3.l(b), and 3.4. Therefore, Lee does

not teach or suggest a microcontroller selectively providing a signal output frequency to each

row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.

Moreover, none of the cited references teaches or suggests wherein a peak voltage of the

signal output frequencies is greater than a supply voltage.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide and/or Lee does not disclose all of the

elements of claim 56, and therefore claim 5 6 is patentable over these references.

New claims 57-65 depend from claim 5 6 and add further limitations. The Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

Independent Claim 95

Claim 95 has been amended to restore the previously amended clause to its original form

and to add the new claim language as a separate clause, so that the original clause retains its

original scope. More specifically, independent claim 95 recites “a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the

selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal output

frequency to each row of the closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the keypad, the

input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals, and wherein a peak

voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply voltage.” None of the cited

references, alone or in combination, teaches or suggests these limitations.
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Rather, Boie discloses that “RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for example, 100

kilohertz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane

411.” Boie, col. 3:67—col. 4:2. Boie further discloses that “[t]he effects of electrode—to—electrode

capacitances, wiring capacitances and other extraneous capacitances are minimized by driving all

electrodes and guard plane 411 in unison with the same RF signal from RF oscillator 408.” Id. at

col. 4:5 8-60; see id. at Fig. 4. Thus Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100

and guard plane 411 with a single RF signal. As acknowledged by the Examiner, “Boie does not

teach or suggest the microcontroller is used to selectively provid[e] signal output frequencies to

input touch terminals of a keypad.” Office Action, p. 15. Therefore, Boie does not teach or

suggest the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises the

microcontroller selectively providing a signal output frequency to each row of the closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of the keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and

second input touch terminals.

None of Gerpheide, Lee or Casio cures the deficiencies of Boie. While Gerpheide

teaches a reference frequency generator 16 “observes position signals to evaluate the extent of

interference at some reference frequency” and that in “the event that substantial interference is

detected, the generator 16 selects a different frequency for further measurements,” Gerpheide

does not teach that a microcontroller provides these frequencies selectively to each row of the

input touch terminals. See, e.g., id. at col. 8:22-30; Fig. 7. Rather, in Gerpheide, the “reference

frequency signal is supplied to unit 14 via an AND gate 72.... The AND gate output feeds

through inverter 74 and noninverting buffer 76 to wires RP and RN respectively which are part

of a capacitive measurement element 78.” See id. at col. 6:19-26; Fig. 4. Thus, the output of

AND gate 72 is sent to every row of electrode array 12 via one of inverter 74 and noninverting

buffer 76 at the same time. Therefore, Gerpheide does not disclose a signal output frequency is

selectively provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.

Likewise, Lee does not teach or suggest that a microcontroller selectively provides a

signal output frequency to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a

keypad. The Examiner has also acknowledged Lee does not disclose this limitation. See, e.g.,

Office Action, p. 16 (“Lee does not teach or suggest sending signal output frequencies to the

selected rows”). Rather, Lee teaches the CPU selects or deselects row(s) by sending binar
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s_ig&ls to the selected row(s). See, e.g., id. at Figs. 3.1(a), 3.1(b), and 3.4. In contrast, claim 95

recites selectively providing a signal output frequency to each row of the touch terminals.

Therefore, Lee does not teach or suggest a microcontroller selectively providing a signal output

frequency to each row of the closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the keypad.

Casio discloses input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals,

see, e.g., Figure, but fails to provide any teaching with respect to the microcontroller selectively

providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a

keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a

signal output frequency to each row of the closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the

keypad.

Moreover, none of the cited references teaches 0r suggests wherein a peak voltage of the

signal output frequencies is greater than a supply voltage.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide, Lee and/or Casio does not disclose all

of the elements of claim 95, and therefore claim 95 is patentable over these references.

New claims 96—105 depend from claim 95 and add further limitations. The Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

Independent Claim 106

As discussed above, independent claim 18 has been canceled and rewritten as new claim

106 per the Examiner’s suggestion in Section 5 of the Office Action. Claim 106 also restores the

previously amended clause of claim 18 to its original form and adds the new claim language as a

separate clause, so that the original clause retains its original scope. More specifically,

independent claim 106 recites “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the

oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a plurality of

small sized input touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing comprises the

microcontroller selectively providing a signal output frequency to each row of the plurality of

small sized input touch terminals of the keypad.” None of the cited references, alone or in

combination, teaches or suggests these limitations.

As discussed above with respect to claim 56, the cited references, either alone or in

combination, fail to teach or suggest the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the
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selectively providing comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal output

frequency to each row of the plurality of small sized input touch terminals of the keypad. For at

least these same reasons, claim 106 is allowable over the cited art.

New claims 40-44 and 107-110 depend from claim 106 and add further limitations. The

Patent Owner respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of

depending from an allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

Independent Claim 111

As discussed above, independent claim 27 has been canceled and rewritten as new claim

111 per the Examiner’s suggestion in Section 5 of the Office Action. Claim 111 also restores the

previously amended clause of claim 27 to its original form and adds the new claim language as a

separate clause, so that the original clause retains its original scope. More specifically,

independent claim 1 l l recites “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the

oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second

input touch terminals, wherein the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller

selectively providing a signal output frequency to each row of the closely spaced array of input

touch terminals of the keypad.” None of the cited references, alone or in combination, teaches or

suggests these limitations.

As discussed above with respect to claim 95, the cited references, either alone or in

combination, fail to teach or suggest the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch

terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals, wherein the selectively providing

comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal output frequency to each row of the

closely spaced array of input touch terminals of the keypad.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide, Lee and/0r Casio does not disclose all

of the elements of claim 111, and therefore claim 111 is patentable over these references.

New claims 66-71 and 112-117 depend from claim 111 and add further limitations. The

Patent Owner respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of

depending from an allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.
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Support for New Claims

Support for each of the new claims 40-117 may be found throughout the ‘183 Patent, and

particular support may be found, for example, as set forth in the charts below. These charts

follow the same organizational structure as those provided in the Amendment Accompanying

Request for Ex Parte Reexamination under 35 U.S.C. §§ 302-307 filed on December 24, 2013

A. Canceled Claim 18

Claim 18 has been canceled herein, thus no chart of claim support is provided.

B. Canceled Claim 27

Claim 27 has been canceled herein, thus no chart of claim support is provided.

C. New Claim 40

 

40. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 106, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the plurality of small sized input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad has a same at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
Hertz value. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. C01. 5:49-53.

 
The ‘183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz. the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
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allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability
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requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1. 

D. New Claim 41
 

 

41. The capac1t1ve respons1ve See F1gure ll.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 106, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the plurality of small sized input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad is selected at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

from a plurality of Hertz values. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However. at
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10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

 
 

E. New Claim 42
 

42. The capac1t1ve respons1ve See F1gure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 41, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
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than 50 kHz. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. C01. 5:49-53. 
The ‘183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal Changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz. the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of
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frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 4 C01. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” C01. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

 
 

F. New Claim 43
 

43. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 41, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate
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between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to
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output a square wave having a frequency of 5 0

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28. 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

 
 

G. New Claim 44
 

44. The capac1t1ve respons1ve See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 41, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges
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between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 11:1-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1. 

H. New Claim 45

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 45 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 45 and Claim 18 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

45. capac1t1ve responsive electronic “Sgt-556151111 is. switching circuit comprising:   
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an oscillator providing a periodic See Claim 18.

output signal having a predefined

frequency;
 

a microcontroller using the See Figures 4, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16.

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

signal output frequencies directly to a circuit of the present invention features operation

plurality of small sized input touch at frequencies at or above 50kHz and preferably

terminals of a keypad; at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1-3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1 : 19—27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Upon being powered

by voltage regulator 100, oscillator 200

generates a square wave with a frequency of 50

kHz, and preferably greater than 800 kHz, and

having an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by oscillator 200 is supplied via
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line 201 to a floating common generator 300, a

touch pad shield plate 460, a touch circuit 400,
and a microcontroller 500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with reference to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 12:6-33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22—25.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11. components
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the plurality of small sized input

touch terminals defining adjacent areas on

a dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch;
and

similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 900] through
900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 90011111 by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59.

See Claim 18.

 

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said input touch terminals, said

detector circuit being responsive to signals
from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an

operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said touch terminals when

 
See Claim 18.
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prox1mal or touched by the operator to

provide a control output signal, 

wherein said predefined frequency

of said oscillator and said signal output

frequencies are selected to decrease a first

impedance of said dielectric substrate

relative to a second impedance of any

contaminate that may create an electrical

path on said dielectric substrate between

said adjacent areas defined by the

plurality of small sized input touch

terminals, and wherein said detector

circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

an input touch terminal to a threshold

level to prevent inadvertent generation of

the control output signal.

I. New Claim 46

  
See Claim 18.

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 46 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 46 and claim 33 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

  
46. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 45,

further—eempflsing wherein said—detector

circuit—compares the sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal on the detector

circuit, and wherein the sensed body

capacitance change to ground when

. l . l . . l i_S

compared to a second threshold level to

generate the control output signal.

  
See Claims 1, 18, 28. and 33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line
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451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz, the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 M9 of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1

kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 — C01. 11:9.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] emitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is
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present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse
stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

trigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to 70.7V and also reduce the forward

recovery and tum-on time. Col. 15 :29-47.
 

J. New Claim 47

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 47 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 47 and claim 34 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

  
47. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 45,

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal amplitude on

the detector circuit, and wherein the

sensed body capacitance change to ground
1 . . 1 . 1

terminal is compared to a second

threshold level to generate the control

output signal.

  
See Claims 1, 18, 28, and 34.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Another method for

implementing capacitive touch switches relies on

the change in capacitive coupling between a

touch terminal and ground. Systems utilizing
such a method are described in U.S. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,087,825. With

this methodology the detection circuit consists of

an oscillator (or AC line voltage derivative)

providing a signal to a touch terminal whose

voltage is then monitored by a detector. The
touch terminal is driven in electrical series with

other components that function in part as a

charge pump. The touch of an operator then

provides a capacitive short to ground via the

operator's own body capacitance that lowers the
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amplitude of oscillator voltage seen at the touch
terminal.” Col. 3:44-56.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5 :49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz. the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 M9 of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1
kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads
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by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 1(5)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact. the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 — Col. 11:9.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’ s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] emitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse
stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

trigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to —0.7V and also reduce the forward

recovery and tum-on time. Col. 15 :29-47.

  
K. New Claim 48
 

 

48. The capacrtive responsive See Figure 1 1.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 45, wherein the signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection
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frequencies have a same Hertz value. circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.
 

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance
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paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

 
 

L. New Claim 49

 

49. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 45, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency is selected from a plurality of circuit of the present invention features operation

Hertz values. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49—53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are
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comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal Changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz. the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 , Col. 11:27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to
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provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constlucted so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
7 Col. 15:].

  
M. New Claim 50

 

50. The capac1t1ve respons1ve See F1gure ll.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 49, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched
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pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
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N. New Claim 51

 

51. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 49, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass
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becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

  
0. New Claim 52
 

 

"T'hé'ééipéiéii ($163158 see 15 g; ii;
electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 49, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a
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[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to 1, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz. it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 11:1-27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,
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oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

  
P. New Claim 53
 

 

53. The capacitive responsive See Figures 4, 5; Claims 27 and 37.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 45, wherein a peak voltage of the The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

signal output frequencies is greater than a basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

supply voltage. construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage

regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the Circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a
touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.” Col. 11:60 — C01. 12:13.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Microcontroller 500

selects each row of the touch circuits 9001 to

900nm by providing the signal from oscillator
200 to selected rows of touch circuits. In this

manner, microcontroller 500 can sequentially
activate the touch circuit rows and associate the

received inputs from the columns of the array

with the activated touch circuit(s).” Col. 18:43-
49.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC convertor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power

lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 4 Col. 13:31.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of —400 C. to 105 O C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (-400 C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

 
 

Q. New Claim 54 

  “measles gasps. +1.; i'ss'iiz'i'téfifdic'i'd. . ‘it'w 1"Béfipfiar'éh'f'tb”'
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electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 53, wherein the supply voltage is a

battery supply voltage.  
those skilled in the art, that various components

of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31. 

R. New Claim 55
 

 
   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  

55. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 53, wherein the supply voltage is a

voltage regulator supply voltage.

 
 Figures 4, 5, 11, and 12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for

receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 — Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31. 

S. New Claim 56

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 56 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 56 and claim 18 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

 

56. A capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit comprising:

See Claim 18.

 

an oscillator providing a periodic  See Claim 18. 
output signal having a predefined
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frequency; 
a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a plurality of

small sized input touch terminals of a

keypad, wherein the selectively providing

comprises the microcontroller selectively

providing a signal output frequency to

each row of the plurality of small sized

input touch terminals of the keypad. and

wherein a peak voltage of the signal

output frequencies is greater than a supply

voltage;

 

 

 

 
See Figures 4, 5, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16, 18,
27 and 37.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above SOkHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1-3.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1:19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage
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   regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a

touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad
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450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load-controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 11:60 , 12:33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC convertor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power

lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50—57; see also Col.
12:57 — Col. 13:31.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22—25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of -400 C. to 105 O C. The

output of the touch switch Circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (-40° C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance With the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
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the plurality of small sized input

touch terminals defining adjacent areas on

a dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch;
and

similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 900] through
900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 90011111 by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59.

See Claim 18.

 

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said input touch terminals, said

detector circuit being responsive to signals
from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an

operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said touch terminals when

 
See Claim 18.
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prox1mal or touched by the operator to

provide a control output signal, 

wherein said predefined frequency

of said oscillator and said signal output

frequencies are selected to decrease a first

impedance of said dielectric substrate

relative to a second impedance of any

contaminate that may create an electrical

path on said dielectric substrate between

said adjacent areas defined by the

plurality of small sized input touch

terminals, and wherein said detector

circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

an input touch terminal to a threshold

level to prevent inadvertent generation of

the control output signal.

 
T. New Claim 57

 
See Claim 18.

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 57 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 57 and claim 33 of the ‘ 183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

 

57. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 56,

fwiher—eenapflsi-ng wherein said—detector

eireuit—eompares the sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal on the detector

circuit, and wherein the sensed body

capacitance change to ground when

compared to a second threshold level to

generate the control output signal.
  

See Claims 1, 18, 28, and 33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24—28.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen. at 1

kHz, the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 MD. of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1

kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 4 Col. 11:9.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’ s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal
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of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] emitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse

stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

trigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to —0.7V and also reduce the forward

recovery and tum-on time. Col. 15 :29-47.
 

U. New Claim 58

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 58 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 58 and claim 34 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

58. The capac1t1ve responswe electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 56,

fufiher—eemprising wherein said—deteeter

eireuit—eempares the sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal amplitude on

the detector circuit, and wherein the

sensed body capacitance change to ground

Wen—pmfiate—te—the—mput—teueh

terminal is compared to a second

threshold level to generate the control

output signal.

 
See Claims 1, 18, 28, and 34.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Another method for

implementing capacitive touch switches relies on

the change in capacitive coupling between a

touch terminal and ground. Systems utilizing
such a method are described in U.S. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,087,825. With

this methodology the detection circuit consists of

an oscillator (or AC line voltage derivative)

providing a signal to a touch terminal whose

voltage is then monitored by a detector. The
touch terminal is driven in electrical series with

other components that function in part as a

charge pump. The touch of an operator then
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provides a capacitive short to ground via the

operator's own body capacitance that lowers the

amplitude of oscillator voltage seen at the touch
terminal.” Col. 3:44—56.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz, the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 M9 of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1
kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely. at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
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detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 — Col. 11:9.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] emitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse

stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however. a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

trigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to —0.7V and also reduce the forward
recover and tum—on time. Col. 15:29—47.

  
V. New Claim 59

  
The capac1t1ve respons1ve See F1gure 11.
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electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 56, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the plurality of small sized input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad has a same at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
Hertz value. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However. at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies
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as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

  
W. New Claim 60

 

60. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 56, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the plurality of small sized input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad is selected at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

from a plurality of Hertz values. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. C01. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that
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of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the
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resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

  
X. New Claim 61
 

 

61. The GapaCIthC responsive See Figure l 1.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 60, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
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to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily
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vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1. 

Y. New Claim 62

 

62. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 60, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49—53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at
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or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 4 Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constiucted so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
4 Col. 15:1.

  
Z. New Claim 63

 

63. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 60, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
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than 800 kHz. at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. llzl—27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to
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provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constlucted so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
4 Col. 15:1.

 
AA. New Claim 64

  
64. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 56, wherein the supply voltage is a

battery supply voltage.  
The 183 Patent discloses It w1ll be apparent to

those skilled in the art, that various components

of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31. 

BB. New Claim 65

 
65. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 56, wherein the supply voltage is a

voltage regulator supply voltage.  
Figures 4, 5, 11, and 12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for

receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200
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with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 — Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 7 Col. 13:31. 

CC. New Claim 66
 

66. The capacitive responsive See F1gure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 1 l 1, wherein each signal output The ‘183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the closely spaced array of input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad has a same at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
Hertz value. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49—53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift
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and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Co]. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

 
 

DD. New Claim 67
 

67. The eapaa ivéi-esfidh'swé "see“pigumi.
electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 111, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation
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row of the closely spaced array of input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad is selected at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

from a plurality of Hertz values. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. C01. 5:49—53. 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough
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to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

 
 

EE. New Claim 68
 

 

68. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 67, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator
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frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output
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frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.
 

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” C01. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

 
 

FF. New Claim 69
 

69. The capac1 ive respons1ve See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 67, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49—53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad
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resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 7 Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.
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70. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 67, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49—53.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l. as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or
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covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 11:1-27.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1. 

HH. New Claim 71
 

 

71. The capa 1tive respon ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 111, wherein the detector circuit is

configured to inhibit the control output

signal unless the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.   

'segp'lgaegi9,502: Ci 'aa C m‘S“‘2‘saa“3s‘.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In another

embodiment a method to prevent inadvertent so

actuations is to require a multi—step process.

Referring to FIG. 19, a device is shown having a

first palm button 2201, a second palm button

2202, and an indicator light 2205. Palm button
2201 has to be activated first and then button

2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time

window before a desired actuation can occur.”

Col. 22:49-55.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a variation of the

multi-step process, two touch plates within a

housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are

used to provide a two-step turn-on. Referring to

FIGS. 20A—C, the first step to actuate the output

relay 2310, is initiated when the operator inserts
his hands and touches the vertical touch sensor
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II. New Claim 72

 
2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow

LED 2304 on top of the device show the

successful completion of the first step. The

second step is to flip the hand over and touch the

horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar

side of the hand. A red LED 2305 on top of the

device shows the completion of the two step

turn—0n and activation of output relay 2310. The

flipping action of the hand in the second step

causes the forearm muscles to flex, thereby

reducing stiffness and fatigue. Also, the hands,
and arms can rest on the run bar until the

machine cycle is complete. The second step of

the two-step turn-on must occur within some

predetermined time (for example 2 seconds)
after the release of vertical touch sensor or the

first ste- must be reeated.” Col. 23:19—36.

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 72 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 72 and claim 27 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

 

72. A capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

See Claim 27.

 

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies directly to a

closely spaced array of input touch

terminals of a keypad, the input touch

terminals comprising first and second

input touch terminals;

  
See Claim 27.

See Figures 4, 11; and Claims 8, l2, 16.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally
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very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1-3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1 : 19-27.

 
The ‘183 Patent discloses “Upon being powered

by voltage regulator 100, oscillator 200

generates a square wave with a frequency of 50

kHz, and preferably greater than 800 kHz, and

having an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by oscillator 200 is supplied via

line 201 to a floating common generator 300, a

touch pad shield plate 460, a touch circuit 400,
and a microcontroller 500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with reference to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator
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200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 12:6-33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies." Col. 14:22—25.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11. components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through

900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900nm by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller
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500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 45] between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum. the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59. 

the first and second input touch

terminals defining areas for an operator to

provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

See Claim 27.

 

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator

via said microcontroller and a presence of

an operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device, said detector circuit being

configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

 See Claim 27.

 

JJ. New Claim 73
 

   73. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.
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electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72, wherein the signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequencies have a same Hertz value. circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies
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as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

  
KK. New Claim 74

 

74. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency is selected from a plurality of circuit of the present invention features operation

Hertz values. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. C01. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that
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of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the
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resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

  
LL. New Claim 75
 

 

75. The GapaCIthC responsive See Figure l 1.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 74, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
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to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily
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vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1. 

MM. New Claim 76

 

76. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 74, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49—53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at
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or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 4 Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constiucted so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
4 Col. 15:1.

  
NN. New Claim 77

 

77. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 74, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
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than 800 kHz. at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. llzl—27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to
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provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constlucted so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
7 Col. 15:].

 
00. New Claim 78

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 78 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 78 and claim 28 of the ‘ 183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

  
78. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in
claim 72, wherein said detector circuit

generates is configured to generate said

control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said
second touch terminal within a

predetermined time period after the

operator is proximal or touches said first
touch terminal.

 
See Claims 27 and 28.

 

PP. New Claim 79

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 79 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 79 and claim 36 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.
 

  
79. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

 See Cla1ms 32 and 36. 
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electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72; and—further ineluding The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The microprocessor

comprising an indicator for indicating also allows the use of visual indicators such as

When—said th_e detector circuit determines LEDs or annunciators such as a bell or tone

has determined that the operator is generator to confirm the actuation of a given

proximal 0r touches said second touch touch switch or switches. This is particularly

terminal. useful in cases where a sequence of actuations is

required before an action occurs. The feedback

to the operator provided by a visual or audio

indicator activated by the microprocessor in

response to intermediate touches in a required

sequence can minimize time lost and/or

frustration on the part of the operator due to

failed actuations from partial touches or wrong

actuations from touching the wrong pad in a

given required sequence or combination of
touches." Col. 6:31—42.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A further option is to

provide one or more LEDs 2205 or audible
annunciators for visual or audible feedback to

the operator. Specifically, in FIG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 2201 has been

successfully activated to cue the operator that it

is time to move to button 2202. Where required
a second LED with a different color than the first

(yellow for the first LED and red for the second)

can be provided to provide visual confirmation
that the second button 2202 has been activated or

that the required combination of the two buttons
has been activated. Two different audible tone

or sound generators could also be used in lieu of

the LEDs to provide feedback to the operator.”
Col. 2321-12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A red LED 2305 on

top of the device shows the completion of the

two step tum-on and activation of output relay
2310.” Col. 23:28—30.

  
QQ. New Claim 80

  80. The capacitive responsive See Figures 19, 20A-C; and Claims 28 and 35.
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electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72, wherein the detector circuit is

configured to inhibit the control output

signal unless the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In another

embodiment a method to prevent inadvertent so

actuations is to require a multi—step process.

Referring to FIG. 19, a device is shown having a

first palm button 2201. a second palm button

2202, and an indicator light 2205. Palm button
2201 has to be activated first and then button

2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time

window before a desired actuation can occur.”

Col. 22:49-55.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “In a variation of the

multi-step process, two touch plates within a

housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are

used to provide a two-step turn-on. Referring to

FIGS. 20A—C, the first step to actuate the output

relay 2310, is initiated when the operator inserts
his hands and touches the vertical touch sensor

2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow

LED 2304 on top of the device show the

successful completion of the first step. The

second step is to flip the hand over and touch the

horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar

side of the hand. A red LED 2305 on top of the

device shows the completion of the two step

turn-on and activation of output relay 2310. The

flipping action of the hand in the second step

causes the forearm muscles to flex, thereby

reducing stiffness and fatigue. Also, the hands,
and arms can rest on the run bar until the

machine cycle is complete. The second step of

the two-step turn-on must occur within some

predetermined time (for example 2 seconds)
after the release of vertical touch sensor or the

first step must be repeated.” Col. 23: 19-36.
 

RR. New Claim 8].
 

81. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72, wherein a peak voltage of the

See Figures 4, 5; Claims 27 and 37.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a 
signal output frequencies is greater than a basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic
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supply voltage. construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage

regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a

touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.” Col. 11:60 — Col. 12:13.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Microcontroller 500

selects each row of the touch circuits 9001 to

900nIn by providing the signal from oscillator
200 to selected rows of touch circuits. In this

manner. microcontroller 500 can sequentially
activate the touch circuit rows and associate the

received inputs from the columns of the array

with the activated touch circuit(s).” Col. 18:43-
49.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC convertor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes
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SS. New Claim 82

  
diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power
lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 4 Col. 13:31.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of —400 C. to 105 O C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (-400 C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

 

82. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 81, wherein the supply voltage is a

battery supply voltage.

TT. New Claim 83

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “It will be apparent to

those skilled in the art, that various components

of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31.

 
  

83. The capacrtive responsrve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 81, wherein the supply voltage is a

Figures 4, 5, 11, and 12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for
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  voltage regulator supply voltage.

 
receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 — Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31.

 

 

UU. New Claim 84

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 84 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 84 and claim 27 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

84. A capac1t1ve respons1ve electronic

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

See Claim 27.

 

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a closely

spaced array of input touch terminals of a

keypad, the input touch terminals

comprising first and second input touch

terminals, wherein a peak voltage of the

signal output frequencies is greater than a

supply voltage;

   
See Claim 27.

See Figures 4, 5, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16, 27
and 37.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49—57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
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embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1-3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1 : 19—27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage

regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a
touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference
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to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load-controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 11:60 — 12:33.

The \ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC convertor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power
lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 4 Col. 13:31.

  
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
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to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of —40° C. to 105° C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (—400 C),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constiucted in accordance With the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 900] through

900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 90011111 by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of

touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection
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Circuits 900 are phys1cally located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59. 

the first and second input touch

terminals defining areas for an operator to

provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

See Claim 27. 
 

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator

via said microcontroller and a presence of

an operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device, said detector circuit being

configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

 See Claim 27.

 

VV. New Claim 85
 

85. The capaCitive responswe

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein the signal output

frequencies have a same Hertz value.

See Figure ll.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a
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[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53. 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be
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possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

 
 

WW. New Claim 86

 

86. The capac1t1ve respons1ve See F1gure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency is selected from a plurality of circuit of the present invention features operation

Hertz values. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49—53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads
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by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact. the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

l0 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above lOO kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 , Col. 11:27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50
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kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

  
XX. New Claim 87

 

87. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 86, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal Changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of
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operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.
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88. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 86, wherein the plurality of Hertz

values comprises Hertz values greater
than 100 kHz.

 
See F1gure 11.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at
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or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

 
 

ZZ. New Claim 89
 

 

89. The capac1t1ve responswe See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 86, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower
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giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 11:1-27.

 
The ‘183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.
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The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1. 

AAA. New Claim 90
 

 

90. T e capac1t1ve responswe

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein the supply voltage is a

battery supply voltage.

BBB. New Claim 91

 
T e 83 Patent ISC oses It W1 e apparent to

those skilled in the art, that various components

of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31.

 
 

 
   

91. The capaciu e respo

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein the supply voltage is a

voltage regulator supply voltage.

 
ii gfilés'ifig 'i'i,”a'r'id”1'”2”§

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for

receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 , Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31. 
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For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 92 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 92 and claim 28 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.
 

92. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein said detector circuit

generates is configured to generate said

control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said
second touch terminal within a

predetermined time period after the

operator is proximal or touches said first
touch terminal.

DDD. New Claim 93

 
See Clalms 27 and 28.

 
For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 93 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 93 and claim 36 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

 

The capac1t1ve responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84; and—further ineludi-ng

comprising an indicator for indicating

Wen—said th_e detector circuit determines

has determined that the operator is

proximal or touches said second touch
terminal.   

see 61511115525335;

The ‘183 Patent discloses “The microprocessor
also allows the use of visual indicators such as

LEDs or annunciators such as a bell or tone

generator to confirm the actuation of a given

touch switch or switches. This is particularly

useful in cases where a sequence of actuations is

required before an action occurs. The feedback

to the operator provided by a visual or audio

indicator activated by the microprocessor in

response to intermediate touches in a required

sequence can minimize time lost and/or

frustration on the part of the operator due to

failed actuations from partial touches or wrong

actuations from touching the wrong pad in a

given required sequence or combination of
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touches.” Col. 6:31-42.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A further option is to

provide one or more LEDs 2205 or audible
annunciators for visual or audible feedback to

the operator. Specifically, in FIG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 2201 has been

successfully activated to cue the operator that it

is time to move to button 2202. Where required
a second LED with a different color than the first

(yellow for the first LED and red for the second)

can be provided to provide visual confirmation
that the second button 2202 has been activated or

that the required combination of the two buttons
has been activated. Two different audible tone

or sound generators could also be used in lieu of

the LEDs to provide feedback to the operator.”
Col. 23:1-12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A red LED 2305 on

top of the device shows the completion of the

two step tum—on and activation of output relay
2310.” Col. 23:28-30.

  
EEE. New Claim 94

 

94. The capacrtive responsrve See Figures 19, 20A-C, and Claims 28 and 35.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein the detector circuit is The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In another

configured to inhibit the control output embodiment a method to prevent inadvertent so

signal unless the operator is proximal or actuations is to require a multi-step process.

touches said second touch terminal after Referring to FIG. 19, a device is shown having a

the operator is proximal or touches said first palm button 2201, a second palm button

first touch terminal. 2202, and an indicator light 2205. Palm button
2201 has to be activated first and then button

2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time

window before a desired actuation can occur.”

Col. 22:49-55.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a variation of the

multi—step process, two touch plates within a

housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are

used to provide a two-step turn-on. Referring to
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FIGS. 20A-C, the first step to actuate the output

relay 2310, is initiated when the operator inserts
his hands and touches the vertical touch sensor

2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow

LED 2304 on top of the device show the

successful completion of the first step. The

second step is to flip the hand over and touch the

horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar

side of the hand. A red LED 2305 on top of the

device shows the completion of the two step

turn-on and activation of output relay 2310. The

flipping action of the hand in the second step

causes the forearm muscles to flex, thereby

reducing stiffness and fatigue. Also, the hands,
and arms can rest on the run bar until the

machine cycle is complete. The second step of

the two—step turn—on must occur within some

predetermined time (for example 2 seconds)
after the release of vertical touch sensor or the

first step must be repeated.” Col. 23: 19-36.
 

FFF. New Claim 95

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 95 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 95 and claim 27 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

95. A capac1t1ve respons1ve electronic

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

See Clarrn 27.

 

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a closely

spaced array of input touch terminals of a

keypad, wherein the selectively providing

comprises the microcontroller selectively

providing a signal output frequency to

 

 See Claim 27.

See Figures 4, 5, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16, 27
and 37.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a
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each row of the closed spaced array of

input touch terminals of the keypad. the

input touch terminals comprising first and

 

second input touch terminals. and wherein

a peak voltage of the signal output

frequencies is greater than a supply

voltage;

 

  
[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49—57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1—3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1: 19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage

regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105 .

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
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reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a
touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load-controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 11:60 , 12:33.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC convertor 110 for
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generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 1 10 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power
lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 , Col. 13:31.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of -40° C. to 105° C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/OC. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (-40° C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33—41.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance With the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through

900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
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Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 90011111 by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of

touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection

transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59. 

the first and second input touch

terminals defining areas for an operator to

provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

 
See Claim 27.

 

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator

via said microcontroller and a presence of

an operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device, said detector circuit being

configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

 See Claim 27.
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96. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein each signal output

frequency selectively provided to each

row of the closely spaced array of input

touch terminals of the keypad has a same
Hertz value.

 
See Figure 11.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However. at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at
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or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

 
 

HHH. New Claim 97
 

 

97. The capac1t1ve responswe See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the closely spaced array of input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad is selected at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

from a plurality of Hertz values. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz. the glass impedance drops to
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approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” C01. 14:65
, Col. 15:1.

  
III. New Claim 98

 

98. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 97, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. C01. 5:49—53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to
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ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

  
The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of 
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oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Co]. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

 
JJJ. New Claim 99

 

99. The capac1t1ve respons1ve See F1gure ll.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 97, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 5 0 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components
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and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

  
KKK. New Claim 100
 

 

100. The capac1t1ve responsive See Fig. 1 1.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 97, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection
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values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 11:1-27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the
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LLL. New Claim 101

 
resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22—28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

 
 

 

101. The capaCitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein the supply voltage is a

battery supply voltage.

MMM. New Claim 102

102. The capac ive r pons ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein the supply voltage is a

voltage regulator supply voltage.

 

 

The 183 Patent discloses It Will be apparent to

those skilled in the art, that various components

of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31.

 
  Flgures4’ 511,3nd12

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for

receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
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 to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with

reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 — Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31. 

NNN. New Claim 103

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 103 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 103 and claim 28 of the ‘ 183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

103. The capaciti e responsiv

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein said detector circuit

generates is configured to generate said

control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said
second touch terminal within a

predetermined time period after the

operator is proximal or touches said first
touch terminal.

000. New Claim 104

 
see eiaiag'zaara53;

 
For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 104 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 104 and claim 36 of the ‘ 183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

 
  
  

  
  

  
  

  104. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95; and—further ineluding

comprising an indicator for indicating

when—said th_e detector circuit determines

has determined that the operator is

proximal or touches said second touch
terminal.  

See Claims 32 and 36.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The microprocessor
also allows the use of visual indicators such as

LEDs or annunciators such as a bell or tone

generator to confirm the actuation of a given

touch switch or switches. This is particularly

useful in cases where a sequence of actuations is

required before an action occurs. The feedback

to the operator provided by a visual or audio
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indicator activated by the microprocessor in

response to intermediate touches in a required

sequence can minimize time lost and/or

frustration on the part of the operator due to

failed actu ations from partial touches or wrong

actuations from touching the wrong pad in a

given required sequence or combination of
touches." Col. 6:31—42.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A further option is to

provide one or more LEDs 2205 or audible
annunciators for visual or audible feedback to

the operator. Specifically, in FIG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 2201 has been

successfully activated to cue the operator that it

is time to move to button 2202. Where required
a second LED with a different color than the first

(yellow for the first LED and red for the second)

can be provided to provide visual confirmation
that the second button 2202 has been activated or

that the required combination of the two buttons
has been activated. Two different audible tone

or sound generators could also be used in lieu of

the LEDs to provide feedback to the operator.”
Col. 2321-12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A red LED 2305 on

top of the device shows the completion of the

two step tum-on and activation of output relay
2310.” Col. 23:28—30. 

PPP. New Claim 105
 

05. T e capac1t1ve respons1ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein the detector circuit is

configured to inhibit the control output

signal unless the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.  

See Figures 9, 0 -C, an Caims 8an 35.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In another

embodiment a method to prevent inadvertent so

actuations is to require a multi-step process.

Referring to FIG. 19, a device is shown having a

first palm button 2201, a second palm button

2202, and an indicator light 2205. Palm button
2201 has to be activated first and then button

2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time
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window before a desired actuation can occur.”

Col. 22:49-55.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “In a variation of the

multi-step process, two touch plates within a

housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are

used to provide a two-step turn-on. Referring to

FIGS. 20A—C, the first step to actuate the output

relay 2310, is initiated when the operator inserts
his hands and touches the vertical touch sensor

2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow

LED 2304 on top of the device show the

successful completion of the first step. The

second step is to flip the hand over and touch the

horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar

side of the hand. A red LED 2305 on top of the

device shows the completion of the two step

turn-on and activation of output relay 2310. The

flipping action of the hand in the second step

causes the forearm muscles to flex, thereby

reducing stiffness and fatigue. Also, the hands,
and arms can rest on the run bar until the

machine cycle is complete. The second step of

the two-step turn-on must occur within some

predetermined time (for example 2 seconds)
after the release of vertical touch sensor or the

first step must be repeated.” Col. 23: 19-36.

  
QQQ. Claim 106

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 106 is shown below with pseudo-

amendments illustrating the differences between new claim 106 and claim 18 of the ‘183 Patent

following the first reexamination proceeding. 

106. A capacrtive responsrve electronic See Claim 18.

switching circuit comprising: 

an oscillator providing a periodic See Claim 18.

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

  
a microcontroller using the See Figures 4, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16, 18.
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periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a plurality of

small sized input touch terminals of a

keypad: wherein the selectively providing

comprises the microcontroller selectively

providing a signal output frequency to

each row of the plurality of small sized

input touch terminals of the keypad;

 

  
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1-3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1: 19-27.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “Upon being powered

by voltage regulator 100, oscillator 200

generates a square wave with a frequency of 50

kHz, and preferably greater than 800 kHz, and

having an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by oscillator 200 is supplied via

line 201 to a floating common generator 300, a

touch pad shield plate 460, a touch circuit 400,
and a microcontroller 500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with reference to FIG. 6. 
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Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 12:6-33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art. the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies." Col. 14:22—25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of
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the plurality of small sized input

touch terminals defining adjacent areas on

a dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch;
and

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through
900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 90011111 by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59.

See Claim 18.

 

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said input touch terminals, said

detector circuit being responsive to signals
from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an

operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said touch terminals when

proximal or touched by the operator to

provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency

of said oscillator and said signal output

  See Claim 18.

See Claim 18.
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frequencies are selected to decrease a first

impedance of said dielectric substrate

relative to a second impedance of any

contaminate that may create an electrical

path on said dielectric substrate between

said adjacent areas defined by the

plurality of small sized input touch

terminals, and wherein said detector

circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

an input touch terminal to a threshold

level to prevent inadvertent generation of

the control output signal.

RRR. New Claim 107

  
 

  
107. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

switching circuit as defined in claim 106,

wherein said oscillator provides a periodic

output signal having a frequency of 800

kHz or greater.  
See Claim 19.

 

SSS. New Claim 108

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 108 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 108 and claim 33 of the ‘ 183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

 

108. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 106,

further—comprising wherein said—detector

circuit—compares the sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal on the detector

See Claims 1, 18, 28. and 33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

 
circuit, and wherein the sensed body
 

 
improvements in detection sensitivity that allow
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capacitance change to ground when close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

proximate—te—the—input—teueh—terminal i_s very close proximity) that is required for

compared to a second threshold level to actuation and to enable employment of a

generate the control output signal. multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5 :49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz, the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 M9 of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1
kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kg

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of
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TTT. New Claim 109

 
inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. C01. 10:54 — C01. 11:9.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] emitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse
stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

trigger 420 to go 10w. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to 70.7V and also reduce the forward

recovery and tum-on time. Col. 15 :29-47.

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 109 is shown below with pseudo-amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 109 and claim 34 of the ‘ 183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding. 

  
109. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 106,

fufihei—eempflsi-ng wherein said—deteeter

eireuit—eempares the sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal amplitude on

 
See Claims 1, 18, 28, and 34.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Another method for

implementing capacitive touch switches relies on

the change in capacitive coupling between a

touch terminal and ground. Systems utilizing
such a method are described in U.S. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,087,825. With
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the detector circuit, and wherein the

sensed body capacitance change to ground

terminal is compared to a second

threshold level to generate the control

output signal.

 
this methodology the detection circuit consists of

an oscillator (or AC line voltage derivative)

providing a signal to a touch terminal whose

voltage is then monitored by a detector. The
touch terminal is driven in electrical series with

other components that function in part as a

charge pump. The touch of an operator then

provides a capacitive short to ground via the

operator's own body capacitance that lowers the

amplitude of oscillator voltage seen at the touch
terminal.” Col. 3:44-56.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz. the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 MD. of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1

kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at
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100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 1(5)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 — Col. 11:9.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’ s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] emitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse

stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

trigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias
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  voltage to —0.7V and also reduce the forward

recovery and tum-on time. Col. 15:29-47.
 

UUU. New Claim 110
 

110. The capac1t1ve respons1ve

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 106, wherein the detector circuit

comprises a plurality of touch circuits, and

wherein the microcontroller selectively

provides the signal output frequencies to

the plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of the keypad via the plurality of
touch circuits.

VVV. New Claim 111

 
See Figures 4 and 11; Claims 6, l8.

Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900nm by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch Circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
nansistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. Col. 18:43-52.

 
For ease of analysis, new independent claim 111 is shown below with pseudo-

amendments illustrating the differences between new claim 111 and claim 27 of the ‘ 183 Patent

following the first reexamination proceeding. 

 

111. A capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

See Claim 27. 
See Claim 27.

 

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a closely

spaced array of input touch terminals of a

keypad, the input touch terminals

 See Figures 4. 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16. 27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of 
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comprising first and second input touch surface contamination from materials such a

terminals: wherein the selectively [sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

providing comprises the microcontroller improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

selectively providing a signal output close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

frequency to each row of the closely very close proximity) that is required for

spaced array of input touch terminals of actuation and to enable employment of a

the keypad; multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49—57.

 

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1-3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1 : 19-27.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Upon being powered

by voltage regulator 100, oscillator 200

generates a square wave with a frequency of 50

kHz, and preferably greater than 800 kHz, and

having an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by oscillator 200 is supplied via

line 201 to a floating common generator 300, a

touch pad shield plate 460, a touch circuit 400,
and a microcontroller 500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with reference to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and
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frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load-controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 12:6-33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22—25.

 
The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance With the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through

900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
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Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 90011111 by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of

touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection

transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59. 

the first and second input touch

terminals defining areas for an operator to

provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

 
See Claim 27.

 

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator

via said microcontroller and a presence of

an operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device, said detector circuit being

configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

 See Claim 27.
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WWW. New Claim 112

 

The capac ive r pons ve See Cla m 29.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 111, wherein said first and second

touch terminals are adapted to be mounted
on different surfaces of the controlled

keypad device.
 
 

XXX. New Claim 113
 

113. The capacitive responsive See Claim 30.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 111, wherein said first and second

touch terminals are adapted to be mounted

on non-parallel planar surfaces of the

controlled keypad device.
  
 

YYY. New Claim 114

1 14. The capacitive responsive See Claim 31 .

electronic switching circuit as defined in
claim 111, wherein said first and second

touch terminals are adapted to be mounted

on perpendicular planar surfaces of the

controlled keypad device.
 

ZZZ. New Claim 115
 

  1 15. The capacitive responsive See Claim 32.

electronic switching circuit as defined in
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claim 111 and further includmg an

indicator for indicating when said detector

circuit determines that the operator is

proximal or touches said first touch
terminal.

AAAA. New Claim 116

 
 

  
1 16.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 111 and further including an

indicator for indicating when said detector

circuit determines that the operator is

proximal or touches said second touch
terminal.

The capacitive responsive

 
See Claims 32 and 36.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The microprocessor
also allows the use of visual indicators such as

LEDs or annunciators such as a bell or tone

generator to confirm the actuation of a given

touch switch or switches. This is particularly

useful in cases where a sequence of actuations is

required before an action occurs. The feedback

to the operator provided by a visual or audio

indicator activated by the microprocessor in

response to intermediate touches in a required

sequence can minimize time lost and/or

frustration on the part of the operator due to

failed actuations from partial touches or wrong

actuations from touching the wrong pad in a

given required sequence or combination of
touches." Col. 6:31—42.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A further option is to

provide one or more LEDs 2205 or audible
annunciators for visual or audible feedback to

the operator. Specifically, in FIG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 2201 has been

successfully activated to cue the operator that it

is time to move to button 2202. Where required
a second LED with a different color than the first

(yellow for the first LED and red for the second)

can be provided to provide visual confirmation
that the second button 2202 has been activated or

that the required combination of the two buttons
has been activated. Two different audible tone 
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or sound generators could also be used in lieu of

the LEDs to provide feedback to the operator.”
Col. 2321-12.  The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A red LED 2305 on

top of the device shows the completion of the

two step tum-on and activation of output relay
2310.” Col. 23:28—30. 

BBBB. New Claim 117
 

l 17. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in
claim 111, wherein the detector circuit

comprises a plurality of touch circuits, and

wherein the microcontroller selectively

provides the signal output frequencies to

the closely spaced array of input touch

terminals of the keypad via the plurality of
touch circuits.  

See Figures 4 and ll; Claims 6,27.

Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900nm by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 45] between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly
beneath the touch ads. Col. 18:43—52.
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1. CONCLUSION

In View of the above, the Patent Owner submits that the claims are in condition for

allowance. The present amendment neither enlarges the scope of the claims of the patent nor

introduces new matter. If the Examiner should have any questions, please contact the Patent

Owner’s Attorney, Brian A. Carlson, at 972—732—1001 . The Commissioner is hereby authorized

to charge any fees due in connection with this filing, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit

Account No. 50-1065.

Respectfully submitted,

May 7, 2014 /Brian A. Carlson/
Date Brian A. Carlson

Reg. No. 37,793

Slater & Matsil, L.L.P.
17950 Preston Rd.

Suite 1000

Dallas, TX 75252
972—732—1001

972—732—9218 (fax)
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ag Responsive to the communication(s) filed on 12/24/2013.

[I A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

b. El This action is made FINAL.

c. XI A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire g month(s) from the mailing date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c).
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1. El Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO—892. 3. I] Interview Summary, PTO—474.

2. IX Information Disclosure Statement, PTO/SB/08. 4. El .

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

1a. Claims 18 27 and 40-105 are subject to reexamination.
 

1b.

2.

Claims 1-17 19-26 28-34 and 36-39 are not subject to reexamination.
 

Claims 3_5 have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.

Claims 45-55 and 72-94 are patentable and/or confirmed.

Claims 18 27 40-44 56-71 and 95-105 are rejected.
 

Claims are objected to.
 DDEHZEIIZEI

The drawings, filed on_are acceptable.

[I The proposed drawing correction, filed on_ has been (7a) El approved (7b)|:l disapproved.

I] Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or (f).

a) [I All b) [I Some* 0) El None of the certified copies have

1 El been received.

3

4

5

6.

7

8

2 El not been received.

3 El been filed in Application No.
 

4 I] been filed in reexamination Control No.

5 [I been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. [I Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance of an ex parte reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 CD.
11,453 O.G. 213.

10. I] Other:

cc: Re-uester (if third art re uesterU.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-466 (Rev. 08-13) Ottice Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20140310
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,106 Page 2

Art Unit: 3992

The present application is being examined under the pre—AlA first to invent provisions.

DETAILED EX PARTE REEXAMINATION NON-FINAL ACTION

1. INTRODUCTION

1. This Non-Final Office action concerns the Ex Parte Reexamination of the US. Patent No.

5,796,183 C1 issued April 29, 2013 to Hourrnand et al. (the ‘183 patent or “Hourmand”). Patent

Owner's waiver of its statement under 37 CFR 1.530 filed on March 4, 2014 after the Order

Granting Request for Ex Parre Reexamination of claims 18 and 27 of the ‘ 183 patent mailed on

February 26, 2014. Patent owner’s Amendment under rule 37 CFR 1.510 filed with the Request

on December 24, 2013 has been entered. Claims 18, 27, and 40—105 are considered in this

reexamination proceeding. The examination results are: Claims 18, 27, 40-44, 56-71, and 95-

105 are rejected; and claims 45—55 and 72—94 are found patentable because of the reasons set

forth below.

II. RULES, REGULATIONS AND REEXAMINATION PROCEDURE

2. The following rules and procedures are applicable to this action:

35 US. C. 305 Conduct of reexamination proceedings.

After the times for filing the statement and reply provided for by section 304 of this title have

expired, reexamination will be conducted according to the procedures established for initial

examination under the provisions of sections 132 and 12 of this title. In any reexamination

proceeding under this chapter, the patent owner will be permitted to propose any amendment to

his patent and a new claim or claims thereto, in order to distinguish the invention as claimed

from the prior art cited under the provisions of section 301 of this title, or in response to a

decision adverse to the patentability of a claim of a patent. No proposed amended or new claim

enlarging the scope of a claim of the patent will be permitted in a reexamination proceeding

under this chapter. All reexamination proceedings under this section, including any appeal to the
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Board of Patent Appeals and lnterferences, will be conducted with special dispatch within the
Office.

37 C.F.R. 1.552 Sco e 0 reexamination in ex arte reexamination roceedin s.
 

. (a) Claims in an ex parte reexamination proceeding will be examined on the basis of

patents or printed publications and, with respect to subject matter added or deleted in the

reexamination proceeding, on the basis of the requirements of 35 U.S.C. m.

o (b) Claims in an ex parte reexamination proceeding will not be permitted to enlarge the

scope of the claims of the patent.

. (c) Issues other than those indicated in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section will not be

resolved in a reexamination proceeding. If such issues are raised by the patent owner or

third party requester during a reexamination proceeding, the existence of such issues will

be noted by the examiner in the next Office action, in which case the patent owner may

consider the advisability of filing a reissue application to have such issues considered and
resolved.

The reexamination proceeding provides a complete reexamination of the patent claims on the

basis of prior art patents and printed publications. Issues relating to 35 U.S.C. 112 are addressed

only with respect to new claims or amendatory subject matter in the specification, claims or

drawings. Any new or amended claims are examined to ensure that the scope of the original

patent claims is not enlarged, i.e., broadened. See 35 U.S.C. 305.

See MPEP 2258

MPEP 2260.01 Dependent Claims |R—2 provides:

If ** > an unamended base patent claim (i.e., a claim appearing in the reexamination as it

appears in the patent) < has been rejected or canceled, any claim which is directly or indirectly

dependent thereon should be confirmed or allowed if the dependent claim is otherwise allowable.

The dependent claim should not be objected to or rejected merely because it depends on a

rejected or canceled patent claim. No requirement should be made for rewriting the dependent

claim in independent form. As the original patent claim numbers are not changed in a

reexamination proceeding, the content of the canceled base claim would remain in the printed

patent and would be available to be read as a part of the confirmed or allowed dependent claim.

If a new base claim (a base claim other than a base claim appearing in the patent) has been

canceled in a reexamination proceeding, a claim which depends thereon should be rejected as * >

indefinite < . If a new base claim > or an amended patent claim < is rejected, a claim dependent

thereon should be objected to if it is otherwise patentable and a requirement made for rewriting

the dependent claim in independent form
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III. PRIOR ART PATENTS AND PRINTED PUBLICATIONS

3. The prior art patents and printed publications cited in the request pursuant to C.F.R. § 1.510(b)

(3), see id., Request page 10, and relied upon in this Office action are relisted below:

° US. Patent No. 5,463,388 issued to Boie et al. on October 31, 1995 ("Boie" or the ‘388 patent),

which was submitted with the request as Exhibit C.

‘ US. Patent No. 5,565,658 issued to Gcrphcidc ct al. on October 15, 1996 ("Gerpheide" or the

‘658 patent), which was submitted with the request as Exhibit D.

' Casio advertisement entitled "Now... The Invisible Casio Calculator Watch," published in

Popular Science by On the Run in 1984 ("Casio"), which was submitted with the request as
Exhibit E.

' Lee, thesis entitled "A Fast Multiple—Touch—Sensitive Input Device," and published October

1984 ("Lee"), which was submitted with the IDS filed with the request.

4. Boie filed on January 29, 1993, Gerpheide filed on December 7, 1994, Casio published in

1984, and Lee published in October 1984', and they are all prior to the Critical Date of January

31, 1996 - which is the filing date of the “183 patent - constitute effective prior art reference as to

the claims of the '183 patent under 35 U.S.C. §102('a), 102(6), or 102(b).

It is noted that Boie was previously cited and considered, i.e., “old art”, by the Office in an

earlier concluded ex parte reexamination control number 90/012,439 of the patent being

reexamined, which is hereinafter referred to as “the first request”; and Lee was newly cited with

the Amendment and its content and pertinent information thereof as explained by the patent

owner have been noted.
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IV. RESPONSE TO AMENDMENT

Patent owner’s Amendment under 37 CFR 1.510 filed on December 24, 2013 has been entered.

Patent owner’s amendments to the claims and the remarks, see id. Amendment pp. 2—142, with

respect to the claims status, claims support, and prior art references have been fully considered

with the results set forth below.

5. Regarding the status of the claims

(Amendment Section 11 page 17)

Claims 18 and 27 have been amended, claims 40-105 are new, claim 35 is canceled, and claims

1—17, 19—26, 28—34, and 36—39 are original and they have not been requested for reexamination;

thus, claims 18, 27, and 40-105 are considered in this reexamination proceeding.

It is noted that claims 18 and 27 each has dependent claims (i.e., claims 19, 33, and 34, or 28—32,

and 36, respectively) that are not subject to reexamination. Because the effect that they would

have on the scope of claims that are not subject to reexamination, no amendments to any of these

claims that would change the scope of each respective claim may be made, unless all claims that

are dependent upon the claim are also made subject to this reexamination proceeding.

In order to make the dependent claims subject to reexamination, the patent holder should submit

for each such dependent claim:

(a) a statement pointing out at least one substantial new question of patentability based on the

prior patents and printed publications of record as to the dependent claim, and
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(b) a detailed explanation of the pertinency and manner of applying the prior art patents and

printed publications of record to that dependent claim.

As an alternative, the patent holder may submit new claims that consist of the same limitations as

the original parent claims, with any desired amendments to the claims being made to those new

claims; and the patent holder may also choose to amend any other claims that are subject to

reexamination so that they are properly dependent upon these new claims. as appropriate. In this

case, claims 18 and 27 should be canceled and have them rewritten into two new claims; also,

new claims 40-44 and 66-71 should be amended, where applicable, to reflect the dependency to

the two new claims; and non-reexamined dependent claims19, 28-34, and 36 are not changed

(see MPEP 2260.01 recited above).

Appropriate correction is required.

6. Regarding Patent owner’s discussion of claims and prior art references

(a) Regarding Lee

Patent owner's arguments, see Amendment pp. 18-20, with respect to the teachings of the Lee's

system and method of A Fast Multiple-Touch-Sensitive Input Device, has been fully considered

and are persuasive. The examiner agrees that Lee does not disclose sending signal output

frequencies to the selected rows.

(b) Regarding Claims 18, 27, 40-44, and 66-71
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Patent owner’s arguments, see id. at Amendment pp. 21—24, with respect to the combinations of

prior art references, Boie, Gerpheide, Lee, and/or Casio, for the rejections of independent claims

18 and 27, and their dependent claims 40-44, and 66-71, respectively, have been fully considered

but they are not persuasive because the discussion is directed to the issues and/or limitations that

enlarge the scope of the claims of the “183 patent. Such issues may be considered and resolved

in a reissue application. See 37 CPR. 1.552(c). It is noted that claims 18, 27, 40-44, and 66-71

are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 (see the rejections under 35 U.S.C. 305 below).

(0) Regarding Claims 45-55

Patent owner’s arguments, see id. at Amendment pp. 24—26, with respect to claims 45—55, have

been fully considered and are persuasive. The examiner agrees that Boie in combination with

Gerpheide and/or Lee does not disclose at least all the limitations of base claim 45. Claims 45—

55 are patentable.

(d) Regarding Claims 56-65

Patent owner’s arguments, see id. at Amendment p. 26, with respect to the combinations of prior

art references, Boie, Gerpheide, and/or Lee, for the rejections of independent claim 56 and its

dependent claims 57-65, have been fully considered but they are not persuasive because the

discussion is directed to the issues and/or limitations that enlarge the scope of the claims of the

‘ 183 patent. As noted in claims 18 and 27 above, such issues may be considered and resolved in

a reissue application. See 37 CPR. 1.552(c). It is noted that claims 56—65 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 305 (see the rejections under 35 U.S.C. 305 below).
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(e) Regarding Claims 72-83

Patent owner’s arguments, see id. at Amendment pp. 27-28, with respect to claims 72-83, have

been fully considered and are persuasive. The examiner agrees that Boie in combination with

Gerpheide, Lee and/or Casio does not disclose at least all the limitations of base claim 72.

Claims 72-83 are patentable.

(f) Regarding Claims 84—94

Patent owner’s arguments, see id. at Amendment pp. 28-29, With respect to claims 84-94, have

been fully considered and are persuasive. The examiner agrees that Boie in combination with

Gerpheide, Lee and/0r Casio does not disclose at least all the limitations of base claim 84.

Claims 84—94 are patentable.

(g) Regarding Claims 95-105

Patent owner’s arguments, see id. at Amendment pp. 29-30, With respect to the combinations of

prior art references, Boie, Gerpheide, Casio and/or Lee, for the rejections of independent claim

95 and its dependent claims 96-105, have been fully considered but they are not persuasive

because the discussion is directed to the issues and/or limitations that enlarge the scope of the

claims of the “183 patent. As noted in claims 18 and 27 above, such issues may be considered

and resolved in a reissue application. See 37 C.F.R. 1.552(c). It is noted that claims 95-105 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 (see the rejections under 35 U.S.C. 305 below).
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V. RELEVANT STATUTE — CLAIMS REJECTlONS

7. Relevant Statute

35 U.S.C. 305 Conduct of reexamination proceedings

After the times for filing the statement and reply provided for by section 304 of this title

have expired, reexamination will be conducted according to the procedures established for initial

examination under the provisions of sections 132 and 1g of this title. In any reexamination

proceeding under this chapter, the patent owner will be permitted to propose any amendment to

his patent and a new claim or claims thereto, in order to distinguish the invention as claimed

from the prior art cited under the provisions of section 301 of this title, or in response to a

decision adverse to the patentability of a claim of a patent. No proposed amended or new claim

enlarging the scope of a claim of the patent will be permitted in a reexamination proceeding

under this chapter. All reexamination proceedings under this section, including any appeal to the

Board of Patent Appeals and lnterferences, will be conducted with special dispatch within the

Office.

8. Claim Rejections

(a) Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. 305

Claims 18, 27, 40-44, 56-71, and 95-105 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 as enlarging

the scope of the claims 18 and 27 of the patent being reexamined. In 35 U.S.C. 305, it is stated

that “[n]o proposed amended or new claim enlarging the scope of a claim of the patent will be

permitted in a reexamination proceeding... .” A claim presented in a reexamination “enlarges the

scope” of the patent claim(s) where the claim is broader than any claim of the patent. A claim is
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broader in scope than the original claims if it contains within its scope any conceivable product

or process which would not have infringed the original patent. A claim is broadened if it is

broader in any one respect, even though it may be narrower in other respects.

Regarding amended base claim 18, the limitation: “the microcontroller selectively

providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively provided to

each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad;” recited in lines 3-5

enlarges the scope of the original patent claim 18 because it is different from the term “the

microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a plurality of small sized input

touch terminals of a keypad,” recited in lines 6-8 of the original base patent claim 18. The scope

of patent claim 18 has been redefined and enlarged by said limitation in at least one respect.

Specifically, the microcontroller is no longer being required to selectively provide signal output

frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad as compared with that

of the original base patent claim 18; and thus, the claim is broader in scope in this respect. Claim

18 is therefore rejected.

Regarding new claims 40-44, which are dependent upon the amended base claim 18,

and they are rejected on the same reason set forth for the amended base claim 18 above due to

their dependency.

Regarding amended base claim 27, the limitation: “the microcontroller selectively

providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively provided to

each row of a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals

comprising first and second input touch terminalsg” recited in lines 4—7 enlarges the scope of the

original patent claim 27 because it is different from the term “the microcontroller selectively
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providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a

keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals;” recited in

lines 6-9 of the original base patent claim 27. The scope of patent claim 27 has been redefined

and enlarged by said limitation in at least one respect. Specifically, the microcontroller is no

longer being required to selectively provide signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of

input touch terminals of a keypad as compared with that of the original base patent claim 27; and

thus, the claim is broader in scope in this respect. Claim 27 is therefore rejected.

Regarding new claims 66-71, which are dependent upon the amended base claim 27,

and they are rejected on the same reason set forth for the amended base claim 27 above due to

their dependency.

Regarding new claims 56-65, each recites the limitation: “the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad;” in lines 3-5

of base claim 56, and which has been found to enlarge the scope of the ‘ 183 patent claim 18 (see

the discussion for claim 18 above). Claim 56-65 are therefore rejected.

Regarding new claims 95-105, each recites the limitation: “the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input

touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals.” in lines 4—7, and which has

been found to enlarge the scope of the ‘183 patent claim 27 (see the discussion for claim 27

above). Claim 95—105 are therefore rejected.
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V1. ALLOWABLE SUBJECT MATTER

9. Claims 45-55 and 72-94 are allowed.

STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR PATENTABILITY AND/OR CONFIRMATION

10. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for patentability and/or confirmation of

the claims found patentable in this reexamination proceeding:

The ‘183 patent generally relates to a capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit including

an oscillator 200 providing a periodic output signal, a keypad having a plurality of input touch

terminals 450 defining areas for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch, a

microcontroller 500 using the periodic output signal from the oscillator for selectively providing

signal output frequencies to the input touch terminals, and a detector circuit 400 coupled to the

oscillator, the input touch terminals, and the microcontroller for providing a control output signal

based on the presence of operator’s body capacitance to ground coupled to the input touch

terminal when in proximity or touched by an operator. See, e.g., the “183 patent, Abstract,

Figures 4 and 11. Each of the independent claims 45, 72 and 84 identifies the uniquely distinct

features that are not taught or suggested by the cited prior art patents and publications, either

alone or in any reasonable combinations. Specifically,

(i) Independent claim 45 requires, inter alia, the features: “an oscillator 1200! providing a

periodic output signal having a predefined freguency‘,”, “the microcontroller [500) selectively

providing signal output frequencies directly to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals

157, 59) of a keypa ”, and “a detector circuit 1400) coupled to said oscillator (200) for receiving

said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and coupled to said input touch terminals, said
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detector circuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a

presence of an operator‘s body capacitance (CBODY) to ground coupled to said touch terminals
 

when proximal or touched by the operator to provide a control output signal, wherein said

predefined frequency of said oscillator and said signal output frequencies are selected to decrease
 

a first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second impedance of any contaminate

that may create an electrical path on said dielectric substrate between said adjacent areas defined

by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and wherein said detector circuit compares a

sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate an input touch terminal to a threshold level

to prevent inadvertent generation of the control output signal”, see Figures 3 and 4;

(ii) Independent claim 72 requires, inter alia, the features: “an oscillator (2002 providing a

periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;”. “a microcontroller (500) using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator. the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies directly to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals (57, 59) of a keypad”, and

“a detector circuit '400 cou led to said oscillator for receivin said eriodic out ut si nal from 

said oscillator. and coupled to said first and second touch terminals (57, 59), said detector circuit
 

being responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an

o erator's bod ca acitance CBODY to round cou led to said first and second touch terminals

when proximal or touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the

controlled keypad device, said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is

proximal or touches said first touch terminal.” , see Figures 3 and 4; and
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(iii) independent claim 84 requires, inter alia, the features: “an oscillator (2002 providing a

periodic output signal having a predefined frequency”, “a microcontroller(500) using the
 

periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals (57, 59) of a keypad, the input
 

touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals 157, 59 2, wherein a peak

voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply voltage',”, and “a detector circuit

coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector circuit being responsive to signals

from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's body capacitance to

ground coupled to said first and second touch terminals when proximal or touched by the

operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad device. said
 

detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the operator is

proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches said first
 

touch termina .”, see Figures 3 and 4

Whereas, the cited prior art:

Boie

Boie discloses a computer input device for use as a computer mouse or keyboard comprises a

thin, insulating surface covering an array 100 of electrodes arranged in a grid pattern and

connected in columns and rows, each column and row is connected to circuitry 401, which can

be selected by multiplexer 402 under control of microcontroller 406. See id. at col. 3:56-61. The

selected output is forwarded to summing circuit 403, the output of which is converted by

synchronous detector and filter circuit 404 to a signal related to the capacitance of the row or

column selected by the multiplexer. See id. at col. 3:62-67. The RF oscillator 408 provides an

RF signal of, for example ,100 Kilohertz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter circuit

404 Via inverter 410, and guard plane 411, which is a substantially continuous plane parallel to

array 100 and associated connections, and serves to isolate array 100 from extraneous signals.

See id. at col. 3:67 - col. 4:5. To measure separate capacitance values for each electrode in array

100 instead of the collective capacitances of subdivided electrode elements connected in rows

and columns, a circuit 401 is provided for each electrode in array 100 and multiplexer 402 is
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enlarged to accommodate the outputs from all circuits 401. See id. at col. 4:14—21. The output of

synchronous detector and filter 404 is converted to digital form by analog—to—digital converter

405 and forwarded to microcontroller 406 so that microcontroller 406 obtains a digital value

representing the capacitance seen by any row or column of electrode elements (or electrode if

measured separately) selected by multiplexer 402. See id. at col. 4:22-28. Particularly, Boie

discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100 and guard planes 4] 1 with a single RF

signal for minimizing the effects of electrode-to-electrode capacitances, wiring capacitances and

other extraneous capacitances. See id. at col. 4:58-61.

Thus, Boie does not teach or suggest the microcontroller is used to selectively providing signal

output frequencies to input touch terminals of a keypad.

Accordingly, Boie does not teach or suggest the above-identified underlined claimed features.

Gerpheide

Gerpheide teaches a system and method for a capacitance-based proximity sensor with

interference rejection. See Abstract. The system 10 comprises an electrode array 12, a

synchronous electrode capacitance measurement unit 14, a reference frequency generator 16, and

a position locator 18. See id. at Figure 1, and col. 3:52 to col. 4:26. The electrode array consists

of multiple X electrodes 20 and Y electrodes 22. See id. at Figures 2A and 2B. The

synchronous electrode capacitance measurement unit 14 is connected to the electrode array 12

and the reference frequency generator 16 for producing capacitive measurement signals. See id.

at Figure 4, and col. 5:50—67. Particularly, Gerpheide teaches that the reference frequency

generator 16 includes an oscillator 100 for driving a microcontroller 102 and a divide-by- (M+N)

circuit 104, for providing signal output frequencies and always selecting a reference frequency

away from frequencies which have been found to result in measurement interference; wherein, N

is a fixed constant, approximately 50, and M is specified by the microcontroller 102 to be, for

example, one of four values in the ranges 61 KHz to 80 KHz as specified by the microcontroller

102; and wherein, the microcontroller 102 performs the functions of interference evaluation 106

and frequency selection 108. See id. at Figure 7, and col. 8:20-43.

Thus, Gerpheide does not teach or suggest the synchronous electrode capacitance measurement

unit is responsive to signals from the oscillator via said microcontroller and the presence of an

operator's body capacitance (CBODY) to ground.

Accordingly, Gerpheide does not teach or suggest the above—identified underlined claimed
features.

Casio

Casio teaches a Casio Calculator Watch, which is a timepiece product employing electro-touch

technology. The watch works by reading finger-strokes traced across its face. See id. at col. 1.

The transparent touch panel construction includes a fiberglass panel having a transparent
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conductor film pattern (first layer) and a dielectric layer (second layer) overlying the fiberglass.

See id. at col. 2. The touch panel determines figure and math symbols outlined with finger—

strokes traced across the face. See id. at col. 1. The touch panel senses the input, and then

digitizes it to extract features of the figure or math symbol. See id. at col. 2. The watch then

outputs the corresponding figure or math symbol on the screen.

Thus, Casio does not teach or suggest the microcontroller is used to selectively providing signal

output frequencies to input touch terminals of a keypad.

Accordingly, Casio does not teach or suggest the above—identified underlined claimed features.

Lee

Lee discloses a fast- scanning multiple-touch-sensitive input device comprising: a sensor matrix

board, row and column selection registers, A/D converting circuits and a dedicated CPU. See id.

at Figure 3.4. The row selection registers select one or more rows by setting the corresponding

bits to a high state in order to charge up the sensors while the column selection registers select

one or more columns by turn on corresponding analog switches to discharge the sensors

through timing resistors. The intersecting region of the selected rows and the selected columns

represents the selected sensors as a unit. See id. at Figure 3.1(a) shows a model of a selected

sensor in the sensor matrix, Figure 3.1 (b) shows the timing diagram for discharging time

measurement of a selected sensor, and Figure 3.2 illustrates a small section of a sensor matrix.

Particularly, Lee describes the interface between the CPU and the sensor matrix as follows: The

CPU selects the row or rows of a sensor group, initiating charging of all the associated sensors.

After a charging interval, the CPU discharges the selected column or columns corresponding to a

sensor group by connecting a group of discharge resistors whose current is summed via a high

slew rate operational amplifier. Wherein, the CPU selects or deselects the row(s) by sending

binary signals to the selected row(s). See id. at Figs. 3.] (a), 3.] (b), and 3.4, and page 3—10. As

illustrated by the data bus of Figure 3.4.

Thus, Lee does not teach or suggest sending signal output frequencies to the selected rows and/or
column.

Accordingly, Lee does not teach or suggest the above-identified underlined claimed features.

The above cited prior art references, Boie, Gerpheide, Casio and/or Lee, disclose conventional

capacitive responsive switching devices for an operator provide an input by proximity and touch.

However, said cited prior art references, either alone or in any reasonable combinations, fail to

teach or suggest the above-identified underlined claimed features.
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Any comments considered necessary by PATENT OWNER regarding the above

statement must be submitted promptly to avoid processing delays. Such submission by the

patent owner should be labeled: "Comments on Statement of Reasons for Patentability and/or

Confirmation" and Will be placed in the reexamination file.

VII. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

With respect to the Information Disclosure Statements (P'l‘O/SB/OSA and 0813 or its equivalent)

filed on 12/24/2013, the material has been considered With this action, the information cited thereon has

been considered to the extent suggested in the MPEP. Note that MPEP §§ 2256 and 2656 indicate that

degree of consideration to be given to such information will be normally limited by the degree to which

the party filing the information citation has explained the content and relevance of the information.

Any duplicate citations noticed by the examiner have been lined through.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A. Extensions of Time

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in a

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that reexamination proceedings

"will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extension of time in ex parte

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(0).

B. Litigation Reminder
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The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.565(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving the

‘ 183 patent throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282

and 2286.

C. Amendment Proposed in Reexamination — 37 CFR 1.530(d)-(j)

Patent owner is notified that any proposed amendment to the specification and/or claims

in this reexamination proceeding must comply with 37 CFR 1.530(d)-(j), must be formally

presented pursuant to 37 CFR 1.52(a) and (b), and must contain any fees required by 37 CFR

1.20(c).

D. Correspondence and Inquiry as to Office Actions

All correspondence related to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed

as follows:

By EFS: Registered users may submit via the electronic filing system EFS-Web, at

https://efs.uspto.gov/efile/myportal/efs-registered

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

By FAX to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand: Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street
Alexandria, VA 2231
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For EFS—Web transmissions, 37 CFR 1.8(a)(1)(i) (C) and (ii) states that correspondence (except

for a request for reexamination and a corrected or replacement request for reexamination) will be

considered timely filed if (a) it is transmitted Via the Office's electronic filing system in

accordance With 37 CFR l.6(a)(4), and (b) includes a certificate of transmission for each piece of

correspondence stating the data of transmission, which is prior to the expiration of the set period

of time in the Office action.

Any inquiry by the patent owner concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the Legal Advisor or Examiner, or as to the status of this proceeding, should be directed to the

Central Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 272-7705.

Signed:

/Henry N Tran/

Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU - Art Unit 3992

Conferees:

/Albert Gagliardi/

Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU - Art Unit 3992

/SUDHANSHU PATHAK/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3992
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BUXTON, B., "31.1: Invited Paper: A Touching Story: A Personal Perspective on the History of Touch Interfaces Past

1 and Future," Society for Information Display (SID) Symposium Digest of Technical Papers, Vol. 41, No. 1, Session 31, |:|
May 2010, pp. 444-448. 

 

 

 
  
 

 

 

2 HINCKLEY, K., et aI., "38.2: Direct Display Interaction via Simultaneous Pen + Multi—touch Input," Society for :IInformation Display (SID) Symposium Digest of Technical Papers, Vol. 41, No. 1, Session 38, May 2010, pp. 537540.

3 LEE, 3., "A Fast Multiple-Touch-Sensitive Input Device," University of Toronto, Department of —Iectrica| —ngineering, ElMaster Thesis, October 1984, 118 pages.

4 HILLIS, W.D., "A High-Resolution Imaging Touch Sensor," The International Journal of Robotics Research, Vol. 1, No. El2, Summer (June — Aug.) 1982, pp. 33—44.

5 LEE, S.K., et at, "A Multi-Touch Three Dimensional Touch-Sensitive Tablet," Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference Elon Human Factors in Computing Systems, April 1085, pp. 21—25.
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6 HLADY, AM, "A touch sensitive X—Y position encoder for computer input," Proceedings of the Fall Joint Computer ElConference, November 18-20, 1969, pp. 545-551.
 

SASAKI, L., et al., "A Touch-Sensitive Input Device," International Computer Music Conference Proceedings, ElNovember 1981, pp. 293-296.

CALLAHAN, J., et al., "An Empirical Comparison of Pie vs. Linear Menus," Human Factors in Computing Systems:

8 Chicago '88 Conference Proceedings: May 15-19, 1988, Washington DC: Special Issue of the SIGCHI Bulletin, New |:|
York, Association for Computing Machinery, pp. 95-100.

9 CASIO, AT-550 Advertisement, published in Popular Science by On The Run, February 1984, p.-129. |:|

10 CASIO, "Module No. 320," AT-550 Owner's Manual, at least as early as December 1984, 14 pages. |:|

SMITH, S.D., et al., "Bit—slice microprocessors in h.f. digital communications," The Radio and Electronic Engineer, Vol. El11 51, No. 6, June 1981, pp. 299—301.

12 BOIE, R.A., "Capacitive Impedance Readout Tactile Image Sensor," Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference Elon Robotics and Automation, Vol. 1, March 1984, pp. 370-372.

13 THOMPSON, C., "Clive Thompson on The Breakthrough Myth," Wired Magazine, http:llwww.wired.coml I:Imagazine/2011l07/st_thompson_breakthrough, August 2011, 3 pages.
 

"Innovation in Information Technology," National Research Council of the National Academies, Computer Science and

14 Telecommunications Board, Division on Engineering and Physical Sciences, http:/lwww.nap.edulcatalog/10795.html, |:|
2003, 85 pages.

 

15 BUXTON, W., et al., "Issues and Techniques in Touch—Sensitive Tablet Input," Proceedings of SIGGRAPH '85, Vol. 19, I:No. 3, July 22—26, 1985, pp. 215—223.

16 BUXTON, W., et al., "Large Displays in Automotive Design," IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, JulylAugust El2000, pp. 68-75.
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BUXTON, W., "Lexical and Pragmatic Considerations of Input Structures," ACM SIGGRAPH Computer Graphics, Vol.

17 17, No. 1, January 1983, pp. 31-37. |:|

 

18 BETTS, P., et al., "Light Beam Matrix Input Terminal," IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, October 1966, pp. 493-494. |:|

19 BUXTON, B., "MultI-Touch Systems that I Have Known and Loved," downloaded from http:h’www.billbuxton.coml ElmultitouchOverviewhtml, January 12, 2007, 22 pages.

HEROT, C.F., et al., "One-Point Touch Input of Vector Information for Computer Displays," Proceedings of the 5th El20 Annual Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, August 23-25, 1978, pp. 210-216.

WOLFELD, J.A., "Real Time Control of a Robot Tacticle Sensor," University of Pennslyvania, Department of Computer

21 & Information Science, Technical Reports (CIS), Master Thesis, http://repository.upenn.edu/cis reports/678, August |:|
1961, 68 pages.

LEWIS, J.R., "Reaping the Benefits of Modern Usability Evaluation: The Simon Story," Advances in Applied

22 Ergonomics: Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Applied Ergonomics, ICAE May 21—24, 1996, pp. |:|752—755.

23 NAKATANI, L.H., et al., "Soft Machines: A Philosophy of User-Computer Interface Design," Proceedings of the SIGCHI ElConference on Human Factors In Computing Systems, December 1983, Chicago, pp. 19-23.

24 RUBINE, D.H., "The Automatic Recognition of Gestures," Carnegie Mellon University, Master Thesis, CMU— ElCS—91—202, December, 1991, 285 pages.
 

KU RTENBACH, G.P., "The Design and Evaluation of Marking Menus," University of Toronto, Graduate Department of El25 Computer Scrence, Master Thesis, May 1993, 201 pages.

26 HOPKINS, D., "The Design and Implementation of Pie Menus," originally published In Dr. Dobb's Journal, December El1991, lead cover story, user Interface issue, reproduced at wwwDonHopkinscom, 8 pages.
 

BUXTON, B., "The Long Nose of Innovation," Bloomberg Businessweek, Innovation & Design, January 2, 2008, 3

27 pages, downloaded from: httpflwww.businessweekcomlstoriesl2008-01-02/the-Iong-nose—of—innovationbusinessweek- |:|
business—news-stock-market—and-financiaIadvice.
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BUXTON, B., "The Mad Dash Toward Touch Technology," Bloomberg Businessweek, Innovation & Design, October

28 21, 2009, 3 pages, downloaded from: http://www.businessweek.com/innovate/content/oct2009/id20091021_629186. |:|

 
htm.

29 "The Sensor Frame Graphic Manipulator," NASA Phase II Final Report, NASA-CR-194243, May 8, 1992, 28 pages. |:|

30 IZADI, 8., et al., "ThinSight: A Thin Form-Factor Interactive Surface Technology," Communications of the ACM, ElResearch Highlights, Vol. 52, No. 12, December 2009, pp. 90-98.

KRUEGER, MW, at al., "VIDEOPLACE - An Artificial Reality," Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human El31 Factors in Computing Systems, April 1985, pp. 35-40.

BROWN, E., et al., "Windows on Tablets as a Means of Achieving Virtual Input Devices," Proceedings of the IFIP

TC13 Third International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, August 27-31, 1990, in D. Diaper, et al. (Eds), ElHuman-Computer Interaction - INTERACT '90, Amsterdam: Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North Holland), 11
pages.

32

33 "A Multi—Touch Three Dimensional Touch—Sensitive Tablet," http://wwwyoutube.com/watch?v=Arrus9CinA, ElNovember 18,2009, 1 page.

"Casio AT—550 Touch Screen Calculator Watch (1984)," http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhVAsthth, May 24, El34 2012, 1 page.
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STATEMENT BY APPLICANT A” Unit I(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

 

 

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number I 5796183RX

   
 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

El any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

|:| See attached certification statement.

|:| The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Name/Print Registration Number 37,793 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Receipt date: 12/24/2013 90013106 ~ GAU: 3992

Privacy Act Statement
 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary: and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1.

 
The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 5.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
hislher designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by eithera published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Reexamination Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent UnderReexamination

90013106 5796183

II||II|I|III III I “II" III “II" II lIIIIllI certificate Date certificate Number04/29/2013 5796183C1
          
 

Requester Correspondence Address: IE Patent Owner |:| Third Party

SLATER & MATSIL, L.L.P.
17950 PRESTON RD, SUITE 1000
DALLAS, TX 75252-5793 
 

LITIGATION REVIEW IE /HT/ 03/10/2014
(examiner initials) (date)

Case Name Director Initials
 

1:06CV 1777 - CLOSED

2 :OSCV751 69 - CLOS ED

1 :10CV691 - CLOSED

2 ZOGCVSOO -CLOSED  
 

 
COPENDING OFFICE PROCEEDINGS

TYPE OF PROCEEDING

1. NONE

 

 

 

 
/HENRY N TRAN/

Primary Examiner.Art Unit 3992

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office DOC. CODE RXFILJKT
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

US. Patent N0.: 5,796,183 B1 § Docket N0.: 5796183RX2

Issued: August 18, 1998 § Inventors: Hourmand et a1.

Filed: January 31, 1996 § Patent Owner: UUSI, LLC

Control No. 90/013,106 § Examiner: Henry N. Tran

For: Capacitive Responsive Electronic Switching Circuit

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450

WAIVER OF PATENT OWNER’S STATEMENT

Dear Sir:

Patent Owner UUSI, LLC respectfully notifies the Office that Patent Owner waives the

filing of a statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.530 to expedite the reexamination proceeding. Patent

Owner respectfully requests that the reexamination proceeding be allowed to proceed

immediately pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.550(a). See M.P.E.P. § 2249.

If the Examiner should have any questions, please contact the Patent Owner’s Attorney,

Brian A. Carlson, at 972—732—1001. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees

due in connection with this filing, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 50-1065.

Respectfully submitted,

March 4 2014 /Biian A. Carlson/

Date Brian A. Carlson

Reg. No. 37,793

 

Slater & Matsil, L.L.P.

17950 Preston Rd., Suite 1000

Dallas, TX 75252
972—732—1001

972-732-9218 (fax)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

1 8368569

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: Capacitive Responsive Electronic Switching Circuit

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: 5796183

Customer Number: 25962

Filer Authorized By: Brian A. Carlson 

Attorney Docket Number: NAR—S796183RX2

Filing Date: 24-DEC-2013

Time Stamp: 18:08:23

 
 

Application Type: Reexam (Patent Owner) 

Payment information:

Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

NAR-5796‘l 83RX2_WaiverOfPat
entOwnerStatement.pdf

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter b992900dd5ad2cd0648l6ged45e7i 6cc786
3ac26

Information:
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 17322 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE

90/01 71,106 12/24/2013

25962 7590 02/26/2014

SLATER & MATSIL, L.L.P.
17950 PRESTON RD, SUITE 1000
DALLAS, TX 75252-5793

 
FIRST NAM < ) INVENTOR   

5796183

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box 1450
Alexandna, Virgmia 22313-1450
wwwuspto gov

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

NAR-5796183RX2

CONFIRMATION NO.

9188

EXAMINER

TRAN. HENRY N

ART UNIT

3992

MAIL DATE

02/26/2014

PAPER NUMBER

DELIVERY MODE

PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

. . 90/013,106 5796183
Order Granting / Denying Request For _ _

Ex Parte Reexamination Hammer A” ”n"
HENRY N. TRAN 3992  
 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

The request for ex parte reexamination filed 24 December 2013 has been considered and a determination

has been made. An identification of the claims, the references relied upon, and the rationale supporting the
determination are attached.

Attachments: a)|:| PTO-892, WEI PTO/SB/O8, c)|:I Other:

1. IZI The request for ex parte reexamination is GRANTED.

RESPONSE TIMES ARE SET AS FOLLOWS:

For Patent Owner's Statement (Optional): TWO MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication

(37 CFR 1.530 (b)). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR1.550(c).

For Requester's Reply (optional): TWO MONTHS from the date of service of any timely filed

Patent Owner's Statement (37 CFR 1.535). NO EXTENSION OF THIS TIME PERIOD IS PERMITTED.

If Patent Owner does not file a timely statement under 37 CFR 1.530(b), then no reply by requester

is permitted.

2. CI The request for ex parte reexamination is DENIED.

This decision is not appealable (35 U.S.C. 303(c)). Requester may seek review by petition to the

Commissioner under 37 CFR 1.181 within ONE MONTH from the mailing date of this communication (37

CFR1.515(c)). EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE SUCH A PETITION UNDER 37 CFR1.181 ARE
AVAILABLE ONLY BY PETITION TO SUSPEND OR WAIVE THE REGULATIONS UNDER

37 CFR 1.183.

In due course, a refund under 37 CFR 1.26 ( c ) will be made to requester:

a) El by Treasury check or,

b) |:| by credit to Deposit Account No. or

c) |:| by credit to a credit card account, unless otherwise notified (35 U.S.C. 303(c)).

/HENRY N TRAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992 

  
oc:Reguester ( if third party requester )US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-471 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20140206
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The present application is being examined under the pre—AIA first to invent provisions.

DECISION GRANTING EX PARTE REEXAMINATION
 

1. DECISION

1. A substantial new question of patentability (SNQ) affecting claims 18 and 27 of United States

Patent Number 5,796,183 C1 to Hourmand et al. (the ‘ 183 patent) is raised by the request for ex

parte reexamination under 35 U.S.C §§ 301-307 filed by the Patent Owner on December 24,

2013.

2. Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.515, it is agreed that a SNQ affecting claims 18 and 27 of the ‘183

patent has been found based on the request and the prior art patents and/or publications cited

therein.

3. The request for ex parte reexamination is granted.

II. PRIOR ART PATENTS AND PUBLICATION CITED IN THE REQUEST

4. In the request for reexamination, the requester alleged that the following prior art patents and

publication raise a SNQ as to claims 18 and 27 of the '183 patent:

' US. Patent No. 5,463,388 issued to Boie et al. on October 31, 1995 ("Boie" or the '388 patent),

and filed with the request as Exhibit C.

- US Patent No. 5,565,658 issued to Gerpheide et al. on October 15, 1996 ("Gerpheide" or the

“658 patent), and filed with the request as Exhibit D.

‘ Casio advertisement entitled "Now... The Invisible Casio Calculator Watch," published in

Popular Science by On the Run in 1984 ("Casio"), and filed with the request as Exhibit E.
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The cited prior art patents and/or publication submitted with the request pursuant to C.F.R. §

1.510(b) (3) are listed in form PTO/SB/08 filed with the request.

Boie filed on January 29, 1993, Gerpheide filed on December 7, 1994, and Casio published in

1984; and which are all prior to the Critical Date of January 31, 1996 - which is the filing date of

the ‘ 183 patent - constitute effective prior art reference as to the claims of the '183 patent under

35 U.S.C. §102(a), 102(e), or 102(b).

It is noted that Boie was previously cited/considered, i.e., “old art”, by the Office in an earlier

concluded ex parte reexamination control number 90/012,439 of the patent being reexamined,

which is hereinafter referred to as “the first request”.

III. A SUBSTANTIAL NEW QUESTION OF PATENTABILITY (SNQ)

5. The requester alleges that the combination of Boie with Gerpheide and/or Casio raises a SNQ

regarding claims 18 and 27 of the ‘183 patent (see the request, section III.C page 17).

IV. PROSECUTION HISTORY OF THE ‘183 PATENT

6. The ‘ 183 patent stems from United States Patent Application No. 08/601,268 (hereinafter

referred to as "the base application") and the first request for ex parte reexamination.

The examiner generally agrees with the description of the prosecution history found in section I.

B of the request at pp. 5—9.

With respect to the Examiner’s statement of reasons for patentability of claims 18, 27, 28, and

32—39, the prosecution history of the first request indicates:

- On April 10, 2013, the Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate was issued

with the Examiner’s statement of reasons for patentability 0f the claims provided in pp. 3-4,

which is repeated below:
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“There is not taught or disclosed in the prior art a capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit having a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a plurality of small sized

input touch terminals of a keypad, as called for in independent claim 18; nor a capacitive

responsive electronic switching circuit having a microcontroller using the periodic output signal

from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a

closely spaced array of input touch terminals ofa keypad, the input touch terminals comprising

first and second input touch terminals, as called for in independent claims 27 and 37. The

examiner agrees with the discussion articulated by Patent Owner in the Statement that Boie does

not teach or suggest these claim elements. Rather, Boie discloses that "RF oscillator 408

provides an RF signal, for example, l00 kilohertz, to circuits 40l, synchronous detector and filter

404 via inverter 410, and guard plane 411." Boie, col. 3:67-col. 4:2. Boie further discloses that

"[t]he effects of electrode-to-electrode capacitances, Wiring capacitances and other extraneous

capacitances are minimized by driving all electrodes and guard plane 411 in unison With the

same RF signal from RF oscillator 408." Id. at col. 4:58-60 (emphasis added); see id. at Fig. 4.

Thus Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100 and guard plane 411 with a

single RF signal. Boie does not teach or suggest providing signal output frequencies to these

components. Accordingly, claims 18, 27, amended non—requested claims 28, 32, and newly

added claims 33-39 are patentable.”
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° On April 29, 2013, the Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate was issued as United States Patent

Number 5,796,183 C1.

7. In view of the prosecution history, it appears that the reason for allowance of claims 18 and 27

is the fact that no cited prior art reference was considered during the prosecution of the '183

patent that teaches 01' suggests the following limitation or limitations: “a capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit having a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the

oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal outputfrequencies to a plurality of

small sized input touch terminals ofa keypad " (independent claim 18); and “a capacitive

responsive electronic switching circuit having a microcontroller using the periodic output signal

from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal outputfrequencies to a

closely spaced array of input touch terminals ofa keypad, the input touch terminals comprising

first and second input touch terminals ” (independent claim 27).

V. CRITERIA FOR DECIDING REQUEST

8. MPEP § 2240 provides:

37 C.F.R. 1.515 Determination of the request for ex parte reexamination.

. (a) Within three months following the filing date of a request for an ex parte reexamination,

an examiner will consider the request and determine whether or not a substantial new

question of patentability affecting any claim of the patent is raised by the request and the

prior art cited therein, with or without consideration of other patents or printed publications.
The examiner’s determination will be based on the claims in effect at the time of the

determination, will become a part of the official file of the patent, and will be mailed to the

patent owner at the address as provided for in § 1.33gc’1 and to the person requesting
reexamination.
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9. MPEP § 2242 provides:

For “a substantial new question of patentability” to be present, it is only necessary that: (A) the

prior art patents and/or printed publications raise a substantial question of patentability regarding

at least one claim, i.e., the teaching of the (prior art) patents and printed publications is such that

a reasonable examiner would consider the teaching to be important in deciding whether or not

the claim is patentable; and (B) the same question of patentability as to the claim has not been

decided by the Office in a previous examination or pending reexamination of the patent or in a

final holding of invalidity by the Federal Courts in a decision on the merits involving the claim.

It is not necessary that a “primafacie” case of unpatentability exist as to the claim in order for “a

substantial ncw qucstion of patcntability” to bc prcscnt as to thc claim. Thus, “a substantial ncw

question of patentability” as to a patent claim could be present even if the examiner would not

necessarily reject the claim as either fully anticipated by, or obvious in View of, the prior art

patents or printed publications. As to the importance of the difference between “a substantial

new question of patentability” and a “primafacie” case of unpatentability see generally In re

Etter, 756 F.2d 852, 857 n.5, 225 USPQ 1, 4 n5 (Fed. Cir. 1985).

VI. ANALYSIS OF PRIOR ART AND PROPOSED REJECTIONS

10. In view of the prosecution history and the criteria for deciding request noted above, it is

considered that a prior art reference or a combination of prior art references that discloses or

fairly suggests at least some or all of the main components of the claimed invention noted in the

reasons for patentability of claims in the first request reexamination of the ‘ 183 patent, or an

equivalent thereof, would raise a SNQ.

11. Summary of the ‘183 patent

The ‘183 patent relates to a capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit including an

oscillator providing a periodic output signal, an input touch terminal defining an area for an

operator to provide an input by proximity and touch, and a detector circuit coupled to the

oscillator for receiving the periodic output signal from the oscillator, and coupled to the input
touch terminal. See Abstract.

An embodiment with a single touch terminal is shown in Figure 4, and an embodiment

with multiple touch terminals is shown in Figure 11, both of which are reproduced below:
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The multiple touch pad circuit of Figure ll is a variation of the embodiment shown in Figure 4,

but with an array of touch circuits designated as 9001 through 900nm. Microcontroller 500 selects

each row of the touch circuits 9001 to 900nm by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of touch circuits. S22, id. at col.18:43-46. The

values of the resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200 may be varied to provide for

different oscillator output frequencies. See, id. at 001. 14:22-25. Although the preferred

frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that

frequencies as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the frequency creates a difference in the

impedance paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough to accurately distinguish between an

intended touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. See, id. at col. 11:19-25. Microcontroller 500

sequentially activates the touch circuit rows and associates the received inputs from the columns
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of the array with the activated touch circuit(s). See, id. at col. 18:46—49. The detector circuit is

responsive to signals from the oscillator and the presence of an operator‘s body capacitance to

ground coupled to the touch terminal when in proximity or touched by an operator to provide a

control output signal. See, id. at Abstract. Another method for implementing capacitive touch

switches relies on the change in capacitive coupling between a touch terminal and ground. See,
id. at col. 3:44—46. ”

12. Summary of the prior art references

Boie

Boie teaches a computer input device for use as a computer mouse or keyboard comprises a

thin, insulating surface covering an array of electrodes arranged in a grid pattern and connected

in columns and rows, each column and row is connected to circuitry for measuring the

capacitance seen by each column and row, and the position of an object with respect to the array

is determined from the centroid of such capacitance values, which is calculated in a

microcontroller. See Abstract. Particularly, Boie Figure 4 illustrates a block diagram of a two-

dimensional capacitive position sensor device.

FIG. 4
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The device comprises an electrode array 100 having rows and columns of electrodes, each row

and column of electrodes is connected to an integrating amplifier and bootstrap circuit 401, each

of the outputs from circuits 401 can be selected by multiplexer 402 under control of

microcontroller 406. The selected output is then forwarded to summing circuit 403, where such

output is combined with a signal from trimmer resistor 409. Synchronous detector and filter 404

convert the output from summing circuit to a signal related to the capacitance of the row or

column selected by the multiplexer. RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for example, 100

kilohertz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane

411. Guard plane 411 is a substantially continuous plane parallel to array 100 and associated
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connections, and serves to isolate array 100 from extraneous signals. See id. at col. 3:67 to col.

4:5. To measure separate capacitance values for each electrode in array 100 instead of the

collective capacitances of subdivided electrode elements connected in rows and columns,

a circuit 401 is provided for each electrode in array 100 and multiplexer 402 is enlarged to

accommodate the outputs from all circuits 401. See id. at col. 4: 14—21. The output of

synchronous detector and filter 404 is converted to digital form by analog—to—digital converter

405 and forwarded to microcontroller 406. Thus, microcontroller 406 can obtain a digital value

representing the capacitance seen by any row or column of electrode elements (or electrode if

measured separate1y) se1ected by multiplexer 402. See id. at 001. 4:22-28.

Gerpheide

Gerpheide teaches a system and method for a capacitance-based proximity sensor With

interference rejection. See Abstract. The system 10 comprises an electrode array 12, a

synchronous electrode capacitance measurement unit 14, a reference frequency generator 16, and

a position locator 18. See Figure 1, and col. 3:52 to col. 4:26. The electrode array consists of

multiple X electrodes 20 and Y electrodes 22. See Figures 2A and 2B. The synchronous

electrode capacitance measurement unit 14 is connected to the electrode array 12 and the

reference frequency generator 16 for producing capacitive measurement signals. See Figure 4,
and col. 5:50—67.

 
The reference frequency generator includes an oscillator 100 for driving a microcontroller 102

and a divide-by-(M+N) circuit 104, for providing signal output frequencies in the range 61KHz

to 80KHz; wherein, N is a fixed constant. and M is specified by the microcontroller using

capacitive measurement signals and position signals. See Figure 7, and col. 8:20-38.
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Casio

Casio discloses a Casio Calculator Watch, which is a timepiece product employing electro-touch

technology. The watch works by reading finger-strokes traced across its face. See. Casio, col. 1.

The transparent touch panel construction includes a fiberglass panel having a transparent

conductor film pattern (first layer) and a dielectric layer (second layer) overlying the fiberglass.

See id. at col. 2. The touch panel determines figure and math symbols outlined with finger—

strokes traced across the face. See id. at col. 1. The touch panel senses the input, and then

digitizes it to extract features of the figure or math symbol. See id. at col. 2. The watch then

outputs the corresponding figure or math symbol on the screen.

13. Discussion of the Issues

Issue 1: The requester alleges that the combination of Boie with Gerpheide raises a SNQ

regarding claim 18 ofthe ‘183 patent.

 

It is agreed that the combination of Boie with Gerpheide raises a SNQ regarding claim 18 of the

‘ 183 patent.

As pointed out in the request sections lI.B pp. 10—15 and Ill.A of the claim chart pp. 21—27 for

claim 18, Boie teaches a capacitive sensor array 100 comprises a RF oscillator 408 for providing

an RF signal having a predefined frequency, e.g., lOOKl—lz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector

and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane 411, see Figure 4, and col. 3:67 to col. 4:2.

Gerpheide teaches a capacitive sensor system 10 comprises a reference frequency generator 16

that seeks to always select a reference frequency away from frequencies which have been found

to result in measurement interference; wherein, the reference frequency generator includes an

oscillator 100 for driving a microcontroller 102 and a divide-by-(M+N) circuit 104 for providing

signal output frequencies in the range 6lKHz to 80KHz. See Figure 7, and col. 8:20-38.

Thus, Boie and Gerpheide teach the elements and limitations that led to the patentability of claim

18 of the ‘183 patent.
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The teachings of Boie and Gerpheide present a new, non—cumulative technological teachings that

was not previously considered in the prosecution of the ‘183 patent. Furthermore, there is a

substantial likelihood that a reasonable examiner would consider the teachings of Boie and

Gerpheide important in deciding whether or not claim 18 is patentable.

Accordingly, it is agreed that the combination of Boie and Gerpheide raises a SNQ of claim 18

which has not been decided in the prior examinations of the '183 patent.

Issue 2: The requester allege that the combination of Boie with Gerpheide and/0r Casio raises a

SNQ regarding claim 27 of the ‘183 patent.

 

It is agreed that the combination of Boie with Gerpheide and/or Casio raises a SNQ regarding

claim 27 of the ‘183 patent.

As pointed out in the request sections II.B pp. 10- 17 and III.A of the claim chart pp. 27-33 for

claim 27, Boie teaches a capacitive sensor array 100 comprises a RF oscillator 408 for providing

an RF signal having a predefined frequency, e.g., 100KHZ, to circuits 401, synchronous detector

and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane 411, see Figure 4, and col. 3:67 to col. 4:2.

Gerpheide teaches a capacitive sensor system 10 comprises a reference frequency generator 16

that seeks to always select a reference frequency away from frequencies which have been found

to result in measurement interference; wherein, the reference frequency generator includes an

oscillator 100 for driving a microcontroller 102 and a divide-by-(M+N) circuit 104 for providing

signal output frequencies in the range 61KHz to 80KHz. See Figure 7, and col. 8:20—38.

Casio teaches a calculator watch employing electro-touch technology using a transparent touch

panel (a keypad). The transparent touch panel construction includes a fiberglass panel having a
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transparent conductor film pattern (first layer) and a dielectric layer (second layer) overlying the

fiberglass. See Figure at col. 2.

Thus, Boie and Gerpheide and/0r Casio teach the elements and limitations that led to the

patentability of claim 27 of the ‘183 patent.

The teachings of Boie and Gerpheide and/or Casio present a new, non—cumulative technological

teachings that was not previously considered in the prosecution of the ‘ 183 patent. Furthermore,

there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable examiner would consider the teachings of Boie

and Gerpheide and/or Casio important in deciding whether or not claim 27 is patentable.

Accordingly, it is agreed that the combination of Boie and Gerpheide and/or Casio raises a SNQ

of claim 27 which has not been decided in the prior examinations of the ‘183 patent.

VII. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

14. With respect to the Information Disclosure Statement (PTO/SB/OSA and 08B or its

equivalent) filed on l2/24/20l3, the material has been considered with this action; the

information cited thereon has been considered to the extent suggested in the MPEP.

Note that MPEP §§ 2256 and 2656 indicate that degree of consideration to be given to such

information will be normally limited by the degree to which the party filing the information

citation has explained the content and relevance of the information. Any duplicate citations

noticed by the examiner have been lined through.
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It is noted that, according to 37 CFR. 1.515 (a), the examiner’s decision on the SNQ issues

recited in this order is based on only the consideration of patents and publication cited in the

request section 11.A (page 10). The other patents or printed publications listed in form

PTO/SB/08a filed with the request have not been considered and been lined through; and they

will be considered after this order as appropriate.

VIII. CONCLUSION

15. The prior art patents and publication, Boie and Gerpheide and Casio, set forth in the request

have been considered. They raise SNQs affecting claims 18 and 27 of the ‘ 183 patent.

Accordingly, the request for ex parte reexamination is granted. Claims 18 and 27 of the ‘183

patent Will be reexamined. Claims 1-17, 19-26, and 28-39 of the ‘ 183 patent will not be

reexamined.

16. The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.565(a), to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving the

‘ 183 patent throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282

and 2286.

17. Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings because

the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to ”an applicant" and not to parties in a reexamination

proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that ex parte reexamination proceedings "will

be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extensions of time in ex parte

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.55 0(c).
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18. Patent owner is notified that any proposed amendment to the specification and/or claims in

this reexamination proceeding must comply with 37 CFR l.530(d)-(j), must be formally

presented pursuant to 37 CFR 1.52(a) and (b), and must contain any fees required by 37 CFR

1.20(c).

It is noted that the Patent Owner’s Amendment Accompanying Request filed on 12/24/2013 will

be addressed subsequently following this Order Granting Request for ex parte reexamination as

appropriate.

19. All correspondence related to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed as

follows:

By EFS: Registered users may submit Via the electronic filing system EFS -Web, at

https://efs.uspto.gov/efile/myportal/efs-registered

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Part6 Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313 - 1450

By FAX to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand: Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314
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For EFS—Web transmissions, 37 CFR l.8(a)(l )(i) (C) and (ii) states that correspondence (except

for a request for reexamination and a corrected or replacement request for reexamination) will be

considered timely filed if (a) it is transmitted via the Office‘s electronic filing system in

accordance With 37 CFR l.6(a)(4), and (b) includes a certificate of transmission for each piece of

correspondence stating the data of transmission, which is prior to the expiration of the set period

of time in the Office action.

Any inquiry by the patent owner concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the Legal Advisor or Examiner, or as to the status of this proceeding, should be directed to the

Central Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 272—7705.

/Henry N Tran/

Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU - Art Unit 3992

Conferees:

/Albert Gagliardi/

Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU - Art Unit 3992

/Sudhanshu C. Pathak/

Supervisory Patent Reexamination Specialist,
CRU - Art Unit 3992
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

. . 90/013,106 5796183
Order Granting / Denying Request For _ _

Ex Parte Reexamination Hammer A” ”n"
HENRY N. TRAN 3992  
 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

The request for ex parte reexamination filed 24 December 2013 has been considered and a determination

has been made. An identification of the claims, the references relied upon, and the rationale supporting the
determination are attached.

Attachments: a)|:| PTO-892, WEI PTO/SB/O8, c)|:I Other:

1. IZI The request for ex parte reexamination is GRANTED.

RESPONSE TIMES ARE SET AS FOLLOWS:

For Patent Owner's Statement (Optional): TWO MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication

(37 CFR 1.530 (b)). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR1.550(c).

For Requester's Reply (optional): TWO MONTHS from the date of service of any timely filed

Patent Owner's Statement (37 CFR 1.535). NO EXTENSION OF THIS TIME PERIOD IS PERMITTED.

If Patent Owner does not file a timely statement under 37 CFR 1.530(b), then no reply by requester

is permitted.

2. CI The request for ex parte reexamination is DENIED.

This decision is not appealable (35 U.S.C. 303(c)). Requester may seek review by petition to the

Commissioner under 37 CFR 1.181 within ONE MONTH from the mailing date of this communication (37

CFR1.515(c)). EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE SUCH A PETITION UNDER 37 CFR1.181 ARE
AVAILABLE ONLY BY PETITION TO SUSPEND OR WAIVE THE REGULATIONS UNDER

37 CFR 1.183.

In due course, a refund under 37 CFR 1.26 ( c ) will be made to requester:

a) El by Treasury check or,

b) |:| by credit to Deposit Account No. or

c) |:| by credit to a credit card account, unless otherwise notified (35 U.S.C. 303(c)).

/HENRY N TRAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992 

  
oc:Reguester ( if third party requester )US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-471 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20140206
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Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

El any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

|:| See attached certification statement.

|:| The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
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Name/Print Registration Number 37,793 
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public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary: and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1.

 
The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 5.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
hislher designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by eithera published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Date of Printing: Jan 26, 2014

KEYCITE

fills PAT 5796183 CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT, Assignce:
Nartron Corporation (Aug 18, 1998)

History

Direct History

=> 1 CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT, US PAT 5796183,
1998 WL 1463338 (US. PTO Utility Aug 18, 1998)

Patent Family
2 CAPAClTlVE REACTlON ELECTRON1C SWITCH FOR ZERO FORCE APPLlCATlON

CONTAINS OSCILLATOR SUPPLYING FREQUENCY OF 50 KHZ OR HIGHER, AND
INPUT TOUCH TERMINAL, Derwent World Patents Legal 1997—394976+

Assignments

3 Action: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).
Number of Pages: 002, (DATE RECORDED: Aug 17, 2012)

4 Action: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).
Number of Pages: 002, (DATE RECORDED: Aug 17, 2012)

5 Action: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).
Number of Pages: 01 1, (DATE RECORDED: Dec 22, 2009)

6 ASSIGNEE(S): NARTRON CORPORATION, (DATE RECORDED: Feb 04, 1997)

7 Assignee(s): NARTRON CORPORATION, (DATE RECORDED: Jan 31, 1996)

Patent Status Files

.. Re—Examination Certificate, (OG DATE: May 07, 2013)

.. Request for Re—Examination, (OG DATE: Oct 02, 2012)

.. Certificate of Correction, (OG DATE: Nov 01, 2011)

.. Certificate of Correction, (OG DATE: May 11, 1999)

Docket Summaries

12 NARTRON CORPORATION ET AL V. HOURMAND, (W.D.MICH. I111 20, 2010) (NO.
1: 10CV00691), (28 USC 1338 PATENT INFRINGEMENT)

13 "QRG, LTD. V. NARTRON CORPORATION", (M.D.PA. Sep 12, 2006) (NO. 1:06CV01777),
(28 USC 2201 DECLARATORY JUDGEMENT)

© 2014 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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14 "NARTRON CORP V. GEN ELEC, ET AL", (E.D.MICH. Dec 24, 2003) (NO. 2:03CV75169)

Litigation Alert

15 Derwent LitAlert P2010-30-63 (Jul 20, 2010) Action Taken: complaint for PATENT
INFRINGEMENT

16 Derwent LitAlert P2007-35-68 (Sep 12, 2006) Action Taken: A complaint was filed

17 Derwent LitAlert P2007—02—10 (Apr 13, 2006) Action Taken: Order of court — Ordered that
motion to dismiss by defendant is denied. Further ordered that the case is to be transferred to the
US District Court for the Middle Dist of Pennsylvania

Prior Art (Coverage Begins 1976)

Q 13 CAPACITIVE PRESS CONTROL ACTUATION SYSTEM, US PAT 5235217Assignee: ISB
Ltd., (US. PTO Utility 1993)

Q 19 CAPACITIVE SENSOR CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 4323829Assignee; Fish, Barry M.,
(US. PTO Utility 1982)

Q 20 CAPACITY RESPONSIVE CONTROL CIRCUIT, US PAT 4831279Assignee: Nartron
Corporation, (US. PTO Utility 1989)

Q 21 CAPACITY RESPONSIVE KEYBOARD, US PAT 5087825Assignee: Nartron Corporation,
(US. PTO Utility 1992)

Q 22 CHARGE SENSITIVE SW’ITCH, US PAT 4159473Assignee: Johnson-Lazare Canada Limited,
(U.S. PTO Utility 1979)

Q 23 CONTROL—SAFE CAPACITIVE SWITCH, US PAT 5233231Assignee: Pepper] + Fuchs, Inc.,
(U.S. PTO Utility 1993)

Q 24 DC TOUCH CONTROL SWITCH CIRCUIT, US PAT 4758735Assignee: Nartron Corporation,
(US. PTO Utility 1988)

Q 25 DISCRIMINATING CONTACT SENSOR, US PAT 3911215Assignee: ELOGRAPHICS, INC.,
(U.S. PTO Utility 1975)

Q 20 DISPLAY DEVICE HAVING UNPATTERNED TOUCH DETECTION, US PAT
4476463Assignee: Interaction Systems, Inc., (US. PTO Utility 1984)

Q 27 ELECTROGRAPHIC SENSOR FOR DETERMINING PLANAR COORDINATES, US PAT
3798370Assig11ee: ELOGRAPHICS, INC., (U.S. PTO Utility 1974)

Q 28 ELECTRONIC SWITCII ARRANGEMENTS, US PAT 3651391Assignee: BLACK $#amp;amp;
DECKER INC., (U.S. PTO Utility 1972)

Q 29 ELECTRONIC WATCH WITH TOUCH-SENSITIVE KEYS, US PAT 4257117Assignee:
Ebauches S.A., (U.S. PTO Utility 1981)

Q 30 ELECTRONICALI.Y ACTUATED ELECTRIC SWITCH, US PAT 4213061 (U.S. PTO Utility
1980)

Q 31 HAND SANITIZING STATION, US PAT 4942631Assignee: Barry Robertson; Rosa, Rudy,
(U.S. PTO Utility 1990)

Q 32 INDUCTION COOK—TOP WITH IMPROVED TOUCH CONTROL, US PAT 4308443Assignee:

© 2014 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Rangaire Corporation, (US. PTO Utility 1981)

33 KEYBOARD SWITCH, US PAT 4503294Assignee: Nippon Mektron Ltd., (US. PTO Utility
1985)

34 LAMP RESPONSIVE TO THE HUMAN TOUCH UPON A LIVING PLANT AND CONTROL

SYSTEM THEREFOR, US PAT 4152629 (US. PTO Utility 1979)
35 LUCENT ELECTROGRAI’HIC SENSOR FOR DETERMINING PLANAR COORDINATES,

US PAT 4071689Assignee: Elographics, Incorporated, (US. PTO Utility 1978)
36 MULTI-WAY SWITCH SYSTEM HAVING PLURAL REMOTE TOUCH PADS, US PAT

5066898Assignee: Delat Systems, Incorporated, (US. PTO Utility 1991)

37 NONPLANAR TRANSPARENT ELECTROGRAPHIC SENSOR, US PAT 4220815Assignee:
Elographics, Inc., (US. PTO Utility 1980)

38 PERSONAL-CARE APPARATUS COMPRISING A CAPACITIVE ON/OFF SWITCH, US
PAT 5453644Assignee: US. Philips Corporation, (US. PTO Utility I995)

39 PROXIMITY ACTUATED POWER CONTROL VARIABLE AS TO SENSE AND

MAGNITUDE, US PAT 3984757 (US. PTO Utility 1976)
40 PROXIMITY CONTROLLED POWER SWITCHING CIRCUIT, US PAT 4246533 (US. PTO

Utility 1981)
41 PROXIMITY PAD WITH CONTROLLED ILLUMINATION, US PAT 4016453 (US. PTO

Utility 1977)
42 PROXIMITY SWITCHING SYSTEM. US PAT 4031408 (US. PTO Utility 1977)

43 SELF TIMING SWITCII, US PAT 3965465 (US. PTO Utility I976)
44 SINGLE-ELECTRODE CAPACITANCE TOUCHPAD SENSOR SYSTEMS, US PAT

4237421Assignee: General Electric Company, (US. PTO Utility I980)
45 TOUCH ACTIVATED AC, FULL WAVE, TWO WIRE SWITCHES, US PAT

3549909Assignee: HAI,I.?BARKAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., (US. PTO Utility 1970)

46 TOUCH—CONTROL ADAPTER FOR ELECTRIC LAMPS, US PAT 4211959Assignee: Westek
Corporation, (US. PTO Utility 1980)

47 TOUCH CONTROL FOR ELECTRICAL APPARATUS, US PAT 3641410Assignee: BLACK
$#amp;amp; DECKER INC., (US. PTO Utility 1972)

48 TOUCH CONTROL SWITCH, US PAT 4289972 (US. PTO Utility 1981)
49 TOUCH CONTROL SWITCH, US PAT 4264831 (US. PTO Utility 1981)

50 TOUCH CONTROL SWITCH, US PAT 4210822 (US. PTO Utility 1980)

51 TOUCH CONTROL SWITCH CIRCUIT, US PAT 4731548Assignee: Nartron Corporation,
(US. PTO Utility 1988)

52 TOUCH CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 5572205Assiguee: Donnelly Technology, I11c., (US.
PTO Utility 1996)

53 TOL CH CONTROLLED DISPLAY DEVICE, US PAT 4910504Assignee: Touch Display
Systems AB, (US. PTO Utility 1990)

54 TOL CII CONTROLLED ELECTRIC LIGIIT SOCKET \VITII IIIGII CURRENT

TOLERANCE, US PAT 5208516 (US. PTO Utility 1993)
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55 TOUCH LAMP, LATCHING AC SOLID STATE TOUCH SWITCH USABLE WITH SUCH
LAMP, AND CIRCUITS FOR THE SAME, US PAT 3899713Assignee: HALL?BARKAN
INSTRUMENTS, INC., (U.S. PTO Utility 1975)

56 TOUCH OVERLAY EOR IMPROVED TOUCH SENSITIVITY, US PAT 5386219Assignee:
International Business Machines Corp., (U.S. PTO Utility 1995)

57 TOUCH RESPONSIVE POWER CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 4939382 (U.S. PTO Utility
1990)

53 TOUCH—RESPONSIVE SOCKET, US PAT 4101805Assignee: Destron, Inc., (US. PTO Utility
1978)

59 TOUCH SENSITIVE CONTROL PANEL, US PAT 5012124 (US PTO Utility 1991)
()0 TOLCH SENSITIVE ELECTRIC SWITCH, US PAT 4289980 (US. PTO Utility 1981)

61 TOUCH SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCH, US PAT 3879618Assignce: MAGIC DOT,
INC, (U.S. PTO Utility 1975)

62 TOUCH SENSITIVE POWER CONTROL CIRCUIT, US PAT 3666988Assignee: ROBERT E
BELLIS, (U.S. PTO Utility I972)

63 TOUCH SENSITIVE POWER CONTROL SYSTEM, US PAT 3919596Assignee: BELLIS
ROBERT ELLIOTT, (UIS. PTO Utility 1975)

64 TOUCH SENSITIVE SWITCH, US PAT 4360737Assignee: Leviton Manufacturing Co., Inc.,
(US. PTO Utility 1982)

65 TOUCH SWITCH CIRCUITS, US PAT 4119864Assignee: RCA Corporation, (US. PTO Utility
1978)

()6 TOL CH SWITCH DEVICE, US PAT 4352141Assignee: Starcote Limited, (U.S. PTO Utility
1982)

67 TOL CH TERMINAL WITH RELIABLE PAD SELECTION, US PAT 4374381Assignee;
Interaction Systems, Inc., (US. PTO Utility 1983)

 

© 2014 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Nartron Corporation at at v, Hourmand

This case was retrieved from the court on Sunday, January 26, 2014
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": 07/20/ 2010

  
; Judge Robert Holmes Bell mass (lode: CLOSED

{Itasssastr 09/08/2010

‘:Patent(830) ‘z28:1338

*: Patent Infringement 5; None

' ~. 2 None =$0
: None : Patent

“: Federal Question

Litigants Attorneys

Nartron Corporation Robert C.J. Tuttle
Plaintiff ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Brooks Kushman PC

1000 Town Ctr., 22nd Fl.
Southtield , MI 48075-1238
USA

(248) 358-4400
Fax: (248) 358-3351
Email:Rtutt|e@brookskushman.Com

Uusi, LIC Robert C.J. Tuttle
Plaintiff ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Brooks Kushman PC

1000 Town Ctr., 22nd Fl.
Southfield , MI 48075-1238
USA

(248) 358-4400
Fax: (248) 358-3351
Email:Rtutt|e@brookskushman.Com

Byron Hourmand
Defendant

{Date 3? Proceeding Text Source

07/20/2010 1 COMPLAINT against Byron Hourmand filed by Nartron Corporation, UUSI,
LLC (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A, # 2 Exhibit B, # 3 Exhibit C, # 4 Exhibit
D, # 5 Exhibit E, # 6 Exhibit F. # 7 Exhibit G, # 8 Exhibit H, # 9 Exhibit |,
# 10 Exhibit J, # 11 Exhibit K, # 12 Civil Cover Sheet)(rmw) (Entered:
07/21/2010)
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07/20/2010

07/20/2010

07/20/2010

07/20/2010

07/21/2010

08/16/2010

08/16/2010

09/01/2010

09/08/2010

09/09/2010

RECEIPT: in the amount of $350.00, receipt number GR020949; for filing
fees (rmw) (Entered: 07/21/2010)

SUMMONS ISSUED as to defendant Byron Hourmand (rmw) (Entered:
07/21/2010)

CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT by Nartron Corporation (rmw)
(Entered: 07/21/2010)

CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT by UUSI, LLC (rmw) (Entered:
07/21/2010)

REPORT from the Clerk, WDMI, to the Director of the US. Patent and
Trademark Office on the filing of a PATENT ACTION (rmw) (Entered:
07/21/2010)

SUMMONS returned executed: Byron Hourmand served on 8/4/2010.
answer due 8/25/2010 (Brandenburg, Robert) (Entered: 08/16/2010)

SUMMONS returned executed; Byron Hourmand served on 7/27/2010,
answer due 8/25/2010 (Brandenburg, Robert) (Entered: 08/16/2010)

UNOPPOSED MOTION to approve consent judgment by plaintiffs Nartron
Corporation, UUSI, LLC; (Tuttle, Robert) (Entered: 09/01/2010)

ORDER granting 7 motion to approve consent judgment ; signed by Judge
Robert Holmes Bell (Judge Robert Holmes Bell, kcb) (Entered:
09/08/2010)

REPORT from the Clerk, WDMI, to the Director of the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office on the determination of a PATENT ACTION (gjf)
(Entered: 09/09/2010)
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US District Court Civil Docket

 
Gig. Ltd” A! Ki A Quantum Research Group, Ltd. v. Nartmn Corporation

This case was retrieved from the court on Sunday, January 26, 2014
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 CLOSED

11/28/2007

28:2201

‘: Both

1 ;$0
\2 Patent

 
 

 

‘: Patent (830)

\:.:. Declaratory Judgement

 t: None

U.S. District Court, Western
District of PA, 2:06-CV-500

. :1: Federal Question

 
Litigants Attorneys

Qrg, Ltd. Andrew E. Falsetti
a/k/a Quantum Research Group. Ltd. LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Plaintiff [Termz 10/23/2007]

Reed Smith LLP
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
USA
412-288-3844

Email:Afalsetti@reedsmith.Com

Clay P. Hughes
LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
Reed Smith
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh , PA 15219
USA
412.288.3008

Email:Chughes@reedsmith.Com

Gene A. Tabachnick

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Reed Smith LLP
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh , PA 15219
USA
412—288—3258

Email:Gtabachnick@reedsmith.Com

Robert B. Hoffm an
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LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC
213 Market Street. 8th Floor
Harrisburg. PA 17101
USA

(717) 237-7182
Email:Rhoffman@eckertseamans.Com

Nartron Corporation Mark D. Chuey
Defendant LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED

Brooks Kushman PC.
1000 Town Center 22nd Floor

Southfield , MI 48075-1238
USA
248-358-4400

Email:Mchuey@brookskushman.Com

Mark A. Grace

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED

Cohen & Grigsby PC
11 Stanwix Street 15th Floor

Pittsburgh, PA 15222-1319
USA
412-297-4900

Email:Mgrace@cohenlaw.Com

Robert C.J. Tuttle

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Brooks Kushman PC.
1000 Town Center 22nd Floor

Southfield , MI 48075-1238
USA
248—358—4400

Email:Rtutt|e@brookskushman.Com

Thomas C. Wettach

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Cohen & Grigsby. PC
11 Stanwix Street 15th Floor

Pittsburgh , PA 15222
USA
412-297-4900

Email:Twettach@cohen|aw.Com

Jill L. Bradley
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Cohen & Grigsby, RC.
625 Liberty Avenue
Pittsburgh , PA 15222-3152
USA
412-297-4707

Email:Jbradley@cohenlaw.Com

Nartron Corporation Mark D. Chuey
Counterclaim Plaintiff LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED

Brooks Kushman PC.
1000 Town Center 22nd Floor

Southfield , MI 48075—1238
USA
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Qrg, Ltd.
Counterclaim Defendant
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248—358—4400

Email: Mchuey@brookskushman.Com

Mark A. Grace

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Cohen & Grigsby PC
11 Stanwix Street 15th Floor

Pittsburgh, PA 15222—1319
USA
412-297-4900

Email:Mgrace@cohenlaw.Com

Robert C.J. Tuttle

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Brooks Kushman RC.
1000 Town Center 22nd Floor

Southfield , MI 48075-1238
USA
248-358-4400

Email:Rtuttle@brookskushman.Com

Thomas C. Wettach

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Cohen & Grigsby, PC
11 Stanwix Street 15th Floor

Pittsburgh , PA 15222
USA
412-297-4900

Email:Twettach@cohenlaw.Com

Jill L. Bradley
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Cohen & Grigsby, RC.
625 Liberty Avenue
Pittsburgh , PA 15222-3152
USA
412—297—4707

Email:Jbradley@cohenlaw.Com

Andrew E. Falsetti

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED

[Term: 10/23/2007]
Reed Smith LLP
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh. PA 15219
USA
412—288—3844

Email:Afalsetti@reedsmith.Com

Clay P. Hughes
LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Reed Smith
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh , PA 15219
USA
412.288.3008

Email:Chughes@reedsmith.Com

Gene A. Tabachnick

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
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Bate

09/12/2006

09/13/2006

09/13/2006

09/20/2006

09/21/2006
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fl?

1

Reed Smith LLP
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
USA
412-288-3258

Email:Gtabachnick@reedsmith.Com

Robert B. Hoffm an

Page 4 of 9

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC
213 Market Street. 8th Floor

Harrisburg. PA 17101
USA

(717) 237—7182
Email:Rhoffman@eckertseamans.Com

Proceeding Text

Case transferred in from District of Western District of Pennsylvania; Case
\Iumber 2:06-CV-500. Original file with documents numbered 1-17,
certified copy of transfer order and docket sheet received. filed by ORG.
_TD.. (Attachments: # 1 Civil Cover Sheet # 2 Receipt# 3 Doc. 2-
Disclosure Statement# 4 Doc. 3- Summons# 5 Doc. 4- Motion to

Dismiss# 6 Proposed Order to Motion to Dismiss# 7 Doc. 5- Brief in
Support to Motion to Dismiss# 8 Exhibit A# 9 Exhibit B# 10 Exhibit C# 11
Doc. 6— Notice of Appearance by Thomas C. Wettach# 12 Doc. 7— Notice;
Response to Motion to Dismiss# 13 Doc. 8- Motion for Discovery# 14
Droposed Order for Motion for Discovery# 15 Exhibit 1# 16 Exhibit 2# 17
Exhibit 3# 18 Exhibit 4# 19 Exhibit 6# 20 Exhibit 7# 21 Exhibit 8# 22

Exhibit 9# 23 Exhibit 5 (Motion for Discovery)# 24 Doc. 9-
\Iotice:Response to Motion for Discovery# 25 Doc. 10- Brief in Opp. to
Vlotion for Discovery# 26 Exhibit A (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# 27
Exhibit B (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# 28 Exhibit C (Brief in Opp. for
Discovery)# 29 Exhibit D- (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# 30 Doc. 11- Order
Granting Motion for Discovery# 31 Doc. 12- Brief in Opp. to Motion to
Dismiss# 32 Exhibit A (Brief in Opp. to Motion to Dismiss)# 33 Exhibit B
(Brief in Opp. to Motion to Dismiss)# 34 Exhibit C (Brief in Opp. to Motion
0 Dismiss)# 35 Declaration of Richard T. Ting# 36 Declaration of Andrew

E. Falsetti# 37 Declaration of Harald Philipp# 38 Declaration of Chris
Bede# 39 Doc. 3 — Motion for Leave to File a Brief in Reply# 40 Exhibit A
(Motion to File Brief in Reply)# 41 Doc. 14- Response to Motion for Leave
to File a Brief in Reply# 42 Supplemental Declaration of Richard Ting# 43
Doc. 15-Order Granting Motion to File Brief in Reply# 44 Doc. 16- Brief in
Reply# 45 Exhibit A (Brief in Reply)# 46 Doc. 17- Order Denying Motion
to Dismiss. ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENTS ADDED-TRANSFER LETTER AND

DOCKET FROM WESTERN DISTRICT OF PA(s) added on 9/13/2006 (crh, ).
(Entered: 09/13/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSION FORM SENT to Andrew E. Falsetti, Mark A. Grace
&amp: Thomas C. Wettach (crh, ) (Entered: 09/13/2006)

Transfer Letter to Counsel (crh, ) (Entered: 09/13/2006)

NOTICE:A Case Mgmnt Conf has been set for 10/24/2006 @ 9:15 AM
before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo. This conference is by phone and the
call is to initiated by the pltf. unless otherwise agreed upon. A joint case
mgmnt plan is to be filed n/I/t10/17/06.(ma,) (Entered: 09/20/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Andrew E.
Falsetti on behalf of ORG, LTD. Attorney Andrew E. Falsetti is seeking
special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111 146455
(Attachments: # 1 Receipt) (jc) (Entered: 09/21/2006)
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09/21/2006

09/21/2006

09/22/2006

09/22/2006

09/29/2006

09/29/2006

10/02/2006

10/02/2006

10/06/2006

10/17/2006

10/18/2006

10/18/2006

10/19/2006

10/19/2006

10/24/2006

11/01/2006
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

20

21

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Gene A.
Tabachnick on behalf of QRG, LTD. Attorney Gene A. Tabachnick is
seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111 146455
(Attachments: # 1 Receipt) (jc) (Entered: 09/21/2006)

NOTICE of Appearance by Robert B. Hoffman on behalf of QRG. LTD.
(Hoffman. Robert) (Entered: 09/21/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Andrew Falsetti. Esq. on
behalf of ORG, LTDSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 09/22/06. (ma,)
(Entered: 09/22/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Gene Tabachnick, Esq. on
behalf of QRG, LTDSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 09/22/06. (ma,)
(Entered: 09/22/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Mark D. Chuey on
behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Mark D. Chuey is seeking
special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111 146486 (crh,)
(Entered: 09/29/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Robert C.J. Tuttle
on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Robert C.J. Tuttle is
seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111 146485.
(crh, ) (Entered: 09/29/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Mark D. Chuey. Esq. on
behalf of Nartron/Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/02/06. (ma,)
(Entered: 10/02/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Robert Tuttle, Esq. on
behalf of Nartron.Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/02/06. (ma,)
(Entered: 10/02/2006)

ANSWER to Complaint by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1
Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B)(Bradley, Jill) (Entered: 10/06/2006)

CASE MANAGEMENT PLAN by QRG, LTD.. (Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered:
10/17/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Mark A. Grace on
behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Mark A. Grace is seeking
special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111 146621. (crh,)
(Entered: 10/18/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Thomas C.
Wettach on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Thomas C.
Wettach is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number:
111 146621. (crh, ) (Entered: 10/18/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Mark Grace. Esq. on behalf
of NartronSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/19/06. (ma, ) (Entered:
10/19/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Thomas Wettach, Esq. on
behalf of NartronSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/19/06. (ma,)
(Entered: 10/19/2006)

ORDER — STANDARD CASE MANAGEMENT TRACK Case placed on the
08/2007 trial list. Cases on this list are scheduled to begin on 9/4/2007
following all j/s‘s starting at 9:30 AM. A date certain may be discussed at
the PTC which is set for 8/17/2007 @ 1:30 PM: Discovery due by
2/28/2007. Dispositive Mtns due by 6/20/2007. PTMs due by 8/10/2007.
See order for other ddls. Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/24/06.
(ma, ) (Entered: 10/24/2006)

MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(1) by NARTRON
CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Certificate of Compliance With Local
Rule 7.1# 2 Proposed Order)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 11/01/2006)
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11/01/2006

11/16/2006

11/27/2006

11/30/2006

12/01/2006

12/01/2006

02/12/2007

03/02/2007

03/02/2007

03/08/2007

03/19/2007

03/20/2007

03/23/2007

03/26/2007

03/29/2007
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22

23

24

25

26

27

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

BRIEF IN SUPPORT re 21 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12

(b)(1) filed by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Declaration of
John E. Nemazi# 2 Exhibit(s) A - G)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 11/01/2006)
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION re 21 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P.

12(b)(1) filed by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: # 1 Affidavit /Declaration of
Harald Philipp# 2 Exhibit(s) 1# 3 Exhibit(s) 2# 4 Exhibit(s) 3# 5 Exhibit
(3) 4# 6 Exhibit(s) 5# 7 Exhibit(s) 6# 8 Exhibit(s) 7)(Fa|setti. Andrew)
(Entered: 11/16/2006)

REPLY BRIEF re 21 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(1)
filed by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit(s) 1)(Grace,
Mark) (Entered: 11/27/2006)

MOTION to Clarify The Case Caption by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: # 1
Certificate of Compliance with Local Rule 7.1# 2 Proposed Order)(Falsetti,
Andrew) (Entered: 11/30/2006)

BRIEF IN SUPPORT re 25 MOTION to Clarify The Case Caption filed by
QRG, LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 12/01/2006)

ORDER deferring ruling on Motion to Clarify 25 pending decision on dft‘s
mtn to dismissSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 12/01/06 (ma.)
(Entered: 12/01/2006)

NOTICE by QRG, LTD. of Dismissal of Related Action (Attachments: # 1
Appendix Eastern District of Michigan Order and Opinion Granting Motion
to Dismiss)(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 02/12/2007)

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER: Denying in part dft’s mtn to dismiss 21 as
follows: a) The Court will reserve ruling with regard to the
"capacitivetouch sensor products and related com ponents” issue and grant
Pltf Iv toamend the complaint on or before 4/2/07.b) Mtn is denied in all
other respects.2) Pltf's Mtn to Clarify the Case Caption 25 isGRANTED. The
Clrk shall change the case caption as to pltf to read: "QRG. Ltd.. a/k/a
Quantum Research Group,Ltd., Plaintiff." All future filings shall display this
caption. 3) An amended cmo will follow.Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo
on 03/02/07 (ma, ) (Entered: 03/02/2007)
AMENDED CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER: J/S and Trial continued to the

10/1/2007 list beginning at 9:30 AM before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo.
Discovery due by 3/30/2007. Dispositive Mts ddl 7/20/2007. PTMs due by
9/7/2007. PTC rescheduled for 9/14/2007 @ 10:00 AM before Honorable
Sylvia H. Rambo. See order for other ddls.Signed by Judge Sylvia H.
Rambo on 03/02/07. (ma. ) (Entered: 03/02/2007)

AMENDED COMPLAINT against NARTRON CORPORATION, filed by QRG,
LTD..(Falsetti. Andrew) (Entered: 03/08/2007)

ANSWER to Amended Complaint, COUNTERCLAIM against all defendants
by NARTRON CORPORATION.(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 03/19/2007)

Correction made to docket sheet to reflect QRG, LTD. as the Counterclaim
Defendant with appropriate counsel listed as per the 3/19/07 Amended
Complaint and Counterclaim 33. (dfm ) (Entered: 03/20/2007)

MOTION to Strike Counterclaim by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit
(3) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B# 3 Exhibit(s) C# 4 Exhibit(s) D# 5 Brief in Support#
6 Proposed Order)(Fa|setti, Andrew) (Entered: 03/23/2007)

BRIEF IN SUPPORT re 34 MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by ORG,
LTD..(FaIsetti. Andrew) (Entered: 03/26/2007)

REPLY BRIEF re 34 MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by NARTRON
CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B# 3 Exhibit
(s) C— Part 1# 4 Exhibit(s) C — Part 2# 5 Exhibit(s) D# 6 Exhibit(s) E# 7
Exhibit(s) F# 8 Exhibit(s) G# 9 Exhibit(s) H# 10 Exhibit(s) I)(Grace,
Mark) (Entered: 03/29/2007)
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03/29/2007

04/12/2007

04/23/2007

04/23/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/08/2007

05/08/2007

05/08/2007

05/10/2007
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37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

54

CERTIFICATE of of Compliance by NARTRON CORPORATION re 36 Reply
Brief,. (Grace, Mark) (Entered: 03/29/2007)

REPLY BRIEF re 34 MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by ORG, LTD..
(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 04/12/2007)

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER denying pltf‘s Motion to Strike 34 .Signed by
Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 04/23/07 (ma, ) (Entered: 04/23/2007)

NOTICE: A scheduling Conference has been scheduled for 5/10/2007 @
9:00 AM before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo. This conference is by phone
with the call to be initiated by the pItf.Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo
on 04/23/07. (ma, ) (Entered: 04/23/2007)

REPLY/ ANSWER to Counterclaim for Patent Infringement by QRG, LTD..
(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment on Plaintiff QRG‘s Declaratory
Judgment Claim for Unenforceability of The Five Nartron Patents-In-Suit
by NARTRON CORPORATION.(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

STATEMENT OF FACTS re 42 MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment on
Plaintiff QRG‘s Declaratory Judgment Claim for Unenforceability of The Five
Nartron Patents-In-Suit filed by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments:
# 1 Index of Exhibits# 2 Exhibit(s) A# 3 Exhibit(s) B# 4 Exhibit(s) C)
(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

BRIEF IN SUPPORT re 42 MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment on
Plaintiff QRG's Declaratory Judgment Claim for Unenforceability of The Five
Nartron Patents—In—Suit filed by NARTRON CORPORATION.(Grace, Mark)
(Entered: 05/07/2007)

EXHIBIT A to Brief in Support by NARTRON CORPORATION re 44 Brief in
Support. (Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

EXHIBIT PROPOSED ORDER by NARTRON CORPORATION re 42 MOTION
for Partial Summary Judgment on Plaintiff QRG‘s Declaratory Judgment
Claim for Unenforceability of The Five Nartron Patents-In-Suit. (Grace,
Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment that the Nartron Patents—In—Suit
Are Not Invalid by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Proposed
Order)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

STATEMEN" OF FACTS re 47 MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment that
the Nartron Patents-In-Suit Are Not Invalid filed by NARTRON
CORPORAT ON. (Attachments: # 1 Index# 2 Exhibit(s) A# 3 Exhibit(s) B#
4 Exhibit(s) C# 5 Exhibit(s) D# 6 Exhibit(s) E)(Grace, Mark) (Entered:
05/07/2007)

BRIEF IN SJPPORT re 47 MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment that the
Nartron Patents-In-Suit Are Not Invalid filed by NARTRON CORPORATION.
(Attachments: # 1 Exhibit(s) A)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

CERTIFICATE of Compliance with Word-Count Limit by NARTRON
CORPORAT ON re 44 Brief in Support. (Grace. Mark) (Entered:
05/08/2007)

CERTIFICATE of Compliance with Word—Count Limit by NARTRON
CORPORAT ON re 49 Brief in Support. (Grace. Mark) (Entered:
05/08/2007)

Pursuant to the Local Rules and ECF User Manual, all motions and briefs
should be filed simultaneously with their corresponding proposed orders,
exhibits and any certificates as attachments to the main documents and
not as individual documents. (dfm ) (Entered: 05/08/2007)

ORDER: 1) The fact discovery ddI shall be ext‘d to (90) daysfrom the date
of this order;2) W/i (30) days of this order, the parties shall depose
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55

56

58

59

60

61

62

63

Mr.lngraham, an inventor;3) W/i (30) days of this order, the parties shall
jointlydetermine whether the issues and patents involved in this case can
be narrowed;4) A telephonic status conference shall take place on
6/26/07. at 9:30 a.m. Pltf shall initiate the call; 5) Briefing of Nartrons two
partial mtns for sum jgm (Docs. 42 and 47) is STAYED until 8/17/07. On
or before that date,Nartron shall notify the crt and QRG whether it intends
to rely upon the mtnsas they are, or withdraw the mtns and file a new
dispositive mtn. If Nartronelects to file a new dispositive mtn. it must do
so by 8/17/07. If Nartronleaves the mtns as they are, briefing will resume
in accord w/LRs and QRGs responses will be due on or before 9/4/07;6)
The case management deadlines are amended as follows:Jury
Selection/Trial Date December 3, 2007@ 9:30 AMFact Discovery DdI
8/10/07;Amended Dispositive Mtns &amp; Brsups 08/17/07; Pltfs Expert
Reports 08/24/07;ths Expert Reports 09/7/07;Supp|emental Reports
09/21/07;Mtns in Limine &amp; Brsups 10/09/07;Mts in Limine Response
10/19/07;Mtns in Limine Reply 10/26/07;P—T Conference 11/16/07@
11:00 AM;P—T Memoranda11/9/O7; Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on
05/10/07. (ma, ) (Entered: 05/10/2007)

STATUS REPORT to the Court on Narrowing of Issues and Patents
Involved, and Request for Order for Mandatory Rule 26(a)(1) Disclosures
by the Parties by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit(s)
A# 2 Exhibit(s) B# 3 Exhibit(s) C# 4 Exhibit(s) D)(Grace, Mark) (Entered:
06/14/2007)

ORDER: Pltf QRG, Ltd. a/k/a Quantum Research Group, Ltd. shall respond
to thepoints and proposals set forth in Nartrons status report 55 and
proposed order no later thanJuIy 9, 2007. Signed by Judge Sylvia H.
Rambo on 06/19/07. (ma. ) (Entered: 06/19/2007)

NOTICE by QRG. LTD. in Response to Nartron's Report and Proposed
Order (Attachments: # 1 Word-Count Certificate# 2 Proposed Order # 3
Exhibit(s) 1# 4 Exhibit(s) 2# 5 Exhibit(s) 3# 6 Exhibit(s) 4# 7 Exhibit(s)
5# 8 Exhibit(s) 6# 9 Exhibit(s) 8# 10 Exhibit(s) 9# 11 Exhibit(s)10# 12
Exhibit(s) 11# 13 Exhibit(s)12# 14 Exhibit(s) 7)(Fa|setti, Andrew)
(Entered: 07/09/2007)

RESPONSE by NARTRON CORPORATION to 58 Notice.. (Attachments: # 1
Exhibit(s) 1-4)(Grace. Mark) (Entered: 07/13/2007)

Joint MOTION for Extension of Time to Complete Discovery by QRG, LTD..
(Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order)(Fa|setti, Andrew) (Entered:
O7/27/2007)

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER: 1) The claims and counterclaim in the
captioned case are limited tothose involving QRGs QProx EZSR, QT110,
QT113, QT9701, and QT1106products, and Nartrons patents US. patents:
4.731.548: 4.758.735: 4.831.279:5,087.825: 5.796.183. All other claims

are DISMISSED for lack of subject matterjurisdiction.2) Defendant Nartron
Corporations Motion for Partial SummaryJudgment on Plaintiff QRGs
Declaratory Judgment Claim for Unenforceability ofthe Five Nartron
Patents-in-Suit 42 and Motion for Partial SummaryJudgment that the
Nartron Patents-in-Suit are not Invalid 47 areSTRICKEN.3) Disposition of
the parties Joint Motion to Revise Case ManagementOrder 60 is deferred
pending the outcome of mediation.4) The parties shall notify the court no
later than August 10, 2007,whether they intend to obtain their own
mediator or request the court to appoint amediator.5) Mediation shall be
completed no later than September 14, 2007.Signed by Judge Sylvia H.
Rambo on 08/01/07 (ma, ) (Entered: 08/01/2007)

NOTICE by QRG, LTD. and Nartron Corporation Regarding Mediator
Selection (Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 08/10/2007)

STATUS REPORT by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Grace, Mark) (Entered:
09/26/2007)
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64

65

66

67

68

69

STATUS REPORT (Joint) by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Grace, Mark)
(Entered: 10/22/2007)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Clay P. Hughes
on behalf of QRG, LTD. Attorney Clay Hughes is seeking special admission.
Filing fee $ 25, receipt number 1136392.. (Hughes, Clay) (Entered:
10/23/2007)

ATTORNEY SUBSTITUTION — Withdrawal and Entry of Attorney
Appearance. Attorney Andrew E. Falsetti terminated. Attorney Clay P.
Hughes and Clay P. Hughes for QRG, LTD. added. (Hughes. Clay)
(Entered: 10/23/2007)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Clay Hughes, Esq. on behalf
of QRGSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/23/07. (ma, ) (Entered:
10/23/2007)

STIPULATION of Dismissal with Prejudice by NARTRON CORPORATION.
(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 11/28/2007)

ORDER APPROVING STI PULATION OF DISMISSAL. Signed by all parties.
Case termed.Signed by .Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 11/28/07. (ma.)
(Entered: 11/28/2007)
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(Mg, Ltd. v. Nartron Corporation
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. {Itasssattr 09/07/2006

Patent (830) 2: 28:2201

‘ : Declaratory Judgment 7; Plaintiff

: None 2 $0
\: None : Patent

‘ : Federal Question

Litigants Attorneys

Qrg, Ltd. Andrew E. Falsetti
Plaintiff LEAD ATTORNEY

Reed Smith
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1886
USA

(412) 288-3844
Fax: (412) 288-3063
Email:Afa|setti@reedsmith.Com

Nartron Corporation Mark A. Grace
Defendant LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED

Cohen & Grace, LLC
105 Braunlich Dr. Suite 300

Pittsburgh , PA 15237
USA

(412) 680-1266
Email:Mgrace@cohengrace.Com

Thomas C. Wettach

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
Cohen & Grace LLC

105 Braunlich Drive, Suite #300
Pittsburgh , PA 15237-3351
USA

(412) 847-0300
Email:Twettach@cohengrace.Com
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10

11

12

13

14

COMPLAINT against NARTRON CORPORATION ( Filing fee $ 350 receipt
number 3312.) filed by ORG, LTD.. (Attachments: # 1 Civil Cover Sheet #
2 Receipt #3312)(jsp) (Entered: 04/14/2006)

Disclosure Statement by ORG. LTD. (jsp) (Entered: 04/14/2006)

Summons Issued as to NARTRON CORPORATION. (jsp) (Entered:
04/14/2006)

Remark: E-mail notification to the US. Patent and Trademark Office with

complaint and docket entries attached sent this date. (jsp, ) (Entered:
04/14/2006)

SUMMONS/ Return of Service Returned Executed by ORG, LTD.. NARTRON
CORPORATION served on 4/18/2006, answer due 5/8/2006. (Tabachnick,
Gene) (Entered: 04/24/2006)

MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(2) by NARTRON
CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order (Grace. Mark)
(Entered: 05/08/2006)

BRIEF in Support re 4 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)
(2) filed by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A# 2
Exhibit B# 3 Exhibit C)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/08/2006)

\IOTICE of Appearance by Thomas C. Wettach on behalf of NARTRON
CORPORATION (Wettach, Thomas) (Entered: 05/09/2006)

\IOTICE: Response to Defendant‘s Motion to Dismiss (Docket No. 4) due
by 5/30/2006. (jlh ) (Entered: 05/09/2006)

VIOTION for Discovery on Personal Jurisdiction by ORG, LTD..
(Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order # 2 Exhibit 1# 3 Exhibit 2# 4 Exhibit
3# 5 Exhibit 4# 6 Exhibit 5# 7 Exhibit 6# 8 Exhibit 7# 9 Exhibit 8# 10

Exhibit 9)(Fa|setti, Andrew) (Entered: 05/12/2006)

\IOTICE: Response to Plaintiff‘s Motion for Leave to Take Discovery on the
Personal Jurisdiction Issue Raised by Defendant‘s Motion to Dismiss shall
be due by 5/29/2006. In addition, the Plaintiff's response to the
Defendant‘s Motion to Dismiss shall be continued from May 30, 2006 until
a date set forth in a future order of this court. (jlh) (Entered: 05/22/2006)

BRIEF in Opposition re 8 MOTION for Discovery on Personal Jurisdiction
filed by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A# 2 Exhibit
B# 3 Exhibit C# 4 Exhibit D)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/26/2006)

 
ORDER granting 8 Motion for Discovery ( as stated more fully in order).
Signed by Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 5/30/06. (jlh) (Entered:
05/30/2006)

Response to Motion to Dismiss due by 7/30/2006. (jlh) (Entered:
05/30/2006)

BRIEF in Opposition re 4 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12
(b)(2) filed by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A# 2 Exhibit B# 3
Exhibit C# 4 Affidavit /Declaration of Richard T. Ting in Support of Org‘s
Oppostion to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss# 5 Affidavit /Declaration of
Andrew E. Falsetti in Support of Qrg's Oppostion to Defendant‘s Motion to
Dismiss# 6 Affidavit /Dec|aration of Harald Philipp in Support of Qrg’s
Oppostion to Defendant‘s Motion to Dismiss# 7 Affidavit /Dec|aration of
Chris Bede in Support of ORG‘s Oppostion to Defendant‘s Motion to
Dismiss)(Fa|setti, Andrew) (Entered: 07/31/2006)

MOTION for Leave to File A Brief in Reply to Plaintiff QRG's Opposition to
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss by NARTRON CORPORATION.
(Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 08/04/2006)

RESPONSE to Motion re 13 MOTION for Leave to File A Brief in Reply to
Plaintiff QRG‘s Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss filed by ORG,
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08/09/2006

08/09/2006

09/07/2006

09/07/2006

09/07/2006

15

16

17

LTD.. (Attachments: # 1 Affidavit /Supp|ementa| Declaration of Richard T.
TIng)(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 08/07/2006)

ORDER granting 13 Motion for Leave to File Reply Brief. Signed by Judge
Donetta W. Ambrose on 8/8/06. (jlh ) (Entered: 08/09/2006)

BRIEF IN REPLY to Response to Motion re 4 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant
to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(2) filed by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments:
# 1 Exhibit A)(Grace, Mark) Modified text to reflect title of document on
8/10/2006 (jsp, ). (Entered: 08/09/2006)

ORDER denying 4 Motion to Dismiss. as set forth more fully in the Opinion
accompanying this Order: It is further ORDERED that the within case is
transferred to the United States District Court for the Middle District of

Pennsylvania. The Clerk of Court is directed to transfer this case forthwith
to the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania. Signed by
Judge Donetta W. Ambrose, Chief Judge, on 09/07/2006. (adb) (Entered:
09/07/2006)

Case transferred to District of USDC Middle District of PA. Original file,
certified copy of transfer order, retrieval instructions and docket sheet
sent. (jsp) (Entered: 09/07/2006)

Remark: E-mail notification to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office with

copy of order transferring this action to the USDC for the Middle District of
Pennsylvania sent on September 7, 2006. (jsp) (Entered: 09/07/2006)
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Philip J. Kessler
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Stanley A. Schlitter
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USA
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Sangeeta G. Shah
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Brooks Kushman
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Email:Sshah@brookskushman.Com

J. Michael Huget
LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn LLP
130 South First Street 4th Floor
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Marshall J. Schmitt

LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
Jenner and Block
330 N. Wabash Avenue
One Ibm Plaza

Chicago, IL 60611
USA
312-923-2759

Philip J. Kessler
LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
Thompson & Knight LLP
2000 Town Center, Suite 1900
Southfield , Ml 48075
USA
248-233-0852
Fax: 214-999-1576
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Stanley A. Schlitter
LEAD ATTORNEY; ATTORNEY TO BE NOTI CED
One IBM Plaza
Suite 4700
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312-222-9350

Nartron Corporation Sangeeta G. Shah
Counter Defendant ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Date

12/24/2003

12/24/2003

12/24/2003

01/08/2004

#

Brooks Kushman
1000 Town Center 22nd Floor

Southfield , Ml 48075
USA
248-358-4400

Email:Sshah@brookskushman.Com

Proceeding Text Source

COMPLAINT for patent infringement and jury demand - Receipt # 36294 -
Date Fee Received: 12/24/03 with attachments A-C (DT) (Entered:
12/29/2003)

REPORT sent to Washington (DT) (Entered: 12/29/2003)

STATEMENT of disclosure of corporate affiliations and financial interests by
plaintiff Nartron Corp (DT) (Entered: 12/29/2003)

AMENDED complaint by plaintiff Nartron Corp for patent infringement, with
jury, exhibits A-C and proof of service. demand (RH) (Entered:
01/09/2004)
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01/14/2004

01/30/2004

02/02/2004

02/02/2004

02/04/2004

02/11/2004

02/11/2004

02/11/2004

02/18/2004

02/18/2004

02/18/2004

03/03/2004

03/03/2004

03/03/2004

03/04/2004

03/10/2004

03/30/2004

03/31/2004

04/06/2004

04/06/2004

04/08/2004

https://courtlink.lexisncxis.com/ControlSupport/UserControls/ShowDockct.aspx?Kcy=151

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

15

19

21

22

27

23

SUMMONS Returned Executed. General Electric served on 1/12/2004,
answer due 2/2/2004 (NHoII, ) (Entered: 02/03/2004)

SUMMONS Returned Executed. Touchsensor Technologies, L. L. C. served
on 1/15/2004, answer due 2/4/2004 (NHoII. ) (Entered: 02/11/2004)

ATTORNEY APPEARANCE: James W. Stuart appearing on behalf of General
Electric, Maytag Corporation. (NHoll, ) (Entered: 02/11/2004)

SUMMONS Returned Executed. Maytag Corporation served on 1/16/2004,
answer due 2/5/2004. (NHoII, ) (Entered: 02/11/2004)

ATTORNEY APPEARANCE: James W. Stuart appearing on behalf of
Touchsensor Technologies, L. L. C. (NHoll, ) (Entered: 02/12/2004)

ANSWER to Amended Complaint with Affirmative Defenses.
COUNTERCLAIM filed by Touchsensor Technologies, L. L. C. against
Nartron Corporation (NHoII, ) (Entered: 02/17/2004)

AI\SWER to Amended Complaint with Affirmative Defenses,
COUNTERCLAIM filed by Maytag Corporation against Nartron Corporation
(N—loll, ) (Entered: 02/17/2004)

AI\SWER to Amended Complaint with Affirmative Defenses,
COUNTERCLAIM filed by General Electric against Nartron Corporation
(NHoll, ) (Entered: 02/17/2004)

AI\SWER to 9 Counterclaim by Nartron Corporation. (NHoll, ) Modified on
2/23/2004 (NHoII. ). (Entered: 02/23/2004)

AI\SWER to 11 Counterclaim by Nartron Corporation. (NHoII. ) (Entered:
02/23/2004)

AI\SWER to 10 Counterclaim by Nartron Corporation.(NHoll, ) (Entered:
02/24/2004)

STATEMENT of DISCLOSURE of CORPORATE AFFI LIATIONS and FINANCIAL

INTEREST by General Electric (DTyle, ) (Entered: 03/16/2004)

STATEMENT of DISCLOSURE of CORPORATE AFFI LIATIONS and FINANCIAL

INTEREST by Maytag Corporation (DTyle, ) (Entered: 03/16/2004)
STATEMENT of DISCLOSURE of CORPORATE AFFI LIATIONS and FINANCIAL

INTEREST by Touchsensor "echnologies, L. L. C. (DTyle, ) (Entered:
03/16/2004)

NOTICE TO APPEAR: Scheduling Conference set for 4/1/2004 02:00 PM
before Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. (CHem, ) (Entered: 03/04/2004)

STIPULATED ORDER substituting attorneys Philip J. Kessler, J. Michael
Huget and Laurie J. Michelson for Maytag Corporation, Touchsensor
Technologies, L. L. C. and General Electric in place of attorney James W.
Stuart Signed by Judge Nancy G Edmunds. (DTyle, ) (Entered:
03/23/2004)

DISCOVERY plan jointly filed pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
26(f) (NHoll, ) (Entered: 04/14/2004)

REVISED DISCOVERY plan jointly filed pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure 26(f) (NHoll, ) (Entered: 04/14/2004)

Minute Entry -Schedu|ing Conference held on 4/6/2004 before Honorable
Nancy G Edmunds. Status Conference set for 7/13/2004 02:00 PM before
Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. (CHem, ) (Entered: 04/07/2004)

SCHEDULING ORDER: Status Conference set for 7/13/2004 02:00 PM

before Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. Signed by Honorable Nancy G
Edmunds. (Refer to image for additional dates)(CHem, ) (Entered:
06/10/2004)

STIPULATED PROTECTIVE ORDER Signed by Judge Nancy G Edmunds.
(DTyle, ) (Entered: 04/22/2004)
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05/04/2004

06/07/2004

06/10/2004

06/14/2004

06/24/2004

07/01/2004

07/13/2004

07/27/2004

07/27/2004

07/29/2004

07/29/2004

08/13/2004

08/19/2004

08/31/2004

08/31/2004

09/02/2004

09/16/2004

09/23/2004

09/27/2004
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24

26

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

39

38

40

41

NOTICE of Appearance by Marshall J. Schmitt, Stanley A. Schlitter on
behalf of General Electric. Maytag Corporation, Touchsensor Technologies,
L. L. C. (DTer, ) (Entered: 05/06/2004)

(STICKEN 6/10/04) Ex Parte MOTION to Amend/Correct 20 Scheduling
Conference, Set Scheduling Order Deadlines by Nartron Corporation.
(Attachments: # 1 Index of Exhibits # 2 Exhibit 6/4/04 letter regarding
mediation# 3 Exhibit 6/4/04 letter regarding document production)(Shah.
Sangeeta) Modified on 6/10/2004 (CHem. ). (Entered: 06/07/2004)

ORDER to Strike 25 Ex Parte MOTION to Amend/Correct 20 Scheduling
Conference, Set Scheduling Order Deadlines filed by Nartron Corporation.
Signed by Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. (CHem, ) (Entered: 06/10/2004)

MOTION to Amend/Correct 27 Scheduling Order by Nartron Corporation.
(Attachments: # 1 Index of Exhibits # 2 Exhibit 6/4/04 letter regarding
mediator# 3 Exhibit 6/4/04 letter regarding document production)(Shah.
Sangeeta) (Entered: 06/14/2004)

RESPONSE to 28 Motion to amend scheduling order filed by General
Electric, Maytag Corporation and Touchsensor Technologies, L. L. C.: with
exhibit A. (DPer, ) (Entered: 06/30/2004)

REPLY to Response re 28 MOTION to Amend/Correct 27 Scheduling Order
filed by Nartron Corporation. (Shah, Sangeeta) (Entered: 07/01/2004)

Minute Entry -Status Conference held on 7/13/2004. parties agreed to
special master, before Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. (CHem, ) (Entered:
07/21/2004)

DECLARATION of compliance by John Robinson Thomas (DTer, )
(Entered: 08/02/2004)

AFFIDAVIT of John R. Thomas (DTer, ) (Entered: 08/02/2004)

AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER: Signed by Honorable Nancy G Edmunds.
(Refer to image for dates)(DTyle, ) (Entered: 08/05/2004)

APPOINTMENT AND ORDER of reference to Special Master Signed by
Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. (DTer, ) (Entered: 08/05/2004)

MOTION to Amend the scheduling order and MOTION to Compel Discovery
by Nartron Corporation. (Attachments: # 1 Document Continuation # 2
Document Continuation # 3 Document Continuation # 4 Document

Continuation)(DTy|e, ) (Entered: 08/16/2004)

RESPONSE to 35 Motion to Amend scheduling order and Motion to Compel
discovery filed by defendants. (DTyle. ) (Entered: 08/23/2004)

ORDER REFERRING MOTION to Magistrate Judge Komives: 35 MOTION to
Amend/Correct MOTION to Compel filed by Nartron Corporation. Signed by
Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. (CHem, ) (Entered: 08/31/2004)

REPLY to Response re 35 MOTION to Amend Scheduling Order and
MOTION to Compel filed by Nartron Corporation. (CMuI, ) (Entered:
09/02/2004)

NOTICE of hearing on 35 MOTION to Amend/Correct MOTION to Com pel.
Motion Hearing set for 9/15/2004 11:00 AM before Honorable Paul J
Komives. (SJef, ) (Entered: 09/02/2004)

Minute Entry —Motion Hearing held on 9/16/2004 re 35 MOTION to
Amend/Correct MOTION to Compel filed by Nartron Corporation before
Honorable Paul J Komives. Disposition: TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT (Tape
#04-010) (SJef, ) (Entered: 09/16/2004)

ORDER of DISQUALIFICATI ON and REASSIGNING CASE from Magistrate
Judge Paul J Komives to Magistrte Judge Virginia M Morgan Signed by
Honorable Paul J Komives. (SSchoe, ) (Entered: 09/24/2004)

TRANSCRIPT of Proceedings held on 9/15/04 of plaintiff‘s motion to amend
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09/29/2004

10/08/2004

10/27/2004

10/29/2004

10/29/2004

11/15/2004

11/15/2004

11/30/2004

02/14/2005

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

scheduling order and motion to compel discovery (DTyle, ) (Entered:
09/28/2004)

ORDER Referring Pretrial Matters to Magistrate Judge Virginia M Morgan.
Signed by Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. (CHem, ) (Entered: 09/29/2004)

AMENDED DISCOVERY plan jointly filed pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure 26(f): with exhibit A. (Attachments: # 1 Document
Continuation)(DPer. ) (Entered: 10/13/2004)

NOTICE of hearing on 35 MOTION to Amend/Correct MOTION to Com pel.
Resolved/Unresolved Issues due by 11/8/2004. Motion Hearing set for
11/15/200410:30 AM before Honorable Virginia M Morgan. (.JOwe,)
(Entered: 10/27/2004)

STATEMENT of Claim Construction Statement by Nartron Corporation.
(Attachments: # 1 Index of Exhibits # 2 Exhibit A - Table with Parties‘
Proposed Constructions)(Shah. Sangeeta) (Entered: 10/29/2004)

STATEMENT regarding claim construction by General Electric, Maytag
Corporation, Touchsensor Technologies, L. L. C.. (Attachments: # 1
Document Continuation # 2 Document Continuation)(DTyle, ) (Entered:
11/01/2004)

Minute Entry -Motion Hearing not held on 11/15/2004 re 35 MOTION to
Amend/Correct MOTION to Compel filed by Nartron Corporation before
Honorable Virginia M Morgan. Disposition: WITHDRAWN; CASE SETTLED
(JOwe, ) (Entered: 11/15/2004)

ORDER withdrawing 35 Motion to Amend/Correct, withdrawing 35 Motion
to Compel- Signed by Honorable Virginia M Morgan. (JOwe. ) (Entered:
11/16/2004)

STIPULATED ORDER STAYING CASE. Signed by Honorable Nancy G
Edmunds. (LBeh, ) (Entered: 12/07/2004)

STI PULATED ORDER DISMISSING CASE with prejudice Signed by
Honorable Nancy G Edmunds. (DTyle, ) (Entered: 02/15/2005)
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51101101:-3: 9050.15; - 0010010119.) 0001.3 0 werein_ revenue - 2011/ increase in n"-120 1100 for

Acetadr-00(5) 0005120101990R); — Pofifzail:.uj mairu‘ 31"[1:00*rhr-.0011 C.:l:‘!0.‘or{'_R) .1120:10.11 PF01101112391200 11101201711110 3009‘ T112132 7:30 AM EST
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(100113-1011: 5,005.00}: 0100/0101dayahncuncedthEEd qua-111221 21300 1100110101 10011110.
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earnings: 0;:(000151110110101110111110 0001101," saE0‘ A.J. Kazimi 131001 EY00u1EW'C111E00r
Cumberland Phar111-2100011001s. "AdditEonaEEy, 1110 mmpEeticn 01‘ our 111 1110101113 01100111010 Aug-0:1
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   1101 17101201101: For 1110 three menths 011221 30010111130130. 2009, 110?. 1'15; -.:11.10 was $13.6 1111111011,
1.111158% 1mm 1110 caries-:1--::-::r111E.11g 1)101100 in 3008. TE1E5:gr-:)W1E111.131313111r:bu1abE01-:) 11111100 115211011110
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1100111110111 for 000101111110011011 0"0rdos0. N01 rev-0111.10 101 1110 E11110 11:011:'11“ enderj 000E 010001 30,
2009,1103 $32.8 1111111011 01250520 from $25.3 r11111E0r1 1011110 same 001100111 2008, 0100 011111011131
0110101110 CaEdoEo“1'1 launch 0110'Ace: 00010 321103 gmwth.
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Operating Expenses: 1131.31 . :1ting expenses 1111113611111 110111113 ended September 30, 2009were $11.2 11111111311 3.0111a1 ' o$6. 5 111111Eo11or the same perEod1112008.111Es1mreaee was due
prirna1i1y1'o sates e11d:‘11arke11ng expcame as=5;oE111 ed 111111 11111 {3 1110101 taunoh 1119141111:0211 of
products so1dresui'11ng 11011:5a1e=5 gm011.1111 and er1'1:1n1;1e 111 p1dduc1 111111 as weii as :1 s19 11111651111,
non 1e;WEI-“111:3 neyroii tax exrerse 015131.131111111011 1e1;11ed:o'111e exercise 01 non (111511111311 I 111101115.
For the nine~1nor=111 period ended September 30. 2009 101.31 operetmg expenses were $2? 7
n11111oh.eomoaredwi1.h :1 3.5 113111101: for the oorresoond: 11g peiifjdifl”008.1111311131'3.89 prim oriiy
reflected 02111101131 1n11es1c1he ebiigation: "eiated to FDA app: 01.11.: ‘1e 1:: oreementioned pay:C111 tax

expense 13:15:15 inotarreo' 1:1 oonneetion Niul11193301'11133511'1y'5111.05911311 seiesferee expansion. and
:r:oreesedrna1ke1ing end 3dve1'11sing c sis 33sec ieieo‘ with-.he Caidoior 181111-311.

 

  

 

 

  

911-1 1:-1-::ome: Net-:noome 11:11 the three months ended September 30, 2009 grew 1o 3513111111011,
01 $0. 07 per diiu1ed 5111311613111 @131 11:1 $1 211111111311 1.): $13 07': 121' 01111311311 shame 1:)1' the same
pe1io11ra 20118.Exci11d1ng111ehon 1ecnr1111-g 11:11:01: tax expense, 11e1111come10 t11eth1eernonths
ended ’cepien:1)er 30 28-09 woo-11:1 have increased 54“..) to 31:9 miiiion. 011170.10 per diioted
snare.

 

Net income for the nine mon‘ths ended Eeptemher 3(3- 2309 was-$12. 8m 11110.11 o1 13016 per
01111111311 share, 1.3011'1pe.reo'1o $9.7 n'1iiiion, or $13. 22 per dii Med st.:i':e.,1r 11111 .3011.3sp<)no'1111§ period
in 211118. The decrease 1s'3'11e primariiv 1o mites:one obiigation s triggered .3131 FDA app:ovei of
9211110101 in the second qua-r. er of 1.28139 esweii as the efor'eine111'oned 31es force. expansir'1and

01311011413111.0111 1'111yr1:111 ax. Ex::: 111d1111) 1.,31:"‘ 01111 miiest-z:1:re sediments 1nd 1111: n 1311- 10;1.111n1: :
taxeexpense net income 11:11'1:‘1-:1111'ne months ended 81
to ;4. 6 1n: 111::1n 01' :30. 27 per d11u1edshare

12

 
    

  tyroii
3163111113131“ 30, 201’).-9 1111-::11J1d have-grown 25% 

Ca211 311:1 Cash EqLiEvaients: As ot September 313-. 2013-9, Cumberiand 11ad$.79.5 r11111Eor1 in cash and
co sh equesiert... $67.7 11111111311 increase 1rom June 38 2009. The increase we Paige:'11 due to
the Company's . ipubiio offering in August. At quarter‘s end,Cu11‘:be1iend had 1:11.31 debt of
$19.8 n11i11or1= 111o1ud111g $45111 . on 111 oor‘ieitt 1121111111 ies. The Company:had net aeoourds
receivabie and invemories of $1: n1111110r and $1 7 mi:'1ion respeo11-ve1y. st September 31:1 1211119.

 
 

Th11'-::1 0115111211 r 1-Tighiighis

13511110101 Launch

in September 200 . =11113er:‘ and success1111131 iauhched {3:11'dotot'1n111e U 3.. 11111311151 Company
hospEt11131 and 11151151 5111-13 forces :.omj;‘1iL1eI" I1 113rexperi ehoer1 se1eL1 f‘1o:es=510n:11s are new

promo‘ling the prod 11:1. Ceidotor is 111111; stocked at who :.eseieis serving hospite 1s nationwide, and

i
:52) S

  

  

savaii'eb1ee11: bo'11: 400 red viais. The Company is w111'. toi11'1rodue'eidoior and
secure 10: 11113113131 31111101131 na11oneiiy. eproduo: is new stocked in a n1.Jrnhe: 01' medic31 13-. 11111ies
eoross theu0311131131. 11131613111011. :0 persona. sales p: orno: 11.313 Cum;heriend is 1131301111113 the 13101.11. .:.

 
through a muitivieoeted campaign. 11101 ding iraternet and media edvertisino, medioei 3.3ie1y' end
convemion 1:1rese11ce,jou1 11.111 p11h11cetions, and its rn::1-::11o111 infomattot‘. ceii center, among 011 "
1n1111111ves.

  

in1'tis11 Public: Ofier'ing

in Augus12009; Cumberiendnonspleted1-ts.1.1111ieipubiie offering otE,OOC-.OC10 shares of common
stock at a pi'iee to the pehi1‘o13‘17313- oer shete, raisii'tg $85.1) n'11111or1 in gross pieceeds. Net
pro-seeds to the Company we e$74. 8 m1111o11 etter commissions and offering expenses. The
proceeds 1ron': 1.111s o11er‘“ ebeii11.1} used primariiy for potentiai acquisitions the ieunoh of
Ca:'doior expansion 01111.53: ‘ :y s hospi 1.31 sai es 10.roe, 1110111-.-3.31 d.veiopr1en'dep1 repaymen:
and generaE co.Gordie pu1‘2111.)5es -:Ltrr11..1=,r1ahd‘~'. 131:1rn1111)'1 stock beoah tradipg or: the 1‘11—.SDAQ
6101).?11‘3eiect ‘fmixot on AL111111S1 11. 2.009, 1111:1o1111e11'ading $11111:'311211 "CPD?

  

 
 

Recon '1 Ev e111 s

Internaiionai Markets
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in October 2009 the Cowman}; announced ttte' ‘ has enteree' into an exclu;ive egi'e‘11ieniviaiti1
Pnebre 1311/ Lttd.. 151.11 Aust. ten- based specialty pharmaceutical company ter the commercializatior1
01Ce1idbiorin Australia and New Zeaiand. Pttebt'a wilt be resperisibie for bbte=ininc1 anv reguiatory
approval for the pr 31.1121, and for nartdiing eng0111g regulatory requirements prod-1:0:1ier‘keiing.
distribution and sates in tine territories Cumberiend witl maintain rssponsibitity fer product
toirnutation. development and manutac-1,11ring and 1.11111 previo‘e finished 131'ssduei to Phebre, Under

the: erms of the agreement, C' 'nher lan'wiit rsseivs upimi’st and m:Iestens payments as weli as a
transie1 1:101, and 1111113aiso 1'sczeive teyai ties 1): 1 1:11)» 1=111re 331169301 Cal-11mm1:1tt10sste1'1'it0ries.

   
 

 

 

 

 
in additien 11::- Cumberlai : ed patent 11:11' (Said-bier. tits (Eeritizasny ' 'ifStll-iiéd ti1et:1‘st :11 several

expected new patent appneatioris 101tthe p- 00' "t, Cumbeflend’s clinics! research uncoveted
several new predu01—1e1e11ed'u'500veries ior "1111: 11 the Corr: pent: tile-:1 severeir"1101.11sienzzt patent

applications Per: 01 an mtg-31mg: tietivs to protect the Company‘so inteilectuai property. this new
patent epp1iM‘icm addresses Cumberiend‘s preprietery methed of dosing intravenous ibuprofen,

 

 
”9.1

Suppliers entai Financiai inform atien

T11e tol1owi:ng-athis5' provide a reconeiiiation of Cunmsrland‘s reported (GAAP) statements of
11161211111310 s .1.::tec)' 1-1-111-11A'1 statements 01111con1e 1:): the three- a11d11ine-month perm-”ts

. . September 30 2009. The . _ usted stat:1111911131: ::ie sertain 11-::111-- rec1.1:r 111-3) items. and
are provi(ted by managenientte a$5151 investors in eveiu e' '11g Cumberi and‘s opet'ai iric1 resuits.

1‘ be considered 11511115titt1teior peniberiri’nt<1 reported

   
   

 

  

 

The a- sted statements sheets: ne
statements otinome

Three 141311151121 Ended Septetzi 3C , 211111 115 As

referees. Adjustments ad'usteo

  
 

f\/\'_. new.

 
Research and developtmnt

amt admi
  

  

 

 

1—1 O F" OJ 1 Q \1 w , U7 il- t)‘ ( (D x t
*1) (D 1—.t) {:1 1D Li.

’51"; 1.1191 32110011115:

 
I [1 ts: es 1; i1'1c:c;111e

 1. ttter T31: exp
  

 

   

Net lflJOIZiS before income taxes 2,135.072 977,235) 3, #151,339

1110011111 tax expense 141:3, 613-91} (‘1 11, "F9, “63)

573, 53“ 1,95 :15:
10:33:: at; 1:5:- bunt) e

1';o:1ccnt:-:cl. s E-, 5,1.  
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acome attributab1e to C’mmon  

   

  3

diluted $0.07 $0,10  

 of reported statemenL of income to adjusted

 ].IEC DYGEE 2

 E.) m m 0 ('3 H- ‘1 FF 0) 0income tax ban

 ‘ptions in 2009.

 Nine Months Ended 3&ptembe: 30, 2009

 *ustman.    

  
   

'VLE%3 €37 822,97“

3,2“ ,363 3,77 ,36;

ling aad mark: 14 611, 793

4,?4 ,71Q (1,3Rfi, ( ; 757  

 
~rating i;come 5,'“  

income   
 

 

 acome before inccme taxes 4,695,(3i 3,393.8?3

Income ax expense (1,919,356) (1,257,1C3) g3)

4,7;5,o,9 1,r56.i26 1,563,404

 uoncontr

 26,420
I\ o\

. p; \.
m

   
 

Ne; income attribuuable  

  common shaz. ”L2,098 1,756,726 $4,55“,5z4
 

 

17 143,349  
 fit at income   
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1'jl (‘1‘ stem-exit of inc 

  1. To excijde m5.i.ee‘:one the FDI‘. approval of
(70.101010: .

2. ’1'0 10’ e r .2200“ uteo Witt er :- o'erm 1-. _'   

non—quaiitied Options in 2000.

5. To incl_de the :o/ in“1' of adjustments.

C0n‘1erenee Baii and Webcast

A conference caii and titre wet-east wiii 0e hei d on Tuesday November 10.2009 at 10 :00 3

Easter n Time to d: seuss tneCsompeny' 3 third quarter 2009 ti nanciai restiiLS. To parti eipet e on the
Cali, piease diai888—417—8462?1'10I11.S.caiiers10r7. 9—455 7—2052? (tor i:1ternetienai cal-1e:'51. A
rebroadcast oi the 1eiec0ntere:ice wiii he av. . 2:011— 1.r one week and can .'e 3029.:teed h Ciiaiing
888-?(13-1112110IU.S01311013; or 7159 4:' 43853-2) 11-0I inter:1511: met Gaiters). M epasSCCde tor the
rebroadcast is 91595498. The title we'oensI and rebroadcast can be accessed.iia Gun": be: tend

Pharn'iaeiaiutieeis' wet:- at 11- :Hi: 'eiivstor. sherenotd-Iii'eomfepixrevents ::I'n'i.

 

 

   

About Crintbe:iar1:1 P1: armaceuticats,’

Cumberiand Pnarrn aeeutieais inc. ..:1s a Tennessee—based speeiaity pharmaceutieai company
teens-ed 0n the seduisitien deveioprnent and commercieiization 01 branded prescription products.
The C0 Inpert'y's pr imary target markets'inC.i'1.ide hospitai acut eca:e and gastroent eroi ogy.

<..i.:n1her 10110“ :1 :'.iiti‘i‘iCtLiC‘i porttc‘.110 inc‘.iudes Aceart-.1149)aeetyir.yCteine'; iniecti eI: 10r the treatment
01 scetaminepe.npeisoning and 10.31810300 (taste!'ose) iei C“.i.':11’.~.01ution. spa .seIi'ptEC.-I: laxative.

nv . is0 ieeentiy iaunCi 30‘ 1.31001in (1111:0101? in ere-101': the tiI niCCIabiC-
atnn ent 10’ pan and fever twaiiabii in the Unite-2151.”: .Clmnb: ' 01311312110 previejing

innovative products which improve-2:51 :iityo ii::a3i:' 1301 p.-:tieni :3 Ti1:32 C0n1ppany some d the initiai
puhiir: 01113.1" :0 01 its common sterir in Arigust 20-55. For more intermatien en Curn'ne: 13nd
Pitarmaeeuiicais. piease visit www.cumheriandpiiarma I0

 

 
  
 

  
  

 

 

About Catdeier

Caidnier is indicated ter the management 01 Iniid to moderate pain and management at moderate
to severe pain as an adjunct to 0pieida:1atgesiCs,as weii . st :e i'edtaCtien C-i I'eveI in 3.1111115. it is
the tire: FDA-a1: reved 1niraven0us therapy 1C.I fever. CaidC-ier is C0111Iaindieate0 in patients with
known hypersensitivity to ii3u:::-r01-3iri 01' 01. .' Moi-1112” patients with asthma, urti- 0: aiietgit:
type rea... after 1;. ting a..;:2111n 0:'0i1.... N311: Ds. Cal-25010: is 1::03111'sind'0ated during the

pen-operative pericid in the setting 0I1::-: emery artery bypass graft (CAB 4) surg Irv. {'Zaidoisr
snnuid be used with Gautier: in pItients wiih prinr histeryni uher disease or :31 hieedirrig.
patients With fluid retention 0' heart taiiure, in the eideriy, these with renai in1pairine11:, heart
taiiure. iivet impairment, and these teting diuretics 0r ACE inhibitors. Bieed pressure shetiid be
monitored during treatment with Caidoior. Fer tuit prescribing information, inciuding boxed
warning, visit www.caideietpern.

 

  

 
   

Aheut AsetedC-te

 11013113100113 is its : the emerge: :1}; department 1 ‘ revent 0r iesser: potenitaii iver (1::"1
resuiting from an cverdnse (it acetaminophen a 1.3:“- mon :n-::1rer.:

     , ent in many over-I11 --a::01.-Iita3r
painkiiiers it is the nniy approved injeeot'-ib e pica'uct in tire Unit e031 ates ior the treatment 01'
acetaminophen overdese, the ieading cause 01 ooisoni-ngs_01eser: ng in erneigenej:i depn rtrn ents
in the ccun '11-’11. Aeetadete is contraindicated in patients 1.1:-tt: hvpersen:itivn y or prev:ens
anaohyiactoid:'eaeti0'1=t1acetyicysteine or anti components 01 the preparetic-n. Serious

anaphyiaeteid reactions, innitiding death in a patient with esthrna have been reported in patients
administered acetyicysteine intravenously. Aeetadete sheuid be used Wt'111 can: ten in patients with
asthma, or where there is a his: 0:}: 01 hI0nC.hespatent. The 1010i \i0ttime administered st:0uiC1 he
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adjssIed I‘-::II' I2IaII9IIIs Iess III-9n 40 Kg and Icr those LIIFII'IIZI III.I:d resIthion. To avoid Hui-::I
ov9riead the "otumee 01 diiuet: I Shh.“mid be reciurced as needed IIII'OILIm9 I5 not adjuséeu‘ I‘Iuid
oa'9rioad can 0:.::ur poI9IIII-9II':: r9suia Eng iII Iiyp0I19:I'9IIII25:, seizure. and death. For IuII prescribing
Infe IrIaIIIOII. visit wwv::.:.r.9.9do.5.n9..

 

About IIZI'Isteieee

  acme andI‘ :rehic censI :39IIOII. II Is a unicme.
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 REEXAM CONTROL NUMBER FILING OR 371 (3) DATE PATENT VIM/[BER

90/013,106 12/24/2013 5796183
CONFIRMATION NO. 9188

25962 REEXAMINATION REQUEST

SLATER & MATSIL, L.L.P. NOTICE
17950 PRESTON RD, SUITE 1000

DALLAS, TX 752525793 |lll|lll||lll|l||ll|l|lll|llllllll|ll||l|||||l|llililllllilllilllllliflllllllyl1,1111
Date Mailed: 01/15/2014

NOTICE OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST FILING DATE

(Patent Owner Requester)

Requester is hereby notified that the filing date of the request for reexamination is 12/24/2013, the date the

required fee of $2,520 was received. (See CFR 1.510(d)).

A decision on the request for reexamination will be mailed within three months from the filing date of the request

for reexamination. (See 37 CFR 1.515(a)).

Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.33(c), future correspondence in this reexamination proceeding will be with the latest
attorney or agent of the record in the patent file.

The paragraphs checked below are part of this communication:

1. The party receiving the courtesy copy is the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file.

2. The person named to receive the correspondence in this proceeding has not been made the latest

attorney or agent of record in the patent file because:

_ A. Requester's claim of ownership of the patent is not verified by the record.

_ B. The request papers are not signed with a real or apparent binding signature.

_ C. The mere naming of a correspondence addressee does not result in that person being
appointed as the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file.

3. Addressee is the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file.
4. Other
 

/rbe11/
 

Legal Instruments Examiner
Central Reexamination Unit 571—272—7705; FAX N0. 571—273—9900

page 1 of 1
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90/013,106 12/24/2013 5796183
CONFIRMATION NO. 9188

25962 REEXAM ASSIGNMENT NOTICE

SLATER & MATSIL, L.L.P.

17950 WESTON RD, SUITE 1000 |lll|l|l|lll||ll|ll|l|ll||lll||lllll|||l|||||||llllllllllljllllllllllllglllllllllllil
DALLAS, TX 75252-5793

 

Date Mailed: 01/15/2014

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST

The above—identified request for reexamination has been assigned to Art Unit 3992. All future correspondence to
the proceeding should be identified by the control number listed above and directed to the assigned Art Unit.

A copy of this Notice is being sent to the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file or to all owners of

record. (See 37 CFR 1.33(c)). If the addressee is not, or does not represent, the current owner, he or she is
required to forward all communications regarding this proceeding to the current owner(s). An attorney or agent

receiving this communication who does not represent the current owner(s) may wish to seek to withdraw pursuant
to 37 CFR 1.36 in order to avoid receiving future communications. If the address of the current owner(s) is

unknown, this communication should be returned within the request to withdraw pursuant to Section 1.36.

/rbell/

 

Legal Instruments Examiner
Central Reexamination Unit 571-272-7705; FAX No. 571-273-9900

page 1 of 1
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Patent Assignment Abstract of Title

Total Assignments: 5
Application #: W Filing Dt: 01/31/1996 Patent #: 5225183 Issue Dt: 08/18/1998

PCT #: NONE Publication #: NONE Pub Dt:

Inventors: JOHN M. WASHELESKI, STEPHEN R. W. COOPER, BYRON HOURMAND
Title: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Assignment: 1
Reel/Frame: 008254 0496 Received: 02/10/1997 Recorded: 01/31/1996 Mailed: 02/12/1997

Conveyance: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Assignor: HOURMAND, BYRON Exec Dt: 01/31/1996

Assignee: NARTRON CORPORATION
5000 NORTH US. 131

REED CITY, MICHIGAN 49677

Correspondent: PRICE, HENEVELD, COOPER,
DEWITT 81 LITTON

TERRY S. CALLAGHAN, ESQ.
P.O. BOX 2567

GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501

Assignment: 2
R68” Frame: 008443 0749 Received: 04/17/1997 Recorded: 02/04/1997 Mailed: 05/28/1997

Conveyance: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Assignor: HOURMAND BYRON ' Exec Dt: 01/31/1996

Assignee: NARTRON CORPORATION
5000 NORTH US 131

REED CITY, MICHIGAN 49677

Correspondent: PRICE, HENEVELD, COOPER, ET AL

- TERRY S. CALLAGHAN, ESQ.
P.O. BOX 2567

GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501

Assignment: 3
Reel/Frame: W03, Received: 12/22/2009 Recorded: 12/22/2009 Mailed: 12/23/2009

Conveyance: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Assignor:W - Exec Dt: 12/17/2009

Assignee: UUSI LLC
5000 NORTH US HIGHWAY 131

REED CITY, MICHIGAN 49677

Correspondent: TAROLLI, SUNDHEIM, COVELL BI TUMMINO LLP
1300 EAST NINTH STREET
SUITE 1700

CLEVELAND, OH 44114

Assignment: 4
Reel/Frame: 28804 0075 Received: 08/17/2012 Recorded: 08/17/2012 Mailed: 08/20/2012

Conveyance: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Assignor: WASHELESKI OH . Exec Dt: 04/14/2010

Assignee: NARTRON CORPORATION
5000 NORTH US-131

REED CITY, MICHIGAN 49677

Correspondent: SLATER & MATSIL, L.L.P.
17950 PRESTON ‘RD.
SUITE 1000

DALLAS, TX 75252

Assignment: 5
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Reel/ Frame:

Conveyance:

Assignor:

Assignee:

Correspondent:

028804 1 7 Received: 08/17/2012 Recorded: 08/17/2012 Mailed: 08/20/2012 Pages: 2

ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

COOPER, STEPHEN R.W. Exec Dt: 04/14/2010

NARTRON CORPORATION
5000 NORTH US-131

REED CITY, MICHIGAN 49677

SLATER 8t MATSIL, L.L.P.
17950 PRESTON RD.

SUITE 1000

DALLAS, TX 75252

Search Results as of: 1230/2013 02:39 PM

 

If you have any comments or questions concerning the data displayed. contact PRD I Assignments at 571-272-3350. v.2.214
Web interface last modified: Jul 8, 2013 v.2.2.4
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PTO/SBI’SY (08—13)
Apprcved foruse. through (3' ”1/20 " 3MB 0651-0064

US PateniandTradea11eMOIiicr,;US D PAR i.1ENT")FC..I‘CJi‘1M-:RCE
Actoi1995 ro ~erso re reached to respond to an e r ’ ‘ ‘ s aveiid OMB ccntIo. number N

 

 
 

REQLEEST SFQR EX PARTE REEXAMWATEQN TRANSMETTAL FQRM

Merit Stop Ex Paine Reexem
Commissioner for Patents Attorney Docket No; 5796183RX2
53.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 2231344er Date: 12/24/2013

This is a request for ex parte reexamination pursuant to 3? CFR 1.510 of patent number 57961183 B1
issued August1BI1998 . The request is made by:

patent owner. El third party requester.

2 .The name and address of the person requesting reexaminationis:
UUSI, LLC

5000 North US Highway 131, 22nd Floor

Reed City, Michigan 49677

 

Requester ciaims |:| sneii e:1ti'-.-y:37 01- R.1 27') or |:| micro entity status (37 cr-n 1.2:); moniy a patent
owner requester can ciaim micro entity status.

A check in the amount of 3 is enciosed to cover the reexa.I. ination fee, 37 CFR 120(c)(1);

The Directoris hereby authorized to charge the fee as set forthIn 37’ (IF-R 1. 2(JI’c)(1‘Ito Deposit Account Now-1065 I

D c. Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached; or
(1. Payment made via EFS—Web.

5. Any refund shouid be made by El check or I credit to Deposit Account No.50-1065
37 CFR 126(c). if payment is made by credit card. refund must be to credit card account.

 

6. A copy of the patent to be reexamined having a doubie coiumn format on one side of a separate paper is
enclosed. 37 CFR 1.510(b)(4).

7. El CD—ROM or 004% in dupiicate, Computer Program (Appendix) or large tabie
El Landscape Tabie on CD

8. El Nucleotide andier Amino Acid Sequence Submission
if applicabie, items a. e. are required.

a. El Computer Readaiaie Form (Ci-2F)

b. Specification Sequence Listing on:

i. D CED-ROM (2 copies) or (ID—R (2 copies); or

ii. |:I paper

c. |:| Statements verifying identity of above copies

A copy of any dieciaimer, certificate of correction or reexamination certificate issued in the patent is incitio‘ed.

Recxarnirietion oioieimt’s >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> '=

A copy of every patent or printed pubiication reiied upon is submitted herewith inciuding a iisting thereof on
Form PTOiSB/OS, PTO-1449, or equiveient.

An Engiish ianguage transietion of aii necessary and pertinent non—Engiish ianguage patents and/or printed
pubiications is inciudeo‘.

{Page 1 c
'ormaiion is required by 37 CFR 1.510, The inf alien is require 'to ‘ I" retain a benefit by the pubiic which is to

. Confidenti ' g by 35 U. 122 and 37 CFR 111 .I11. This coiiec is estimated tot
incluc . g gathering, preparing, and sumetting the completed 51;). cation form to the USPTO. Time wii. arv depen no . pen the iPdiVi
on the amour" of time you require to complete this form andicr suggesti Is For reducing this burden, should be III of Iniorr to
and Tra ark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Aiexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND F OR COMPL
ADDRE . . SEND TO: Maii Stop Ex Farts Reexam Commissioner for Patents P0 Box 1450. Aiexandria VA 22313-1450.

iI you need assistance in cornpietinI9 the IoIm. caii .1-86'0—PTO-9199 and seieci opiionZ

tie (and by me USPTO
e18 minutes to complete,

case Any comments
"‘ ' C Patent

S TO THIS
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PTO/55157 (08—13)
h 07/31/2015. OMB 0651-0064Approved for Li

“ ARTMEN* OF COM ' CETradem ' ficr

 
US “ 
 

13. The attached detaiied request inoiudes at ieast the foiiowing items:

a. A statement identifying each substantiai new question of patentabiiity based on prior patents and printed
pubiications. 37’ CFR t.5‘:0(b}(i).

b. An identification of every claim for which reexamination is requested, and a detailed explanation of the pertinency
and manner of appiying the cited art to every oiaim for which reexamination is requested. 3? CFR 'i.510(t))(2).

14, A proposed amendment is inoiuded (eniy where. the patent owner is the requester). 37' CPR ‘i .510(e).

1:3. El a. it is certified that a copy of this request (if flied by other than the patent owner) has been served in its entirety on
‘ the patent owner as provided in 3? CFR ‘i .33(o_).

The name and address of the party served and the date of servio , are;

Date of Service . or

D h. A dupiicate copy is enoiosed since service on patent owner was not possibiei An expienation of the effortsmade to serve patent owner is attached. See MP'" 2 20.    

16. Correspondence Address: Direct aii communication about the reexamination to:

The address associated with Customer Number: 25962

OR

El Firm or
individuai Name

Address

Country

5 Teiephone

Copending reissue Application No.
 

Copending reexamination Controi No.
 

Copending interference No.
 

Copending iitigation styied:
 

 

WARNENG: information on this form may become pubiio. Credit card information shouid not be
inciudeci on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2938.

/Brian A. Carlson/ December 24, 2013
Authori .o Signature

Brian A. Carlson For Patent Owner Requester
Typed/Printed Name Registration No.

I:I For Third Party Requester
{Page 2 at 2]
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (Rt... $334579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingiy, pursuant to the requirements of
the Act, piease be advised that: (’t} the generai authority for the coilection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2)
furnishing of the information solicited is voiuntary; and {3) the principai purpose for which the information is used by the
US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission reiated to a patent application or
patent. if you do not furnish the requested information, the US. Patent and Trademark Office may not be abie to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the
appiication or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form wiii be subject to the foiiowing routine uses:

1. The information on this form wiii be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
information Act (5 USE. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 USE 552a). Records from this system of records may
be disciosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disciosure of these records is required by the
Freedom of information Act.

2. A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a ourt, magistrate. or administrative tribunal. inciuding disciosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settiement negotiations.
A record in this system of rec rds may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request int/{dying an individuai, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from
the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4_ A record in this system of records may he disciosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency aving
need tor the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1971-1, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 5523(m}.
A record related to an international Appiication filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records ray be disclosed, as a routine use, to the internationai Bureau oi the Worid lriteiiectuai Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

8. A record in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes
of Nationai Security review (35 USS. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (4-2 USE.
218(c)).

7’. A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency’s
responsibiiity to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of
44 USE. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shaii he made in accordance with the GSA reguiations governing
inspection of records for this purpose, and any other reievant (129., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disctosure shall not he used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 {1.8.0. ”i22ih) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 USC, 151. Further, a
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use to the public if the record
was fiied in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which
application is referenced by either a pubiished appiication, an appiication open to pubiic inspection or an issued
patent.

8. A record from this system of records may be disoiosed, as a routine use, to a Federai, State, or iocai law
enforcement agency, if the USPTC) becomes aware of a violation or potentiai Violation of iaw or reguiation.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

US. Patent N0.: 5,796,183 B1 § Docket N0.: 5796183RX2

Issued: August 18, 1998 § Inventors: Hourmand et a1.

Filed: January 31, 1996 § Patent Owner: UUSI, LLC

Control No. TBD § Examiner: TBD

For: Capacitive Responsive Electronic Switching Circuit

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450

RE UEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION UNDER 35 U.S.C. 302-307
 

Dear Sir:

Patent Owner UUSI, LLC respectfully requests Ex Parte Reexamination, pursuant to the

provisions of 35 U.S.C. §§ 302—307 (2002), of claims 18 and 27 of United States Patent No.

5,796,183 C1 (the “‘183 Patent”). This patent is still enforceable.

As set forth below, some of the prior art references submitted herewith were not

previously before the Office, and the combination of these references with previously considered

references presents new, non—cumulative technological teachings not considered during the ‘ 183

Patent prosecution history including the first reexamination proceeding having control number

90/012,439.
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I. OVERVIEW OF THE ‘183 PATENT AND ITS PROSECUTION HISTORY

Section I.A below provides an overview of the subject matter of the ‘ 183 Patent, while

Section LB provides an overview of its prosecution history.

A. The ‘183 Patent

The ‘183 Patent, a copy of which is provided as Exhibit A, issued on August 18, 1998

from an application filed on January 31, 1996. Ex Parte Reexamination Certification Number

5,796,183 Cl was issued for the ‘183 Patent on April 29, 2013. The ‘183 Patent generally

relates to a capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit including an oscillator providing a

periodic output signal, an input touch terminal defining an area for an operator to provide an

input by proximity and touch, and a detector circuit coupled to the oscillator for receiving the

periodic output signal from the oscillator, and coupled to the input touch terminal. See, e. g., ‘183

Patent, Abstract.

The ‘183 Patent as reexamined contains 39 total claims, with claims 1, 9. 12, 16, 18, 20,

24, 27, and 37 being independent. Claims 18 and 27, which are the subject of this reexam

request, require an oscillator, a microcontroller, a plurality of touch terminals, and a detector

circuit.

An embodiment with a single touch terminal is shown in Figure 4, and an embodiment

with multiple touch terminals is shown in Figure 11, both of which are reproduced below:
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The multiple touch pad circuit of Figure 11 is a variation of the embodiment shown in

Figure 4, but with an array of touch circuits designated as 9001 through 900nm. See, e.g., id. at

col. 18:34—43. The touch detection circuit offers improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard. See, e.g., id. at col. 5:53-57.

Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the touch circuits 9001 to 900nm by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of touch circuits. See, e.g., id. at col. 18:43-46. The

values of the resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200 may be varied to provide for

different oscillator output frequencies. See, e. g., id. at col. 14:22-25. Although the preferred

frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that

frequencies as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the frequency creates a difference in the

impedance paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough to accurately distinguish between an

intended touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. See, e.g., id. at col. 1 1:19—25.

Microcontroller 500 sequentially activates the touch circuit rows and associates the

received inputs from the columns of the array with the activated touch circuit(s). See, e.g., id. at

col. 18:46-49. The detector circuit is responsive to signals from the oscillator and the presence

of an operator's body capacitance to ground coupled to the touch terminal when in proximity or

touched by an operator to provide a control output signal. See, e.g., id. at Abstract. Another

method for implementing capacitive touch switches relies on the change in capacitive coupling

between a touch terminal and ground. See, e. g., id. at col. 3:44-46.
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B. The Prosecution History of the ‘183 Patent

A copy of selected portions of the prosecution history of the ‘ 183 Patent is provided in

Exhibit B.

The ‘ 183 Patent issued from US. Patent Application Serial No. 08/601,268 (“the ‘268

application”), filed on January 31, 1996, and naming Byron Hourmand as the sole inventor. A

request for ex parte reexamination of the ‘ 183 Patent was filed on August 17, 2012 and assigned

control number 90/012,439. Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate N 0. 5,796,183 C1 was

thereafter issued on April 29, 2013.

The ‘268 application was filed with 20 total claims, of which four were independent.

Claims 21-32 were added by subsequent amendment. A cross-reference between the originally

issued claims and the application claims from which they issued is provided below for

convenience.

  

      
In an Office Action dated April 22, 1997, the Examiner rejected application claims 6, 7

and 16 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite. See Ex. B, ‘183 Patent File

History, Office Action, p. 2 (Apr. 22, 1997). Claims 6, 7 and 16 would be allowable if rewritten

to overcome the section 112 rejection, and to include all of the limitations of the base claim and

any intervening claims. See id. at p. 5.
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Claims 1-4 and 12-14 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by

US. Patent No. 4,352,141 to Kent (“Kent). See id. Claims 8-11, 18, and 19 were rejected under

35 § U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kent in view of US. Patent No. 5,087,825 to

Ingraham (“Ingraham”), see id. at p. 3, and claims 8-11, 18 and 19 were rejected under 35 U.S.C.

§ 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kent in view of US. Patent No. 5,235,217 to Kirton

(“Kirton”). See id. at p. 4. Lastly, claims 5 and 15 were objected to as being dependent upon a

rejected base claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all the

limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims. See id. at p. 5.

In response, the Applicant filed an amendment on August 22, 1997, amending claims 1,

3, 5, 6, 12-18 and 20, and adding new claims 21-32. In particular, the Applicant amended

independent claim 18 as follows:

18. (Amended) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined

frequency;

a plurality of input touch terminals defining adjacent areas on a dielectric

substrate for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and coupled to said input touch terminals, said

detector circuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator and the presence

of an operator's body capacitance to ground coupled said touch terminals when

proximal or touched by an operator to provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator is selected to decrease

the impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to the impedance of any

contaminate that may create an electrical on said dielectric substrate path between

said adjacent areas, and wherein said detector circuit compares the sensed body

capacitance to ground proximate an input touch terminal to a threshold level to

prevent inadvertent generation of the control output signal.

Ex. B, ‘183 Patent File History, Amendment, p. 1 1 (Aug. 22, 1997). The Applicant argued that

the Kent and Ingraham patents both fail to teach or suggest a capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit comprising a detector circuit that compares the sensed body capacitance

proximate an input touch terminal to a threshold level in order to prevent inadvertent generation
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of a control output signal. See id. at p. 19. The Applicant further argued that the Kirton patent,

like the Kent and Ingraham patents, does not disclose a touch control circuit that is capable of

discriminating between a full intentional touch of a touch terminal and an inadvertent touch of a

portion of the surface of the touch terminal. See id.

With respect to new independent Claim 27, the Applicant argued none of the Cited

references teaches or suggests a switching circuit for a control device that comprises at least first

and second touch terminals and a detector circuit that generates a control output signal for

actuation of the control device when an operator is proximal or touches the second touch

terminal after the operator is proximal or touches the first touch terminal. See id. at pp. 20-21.

The Examiner issued a Notice of Allowance on October 27, 1997, allowing all of the

pending claims. See Ex. B, ‘ 183 Patent File History, Notice of Allowance, p. 2 (Oct. 27, 1997).

The Applicant then filed a section 312 amendment on November 3, 1997 to delete the word

“said” after the word “when” in claim 27, line 11. See Ex. B, ‘ 183 Patent File History,

Amendment Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.312, p. 1 (Nov. 3, 1997). The issue fee was paid on January

26, 1998, see Ex. B. ‘183 Patent File History, Issue Fee Transmittal, p. 1 (Jan. 26, 1998). and the

‘183 Patent subsequently issued on August 18, 1998.

The Applicant filed a certificate of correction on January 20, 1999, which was accepted

by the patent office on May 11, 1999. In claim 18, the word “pat ” was inserted after the word

“electrical” in column 27, line 44 of the ‘ 183 Patent, and the word “path” was deleted from

column 27, line 45 of the ‘ 183 Patent. See Ex. B, ‘ 183 Patent File History, Cert. of Correction,

p. 3 (May 11, 1999). In claim 27, the word “said” was deleted after the word “when.” See id.

The Patent Owner subsequently made several attempts to correct the inventorship of the

patent, which resulted in the inventorship being changed to be Byron Hourmand, John M.
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Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper. See Ex. B, ‘ 183 Patent File History, Petition Decision

(Aug. 25, 2011); see also Corrected Filing Receipt, p. 1 (Aug. 25, 2011); Certificate of

Correction (Oct. 11, 2011).

On August 17, 2012, the Patent Owner filed a request for ex parte reexamination of

claims 18 and 27 of the ‘183 Patent. See Ex. B, ‘183 Patent File History, Request for Ex Parte

Reexamination under 35 U.S.C. §§ 302-307 (Aug. 17, 2012). The reexamination request was

granted on September 20, 2012 and assigned control number 90/012,439. See Ex. B, ‘ 183 Patent

File History, Order Granting / Denying Request for Ex Parte Reexamination (Sep. 20, 2012).

Thereafter, the Patent Owner filed a Patent Owner Statement amending claims 18, 27, 28, and 32

and adding claims 33-39. See Ex. B, ‘183 Patent File History, Patent Owner Statement (Nov. 19,

20 12).

In the Patent Owner Statement, claim 18 was amended to recite “a microcontroller using

the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal

output frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad." See id. at p.

2. Claim 27 was amended to recite “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the

oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second

input touch terminals.” See id. at p. 3. New independent claim 37 recited “a microcontroller

using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input

touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals.” See id. at p. 5. The Patent

Owner argued that the cited art, US Patent No. 5,463,388 (“Boie”), does not teach or suggest

these claim elements. See id. at pp. 7—9.
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In the Statement of Reasons for Patentability and/0r Confirmation, the Examiner agreed

with the Patent Owner that Boie does not teach or suggest these elements. See Ex. B, ‘ 183

Patent File History, Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate (Apr. 10, 2013),

pp. 3—4. The Examiner stated, “Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100 and

guard plane 411 with a single RF signal. Boie does not teach or suggest providing signal output

frequencies to these components.” See id. at p. 4.

The Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate thereafter issued on April 29, 2013. See Ex. A,

Ex Parte Reexamination Celtificate (Apr. 29, 2013).
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11. SUBSTANTIAL NEW QUESTION 1“SN§ 2”! OF PATENTABILITY

Section ILA below provides a list of the prior art references relied upon in the present

request. Section ll.B provides an overview of the prior art references. Section ll.C provides a

statement regarding an SNQ of patentability for claims 18 and 27 of the ‘ 183 Patent with respect

to the new references.

A. Listing of Prior Art Patents and Publications

Reexamination of claims 18 and 27 of the ‘183 Patent is requested in view of the

following references:

Exhibit C Boie et al., US Patent No. 5,463,388, filed on January 29, 1993 and

issued on October 31, 1995 (“Boie”), which qualifies as 35 U.S.C.

§ 102(a)—type prior art.

Exhibit D Gerpheide et al., US Patent No. 5,565,658, filed on December 7, 1994

and issued on October 15, 1996 (“Gerpheide”), which qualifies as 35

U.S.C. § 102(e)-type prior art.

Exhibit E Casio advertisement entitled “Now. ., The Invisible Casio Calculator

Watch,” published in Popular Science by On the Run in 1984 (“Casio”),

which qualifies as 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)-type prior art.

B. Overview of Prior Art Patents and Publications

As discussed in more detail below, combinations of Boie, Gerpheide, and Casio present

new, non-cumulative technological teachings not considered during the \183 Patent prosecution

history.

1. Boie

Boie generally relates to sensors for capacitively sensing the position or movement of an

object, such as a finger, on a surface. See, e.g., Boie, col. 1:6-8. A computer input device

comprises a thin, insulating surface covering an array of electrodes arranged in a grid pattern and

connected in columns and rows. See, e,g., id. at Abstract. Each column and row is connected to
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circuitry for measuring the capacitance seen by each column and row. See, e.g., id. The position

of an object with respect to the array is determined from the centroid of such capacitance values,

which is calculated in a microcontroller. S88, e.g., id. Figure 4, reproduced below, illustrates a

block diagram of a two-dimensional capacitive position sensor.

FIG. 4
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Fig. 4 ofBOie

Each row and column of electrodes from array 100 is connected to an integrating

amplifier and bootstrap circuit 401, each of which can be selected by multiplexer 402 under

control of microcontroller 406. See, e.g., id. at col. 3:56-61. The selected output is forwarded to

summing circuit 403, the output of which is converted by synchronous detector and filter 404 to

a signal related to the capacitance of the row or column selected by multiplexer 402. See, e.g.,

id. at col. 3:62—67. RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal of, for example, 100 kilohertz, to

circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane 411, which is

a substantially continuous plane parallel to array 100 and associated connections, and serves to

isolate array 100 from extraneous signals. See, e.g., id. at col. 3:67-col. 4:5.
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To measure separate capacitance values for each electrode in array 100 instead of the

collective capacitances of subdivided electrode elements connected in rows and columns, a

circuit 401 is provided for each electrode in array 100 and multiplexer 402 is enlarged to

accommodate the outputs from all circuits 401. See, e.g., id. at col. 4:14-21. The output of

synchronous detector and filter 404 is converted to digital form by analog—to—digital converter

405 and forwarded to microcontroller 406 so that microcontroller 406 obtains a digital value

representing the capacitance seen by any row or column of electrode elements (or electrode if

measured separately) selected by multiplexer 402. See, e.g., id. at col. 4:22-28.

2. Gerpheide

Gerpheide generally relates to the rejection of electrical interference in capacitance-based

touch detection apparatuses and methods. See, e.g., Gerpheide, col. 1:12—14. In discussing the

shortcomings of the prior art, Gerpheide states

[A] capacitance—based detection device may suffer from electrical background

interference from its surroundings, which is coupled onto the sensing electrodes

and interferes with position detection. These spurious signals cause troublesome

interference with the detection of finger positioning. The device operator may

even act as an antenna for electrical interference which may cause a false charge

injection or depletion from the detecting electrodes. Accordingly, there is a need

for a touch detection system which has the following characteristics: ('3)

electrical interference signals are rejected and eliminated from the detection

system regardless of their frequency and without requiring possibly expensive

nulling apparatus.

Id. at col. 2:37-57.

Figure 1 of Gerpheide (reproduced below) illustrates a capacitance variation finger (or

other conductive body or non-body part) position sensing system 10 that includes an electrode

array 12, a synchronous electrode capacitance measurement unit 14, a reference frequency

generator 16, and a position locator 18. See id. at col. 3:52 — col. 4:26.
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Gerpheide, Figure l

The electrode array 12 is described in relation to Figures 2a and 2b. See generally id. at

col. 4:41 , col. 5:48; Figs. 2a and 2b. In Gerpheide, electrode array 12 consists of multiple X

electrodes 20 and Y electrodes 22 and is preferably fabricated as a multi-layer printed circuit

board 24. See id. at col. 4:41-48.

The synchronous electrode capacitance measurement unit 14 is connected to the electrode

array 12 and one embodiment is fulther described with reference to Figure 4, reproduced below.
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According to Gerpheide,

The key elements of the synchronous electrode capacitance measurement unit 14

are (a) an element for producing a voltage change in the electrode array

synchronously with a reference signal, (b) an element producing a signal

indicative of the displacement charge thereby coupled between electrodes of the

electrode array, (c) an element for demodulating this signal synchronously with

the reference signal, and (d) an element for low pass filtering the demodulated

signal.

See id. at col. 5:52—63; Fig. 4.

The reference frequency signal is preferably a digital logic signal from the

reference frequency generator 16 (FIG. 1). The reference frequency signal is

supplied to unit 14 via an AND gate 72 also having a "drive enable" input,

supplied by the reference frequency generator 16 (FIG. 1). The AND gate output

feeds through inverter 74 and noninverting buffer 76 to Wires RP and RN

respectively which are part of a capacitive measurement element 78.

See id. at col. 6:19-26; Fig. 4. The reference frequency generator 16 “observes position signals

to evaluate the extent of interference at some reference frequency. In the event that substantial
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interference is detected, the generator 16 selects a different frequency for further measurements.

The generator 16 seeks to always select a reference frequency away from frequencies which have

been found to result in measurement interference.” S86 id. at col. 8:22—30; Fig. 7. Reference

frequency generator 16 is further illustrated with respect to Figure 7, reproduced below.
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Geipheide, Figure 7

The generator 16 includes an oscillator 100. See id. at col. 8:31. The oscillator 100

drives a microcontroller 102 and a divide-by—(M+N) circuit 104. See id. at col. 8:31-33. Value

N is a fixed constant, for example, approximately 50. See id. at col. 8:33—34. Microcontroller

102 specifies value M to be, for example, one of four values in the range 61 KHz to 80 KHz. See

id. at col. 8:34—36. The microcontroller 102 performs the functions of interference evaluation

106 and frequency selection 108. See id. at col. 8:37-38.
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3. Casio

Casio generally relates to a timepiece product employing electro—touch technology. See,

e.g., Casio, col. 1. The watch works by reading finger-strokes traced across its face. See id. The

transparent touch panel construction includes a fiberglass panel having a transparent conductor

film pattern (first layer) and a dielectric layer (second layer) overlying the fiberglass. See id. at

col. 2; see also Figure in col. 2 (reproduced below).

HERE‘S Hi3“? THIS-

1Wmeekxmmeim i‘
gt‘kkmi w .\

 
Id, col. 2.

The touch panel determines figure and math symbols outlined with finger-strokes traced

across the face. See id. at col. 1. As shown in the figure above, the touch panel senses the input,

and then digitizes it to extract features of the figure or math symbol. See id. at col. 2. The watch

then outputs the corresponding figure or math symbol on the screen. See id. The advertisement

states

This timepiece has a transparent crystal that reads finger-strokes you trace

across its face. Each figure and math symbol you outline appears on the

background digital display. Take your finger across twice (=) and the answer

presents itself like magic.

No keys, no keyboards, no need to use stylus or pen. Even the broadest fingers

will work. Add, subtract, multiply, divide — perform chain and mixed calculations
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to eight places, plus decimal. There’ s even an indicator telling you which

function is being performed.

See id. at col. 1.

C. Statement Pointing Out Each SNQ of Patentability

Boie was not cited during the original patent prosecution of the ‘ 183 Patent and was cited

as an anticipatory reference in the first reexamination proceeding. The combination of Boie with

Gerpheide and/or Casio presents new, non—cumulative technological teachings with respect to

claims 18 and 27 of the ‘ 183 Patent.

1. Claim 18

During the first reexamination prosecution, the Patent Owner amended independent claim

18 to recite “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the

microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a plurality of small sized input

touch terminals of a keypad,” and argued that the cited art did not teach or suggest these

limitations. After the Patent Owner made this amendment, the Examiner allowed claim 18

stating, “Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100 and guard plane 411 with a

single RF signal. Boie does not teach or suggest providing signal output frequencies to these

components.” See Ex. B, ‘183 Patent File History, Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Parte

Reexamination Certificate, p.4 (Apr. 10, 2013).

Gerpheide discloses,

[A reference frequency generator 16] observes position signals to evaluate the

extent of interference at some reference frequency. In the event that substantial

interference is detected, the generator 16 selects a different frequency for further

measurements. The generator 16 seeks to always select a reference frequency

away from frequencies which have been found to result in measurement

interference, as described below. The generator 16 includes an oscillator 100

which is, for example, set at four MHz, driving a microcontroller 102 and a

divide-by- (M+N) circuit 104. Value N is a fixed constant, approximately 50.

Value M is specified by the microcontroller 102 to be, for example, one of four

values in the range 61 KHz to 80 KHZ as specified by the microcontroller 102.
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The microcontroller 102 performs the functions of interference evaluation 106

and frequency selection 108.

Gerpheide, col. 8:22-38; Fig. 7. Thus, Gerpheide discloses selectively providing signal output

frequencies.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

to determine the single RF signal of Boie by evaluating the extent of interference at a given

signal frequency and selecting a different frequency when substantial interference is detected as

taught by Gerpheide. See, e.g., Gerpheide, col. 8:22-38; Fig. 7.

The combination of Boie with Gerpheide thus presents new, non—cumulative

technological teachings related to the elements of claim 18 added by amendment, and such

teachings were not considered in the cited alt during the ‘ 183 Patent prosecution history

including the reexamination proceeding. If the original Examiners had known of each of these

references, the Examiners likely would have considered them relevant, and likely would have

cited them during the respective prosecution/proceeding. Boie in view of Gerpheide therefore

raises an SNQ of patentability with respect to independent claim 18.

2. Claim 27

During the first reexamination prosecution, the Patent Owner amended independent claim

27 to recite “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the

microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input

touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch

terminals,” and argued that the cited art did not teach or suggest these limitations. After the

Patent Owner made this amendment, the Examiner allowed claim 27 stating, “Boie discloses

driving the electrodes of electrode array 100 and guard plane 411 with a single RF signal. Boie

does not teach or suggest providing signal output frequencies to these components." See Ex. B,
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‘183 Patent File History, Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate (Apr. 10,

20 l 3), P. 4.

Gerpheide discloses,

[A reference frequency generator 16] observes position signals to evaluate the

extent of interference at some reference frequency. In the event that substantial

interference is detected, the generator 16 selects a different frequency for further

measurements. The generator 16 seeks to always select a reference frequency

away from frequencies which have been found to result in measurement

interference, as described below. The generator 16 includes an oscillator 100

which is, for example, set at four MHZ, driving a microcontroller 102 and a

divide—by— (M+N) circuit 104. Value N is a fixed constant, approximately 50.

Value M is specified by the microcontroller 102 to be, for example, one of four

values in the range 61 KHz to 80 KHZ as specified by the microcontroller 102.

The microcontroller 102 performs the functions of interference evaluation 106

and frequency selection 108.

Gerpheide, col. 8:22-38; Fig. 7. Thus, Gerpheide discloses selectively providing signal output

frequencies.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

to determine the single RF signal of Boie by evaluating the extent of interference at a given

signal frequency and selecting a different frequency when substantial interference is detected as

taught by Gerpheide. See, e.g., Gerpheide, col. 8:22—38; Fig. 7.

Casio discloses first and second input touch terminals. See, e.g., Casio. figure at col. 2,

reproduced below. Specifically, the finger drawn 6 in the box in the lower left hand corner

includes two black portions illustrating first and second input touch terminals.
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It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

to modify the apparatus of Boie to sense first and second input touch terminals (electrodes) as

taught by Casio in order to provide finger—stroke or finger—trace recognition capability. See, e.g.,

Casio, col. 1, fourth paragraph and col. 3, third paragraph; figure (reproduced above).

The combination of Boie with Gerpheide and Casio thus presents new, non-cumulative

technological teachings related to the elements of claim 27 added by amendment, and such

teachings were not considered in the cited alt during the ‘ 183 Patent prosecution history

including the reexamination proceeding. If the original Examiners had known of each of these

references, the Examiners likely would have considered them relevant, and likely would have

cited them during the respective prosecution/proceeding. Boie in view of Gerpheide and Casio

therefore raises an SNQ of patentability with respect to independent claim 27.
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111. DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE RELEVANCY AND MANNER OF

APPLYING THE PRIOR ART REFERENCES TO EVERY CLAIM FOR WHICH

REEXAMINATION IS RE! QUESTED

A detailed explanation pointing out the relevance and application of the prior art

references to each of claims 18 and 27 is provided below. The charts below indicate what the

Patent Owner believes are the portions of the cited art most relevant to the elements of the claims

for which reexamination is requested. The Patent Owner, however, reserves the right to take

positions asserting and submit arguments explaining why various claim elements are not

disclosed or suggested by the cited art.

A. Claim 18
 

 

18. A capacitive responsive electronic “The capacitive sensor of the invention

switching circuit comprising: comprises a thin, insulating surface covering a

plurality of electrodes. The position of an object,

such as a finger or hand—held stylus, with respect
to the electrodes, is determined from the centroid

of capacitance values measured at the electrodes.

. . . The X and y coordinates of the centroid are
calculated in a microcontroller from the

measured capacitances.” Boie, col. 1:61—col.

2:5, Fig. 4.

an oscillator providing a periodic output “RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for

signal having a predefined frequency; example, 100 kilohertz, to circuits 401,

synchronous detector and filter 404 Via inverter

410, and guard plane 411.” Boie, col. 3267-001.

4:2, Fig. 4.
 

a microcontroller using the periodic A reference frequency generator 16 “observes

output signal from the oscillator, the position signals to evaluate the extent of

microcontroller selectively providing interference at some reference frequency. In the

signal output frequencies to a plurality of event that substantial interference is detected, the

small sized input touch terminals of a generator 16 selects a different frequency for

keypad; further measurements. The generator 16 seeks to

always select a reference frequency away from

frequencies which have been found to result in

measurement interference, as described below.
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The generator 16 includes an oscillator 100

which is, for example, set at four MHz, driving a

microcontroller 102 and a divide-by-(M+N)

circuit 104. Value N is a fixed constant,

approximately 50. Value M is specified by the

microcontroller 102 to be, for example, one of

four values in the range 61 KHZ to 80 KHZ as

specified by the microcontroller 102. The

microcontroller 102 performs the functions of

interference evaluation 106 and frequency

selection 108.” Gerpheide, col. 8:22-38; Fig. 7.

“FIG. 2A illustrates the electrodes in a preferred

electrode array 12, together with a coordinate

axes defining X and Y directions. One
embodiment includes sixteen X electrodes and

twelve Y electrodes, but for clarity of

illustration, only six X electrodes 20 and four Y

electrodes 22 are shown. It is apparent to one
skilled in the art how to extend the number of

electrodes. The array is preferably fabricated as a

multilayer printed circuit board 24. The

electrodes are etched electrically conductive

strips, connected to vias 26 which in turn

connect them to other layers in the array.

Illustratively, the array 12 is approximately 65
millimeters in the X direction and 49 millimeters

in the Y direction. The X electrodes are

approximately 0.7 millimeters wide on 3.3
millimeter centers. The Y electrodes are

approximately three millimeters wide on 3.3

millimeter centers.” Gerpheide, col. 4:41-55;

Fig. 2A.

“FIG. 4 shows one embodiment of the

synchronous electrode capacitance measurement

unit 14 in more detail. The key elements of the

synchronous electrode capacitance measurement

unit 14 are (a) an element for producing a

voltage change in the electrode array

synchronously with a reference signal, (b) an

element producing a signal indicative of the

displacement charge thereby coupled between

electrodes of the electrode array, (c) an element
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for demodulating this signal synchronously with

the reference signal, and (d) an element for low

pass filtering the demodulated signal. Unit 14 is

coupled to the electrode array, preferably

through a multiplexor or switches.” Gerpheide,

col. 5:52-63; Fig. 4.

“The reference frequency signal is preferably a

digital logic signal from the reference frequency

generator 16 (FIG. 1). The reference frequency

signal is supplied to unit 14 via an AND gate 72

also having a "drive enable" input, supplied by

the reference frequency generator 16 (FIG. 1).

The AND gate output feeds through inverter 74

and noninverting buffer 76 to wires RP and RN

respectively which are part of a capacitive

measurement element 78.” Gerpheide, col. 6: 19—

26; Fig. 4.

“The operational principle of the capacitive

position sensor of the invention is shown in FIG.

1. Electrode array 100 is a square or rectangular

array of electrodes 101 arranged in a grid pattern

of rows and columns, as in an array of tiles. . . .

The electrodes are covered with a thin layer of

insulating material (not shown). . . . Histogram

110 shows the capacitances for electrodes 101 in

array 100 with respect to finger 102.” Boie, col.

2:49-62, Fig. 1.

“FIG. 2 shows four such subdivided electrodes

in more detail at an intersection of two rows and

two columns in array 100. As can be seen from

FIG. 2, a horizontal element 201 and a vertical
element 202 are situated at each intersection of a

row and column.” Boie, col. 3:16-20, Fig. 2.

 
“As will be clear to those skilled in the art,
elements 201 and 202 can be fabricated in one

plane of a multi-layer printed circuit board

together with one set of interconnections, for

example, the horizontal row connections 203.
The vertical row connections 204 can then be

fabricated in another plane of the circuit board
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With appropriate v1a connectlons between the

planes.” Boie, col. 3:30-36, Fig. 2.
 

the plurality of small sized input touch

terminals defining adjacent areas on a

dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch;
and

 
a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator

for receiving said periodic output signal

from said oscillator, and coupled to said

input touch terminals, said detector circuit

being responsive to signals from said
oscillator via said microcontroller and a

presence of an operator's body capacitance

to ground coupled to said touch terminals

when proximal or touched by the operator

to provide a control output signal,

 
“The operational principle of the capacitive

position sensor of the invention is shown in FIG.

1. Electrode array 100 is a square or rectangular

array of electrodes 101 arranged in a grid pattern

of rows and columns, as in an array of tiles. . . .

The electrodes are covered with a thin layer of

insulating material (not shown). . . . Histogram

110 shows the capacitances for electrodes 101 in

array 100 with respect to finger 102.” Boie, col.

2:49-62, Fig. 1.

“FIG. 2 shows four such subdivided electrodes

in more detail at an intersection of two rows and

two columns in array 100. As can be seen from

FIG. 2, a horizontal element 201 and a vertical
element 202 are situated at each intersection of a

row and column.” Boie, col. 3:16-20, Fig. 2.

“As will be clear to those skilled in the art,
elements 201 and 202 can be fabricated in one

plane of a multi-layer printed circuit board

together with one set of interconnections, for

example, the horizontal row connections 203.
The vertical row connections 204 can then be

fabricated in another plane of the circuit board

with appropriate via connections between the

planes.” Boie, col. 3:30—36, Fig. 2.

“[E]ach row and column of electrodes from

array 100 is connected to an integrating

amplifier and bootstrap circuit 401, Each of

the outputs from circuits 401 can be selected by

multiplexer 402 under control of microcontroller

406. The selected output is then forwarded to

summing circuit 403, where such output is

combined with a signal from trimmer resistor

409. Synchronous detector and filter 404

convert the output from summing circuit 403 to a

signal related to the capacitance of the row or

column selected by multiplexer 402. RF

oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for
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example, 100 kilohertz, to Circuits 401,

synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter

410, and guard plane 411.” Boie, col. 3:53-col.

4:2, Fig. 4.

“The output of synchronous detector and filter

404 is converted to digital form by analog-to-

digital converter 405 and forwarded to
microcontroller 406. Thus, microcontroller 406

can obtain a digital value representing the

capacitance seen by any row or column of

electrode elements (or electrode if measured

separately) selected by multiplexer 402. . . .

Microcontroller 406 sends data to utilizing

means. such as a personal computer (not shown)

over lead 420.” Boie, col. 4:21-32, Fig. 4.

 
wherein said predefined frequency of said “RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for

oscillator and said signal output example, 100 kilohertz, to circuits 401,

frequencies are selected to decrease a first synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter

impedance of said dielectric substrate 410, and guard plane 41 1 .” Boie, col. 3:67—00].

relative to a second impedance of any 4:2, Fig. 4.

contaminate that may create an electrical

path on said dielectric substrate between “The effects of electrode-to-electrode

said adjacent areas defined by the capacitances, wiring capacitances and other

plurality of small sized input touch extraneous capacitances are minimized by

terminals, and driving all electrodes and guard plane 411 in

unison with the same RF signal from RF
oscillator 408.” Boie, col. 4:58-61.

“[A] capacitance-based detection device may

suffer from electrical background interference

from its surroundings, which is coupled onto the

sensing electrodes and interferes with position

detection. These spurious signals cause
troublesome interference with the detection of

finger positioning. The device operator may
even act as an antenna for electrical interference

which may cause a false charge injection or

depletion from the detecting electrodes.

Accordingly, there is a need for a touch

detection system which has the following

characteristics: (3) electrical interference

signals are rejected and eliminated from the
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detection system regardless of their frequency

and without requiring possibly expensive nulling

apparatus.” Gerpheide, col. 2:37-57.

A reference frequency generator 16 “observes

position signals to evaluate the extent of

interference at some reference frequency. In the

event that substantial interference is detected, the

generator 16 selects a different frequency for

further measurements. The generator 16 seeks to

always select a reference frequency away from

frequencies which have been found to result in
measurement interference, as described below.

The generator 16 includes an oscillator 100

which is, for example, set at four MHz, driving a

microcontroller 102 and a divide-by-(M+N)
circuit 104. Value N is a fixed constant,

approximately 50. Value M is specified by the

microcontroller 102 to be, for example, one of

four values in the range 61 KHZ to 80 KHZ as

specified by the microcontroller 102. The

microcontroller 102 performs the functions of

interference evaluation 106 and frequency

selection 108.” Gerpheide, col. 8:22-38; Fig. 7.
 

wherein said detector circuit compares a

sensed body capacitance change to ground

proximate an input touch terminal to a

threshold level to prevent inadvertent

generation of the control output signal.  “Referring to FIG. 6, microcomputer 406 reads

the initial capacitance values for all the elements

in array 100 and stores such values (step 601).
Such initial values should reflect the state of

array 100 without a finger or other object being

nearby, accordingly, it may be desirable to

repeat step 601 a number of times and then to

select the minimum capacitance values read as

the initial values, thereby compensating for the

effect of any objects moving close to array 100

during the initialization step. After initialization,

all capacitance values are periodically read and

the initial values subtracted to yield a remainder

value for each element (step 602). If one or

more of the remainders exceeds a preset

threshold (step 603), indicating that an object is

close to or touching array 100, then the x and y

coordinates of the centroid of capacitance for

such object can be calculated from such
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remainders (step 604). . To av01d spurious

operation, it may be desirable to require that two

or more measurements exceed the preset
threshold. The threshold can be set to some

percentage of the range of A/D converter 405,

for example 10-15% of such range.” Boie, col.

5:10-48, Fig. 6.

 

 

B. Claim 27
 

 

1.7. A capac1t1ve respons1ve electronic

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output

signal having a predefined frequency;

 
The capacrtive sensor of the invention

comprises a thin, insulating surface covering a

plurality of electrodes. The position of an object,

such as a finger or hand-held stylus, with respect
to the electrodes, is determined from the centroid

of capacitance values measured at the electrodes.

. . . The x and y coordinates of the centroid are
calculated in a microcontroller from the

measured capacitances.” Boie, col. 1:61—col.

2:5, Fig. 4.

“A computer input device for use as a computer

mouse or keyboard comprises a thin, insulating

surface covering an array of electrodes. . . . For

applications in which the input device is used as

a mouse, the microcontroller forwards position

change information to the computer. For

applications in which the input device is used as

a keyboard, the microcomputer identifies a key

from the position of the touching object and

forwards such key identity to the computer.”

Boie, Abstract.

“RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for

example, 100 kilohertz, to circuits 401,

synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter

410, and guard plane 411.” Boie, col. 3:67-col.

4:2, Fig. 4.
 

a microcontroller using the periodic

output signal from the oscillator, the

 
A reference frequency generator 16 “observes

position signals to evaluate the extent of
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microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a closely

spaced array of input touch terminals of a

keypad, the input touch terminals

comprising first and second input touch
terminals;

 
interference at some reference frequency. In the

event that substantial interference is detected, the

generator 16 selects a different frequency for

further measurements. The generator 16 seeks to

always select a reference frequency away from

frequencies which have been found to result in
measurement interference, as described below.

The generator 16 includes an oscillator 100

which is, for example, set at four MHZ, driving a

microcontroller 102 and a divide-by-(M+N)
circuit 104. Value N is a fixed constant,

approximately 50. Value M is specified by the

microcontroller 102 to be, for example, one of

four values in the range 61 KHZ to 80 KHZ as

specified by the microcontroller 102. The

microcontroller 102 performs the functions of

interference evaluation 106 and frequency

selection 108.” Gerpheide, col. 8:22-38; Fig. 7.

“FIG. 2A illustrates the electrodes in a preferred

electrode array 12, together with a coordinate

axes defining X and Y directions. One
embodiment includes sixteen X electrodes and

twelve Y electrodes, but for clarity of

illustration, only six X electrodes 20 and four Y

electrodes 22 are shown. It is apparent to one
skilled in the art how to extend the number of

electrodes. The array is preferably fabricated as a

multilayer printed circuit board 24. The

electrodes are etched electrically conductive

strips, connected to vias 26 which in turn

connect them to other layers in the array.

Illustratively, the array 12 is approximately 65
millimeters in the X direction and 49 millimeters

in the Y direction. The X electrodes are

approximately 0.7 millimeters wide on 3.3
millimeter centers. The Y electrodes are

approximately three millimeters wide on 3.3

millimeter centers.” Gerpheide, col. 4:41—55;

Fig. 2A.

“FIG. 4 shows one embodiment of the

synchronous electrode capacitance measurement

unit 14 in more detail. The key elements of the
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synchronous electrode capacitance measurement

unit 14 are (a) an element for producing a

voltage change in the electrode array

synchronously with a reference signal, (b) an

element producing a signal indicative of the

displacement charge thereby coupled between

electrodes of the electrode array, (c) an element

for demodulating this signal synchronously with

the reference signal, and (d) an element for low

pass filtering the demodulated signal. Unit 14 is

coupled to the electrode array, preferably

through a multiplexor or switches.” Gerpheide,

col. 5:52—63; Fig. 4.

“The reference frequency signal is preferably a

digital logic signal from the reference frequency

generator 16 (FIG. 1). The reference frequency

signal is supplied to unit 14 via an AND gate 72

also having a "drive enable" input, supplied by

the reference frequency generator 16 (FIG. 1).

The AND gate output feeds through inverter 74

and noninverting buffer 76 to wires RP and RN

respectively which are part of a capacitive

measurement element 78.” Gerpheide, col. 6: 19-

26; Fig. 4.

“The operational principle of the capacitive

position sensor of the invention is shown in FIG.

1. Electrode array 100 is a square or rectangular

array of electrodes lOl arranged in a grid pattern

of rows and columns, as in an array of tiles. . . .

The electrodes are covered with a thin layer of

insulating material (not shown). . . . Histogram

110 shows the capacitances for electrodes 101 in

array 100 with respect to finger 102.” Boie, col.

2:49-62, Fig. 1.

“FIG. 2 shows four such subdivided electrodes

in more detail at an intersection of two rows and

two columns in array 100. As can be seen from
FIG. 2, a horizontal element 201 and a vertical
element 202 are situated at each intersection of a

row and column.” Boie, col. 3:16-20, Fig. 2.
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As w1ll be clear to those skilled in the art,
elements 201 and 202 can be fabricated in one

plane of a multi-layer printed circuit board

together with one set of interconnections, for

example, the horizontal row connections 203.
The vertical row connections 204 can then be

fabricated in another plane of the circuit board

with appropriate via connections between the

planes.” Boie, col. 3:30—36, Fig. 2.
 

the first and second input touch terminals “The operational principle of the capacitive

defining areas for an operator to provide position sensor of the invention is shown in FIG.

an input by proximity and touch; and 1. Electrode array 100 is a square or rectangular

array of electrodes 101 arranged in a grid pattern

of rows and columns, as in an array of tiles. . . .

The electrodes are covered with a thin layer of

insulating material (not shown). . . . Histogram

110 shows the capacitances for electrodes 101 in

array 100 with respect to finger 102.” Boie, col.

2:49-62, Fig. 1.

“FIG. 2 shows four such subdivided electrodes

in more detail at an intersection of two rows and

two columns in array 100. As can be seen from
FIG. 2, a horizontal element 201 and a vertical
element 202 are situated at each intersection of a

row and column.” Boie, col. 3:16-20, Fig. 2.

“As will be clear to those skilled in the art,
elements 201 and 202 can be fabricated in one

plane of a multi-layer printed circuit board

together with one set of interconnections, for

example, the horizontal row connections 203.
The vertical row connections 204 can then be

fabricated in another plane of the circuit board

with appropriate via connections between the

planes.” Boie, col. 3:30-36, Fig. 2.
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Casio, col. 2.
 

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator

for receiving said periodic output signal

from said oscillator, and coupled to said

first and second touch terminals, said

detector circuit being responsive to signals
from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an

operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device,

  “[E]ach row and column of electrodes from

array 100 is connected to an integrating

amplifier and bootstrap Circuit 40] , Each of

the outputs from circuits 401 can be selected by

multiplexer 402 under control of microcontroller

406. The selected output is then forwarded to

summing circuit 403, where such output is

combined with a signal from trimmer resistor

409. Synchronous detector and filter 404

convert the output from summing circuit 403 to a

signal related to the capacitance of the row or

column selected by multiplexer 402. RF

oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for

example, 100 kilohertz, to circuits 401,

synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter

410, and guard plane 41].” Boie, col. 3:53—col.

4:2, Fig. 4.

“The output of synchronous detector and filter

404 is converted to digital form by analog—to—

digital converter 405 and forwarded to

microcontroller 406. Thus, microcontroller 406

can obtain a digital value representing the

capacitance seen by any row or column of

electrode elements (or electrode if measured

separately) selected by multiplexer 402. . . .

Microcontroller 406 sends data to utilizing

means, such as a personal computer (not shown)
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over lead 420.” Boie, col. 4:21-32, Fig. 4.

“A computer input device for use as a computer

mouse or keyboard comprises a thin, insulating

surface covering an array of electrodes. . . . For

applications in which the input device is used as

a mouse, the microcontroller forwards position

change information to the computer. For

applications in which the input device is used as

a keyboard, the microcomputer identifies a key

from the position of the touching object and

forwards such key identity to the computer.”
Boie, Abstract.

HERE'S HQW THIS

mama. WERE8:

Imle’Mms‘b‘marm _ >" 5‘ imm‘31“?91M Rm
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5- ilmwiéam‘w

Casio, col. 2.

 
 

said detector circuit being configured to “In using the position sensor of the invention as

generate said control output signal when a computer mouse or trackball to control a

the operator is proximal or touches said cursor, movement of the mouse or trackball is

second touch terminal after the operator is emulated by touching array 100 with finger 102,

proximal or touches said first touch or some other object, and stroking finger 102

terminal. over array 100 to move the cursor. Changes in

position of the finger with respect to array 100

are reflected in corresponding changes in

position of the cursor. Thus, for such an

application, microcontroller 406 sends data over

lead 420 relating to changes in position. FIG. 6

is a flow chart of the operation of

microcontroller 406 in such an application.”

Boie, col. 4:67-col. 5:9, Fig. 6.
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IV. CONCLUSION

A substantial new question of patentability is raised based on the newly cited prior art

combinations, and therefore a reexamination of claims 18 and 27 is warranted. Again, the Patent

Owner reserves the right to take positions asserting and to submit arguments explaining why

various Claim elements are not disclosed or suggested by the cited art.

If the Office should have any questions, please contact the undersigned attorney. The

Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees due in connection with this filing, or

credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 50- 1065.

Respectfully submitted,

December 24 2013 /Brian A. Carlson/

Date Brian A. Carlson

Reg. No. 37,793

 

Slater & Matsil, L.L.P.
17950 Preston Rd.

Suite 1000

Dallas, TX 75252
972-732-1001

972-732-9218 (fax)
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AEBSTRACT

A capacitive responsive Electronic switching circuit com-v
prises an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having
a fraquency of 50 kHz or greater. an input {ouch terminai
defining an arc-.21 for; an operator pro‘dde an input by prox—
imity and touch. and a dstccwr Circuit coupled to the
oscillator for receiving thc pariodic output signal from ihfi
oscillator. and couplod to the. input much terminal. The
detector circuit being responsive so signals from the 05:.“ —
laser and the presence. of an ogmator’s body capacitance to
ground couplod to tbs much terminal when in proximity or
touched by an opamtor to proficia a scam-o! output signal.
Preferably, the: oscillator provides a periodic output sigma}
flaming a froqucncy of 800 iii-£2 or greater. An array of much
terminals may be provided in close. pmxlmiiy due to the
reduction in crosstalk shat may result from contaminmts by
utilizing an oscillator outputting a signal having as frequency
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